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PREFACE 
 
Dobromir Borislavov (Sofia, Bulgaria) 
 
 
 
 
  
The first thing you will ask yourself when you see 
the title VITA NOVA II will be: “What is it all 
about?”, “What does this mean?” and “Why VITA 
NOVA II”? 
 
Not easy questions but also difficult answers. If you 
ask me these questions I will be able to point the 
most important answers. They shouldn’t be as 
more of the people would have started with. It will 
be more that simple. It will be a little bit different. 
 This is not the next Socrates Erasmus Intensive 
Program, it’s more than that. It is the one IP that 
happens when the right people are at the right 
place. But we are not talking only about people, we 
talk also about universities. Five universities from 
six countries - Austria, Bulgaria, Serbia, Czech 
republic, Macedonia and Slovakia. Institutions that 
were presented in Bulgaria by the most active and 
interested in their subjects students and their 
professors. Group of students ready to get 
acquainted with new mates, to face existing 
problems and to try to solve them in the 
professional manner. And this is not everything. 
The IP VITA NOVA II is the continuation of the 
already successfully conducted VITA NOVA project 
that took place in Stift Zwettl in Austria with the 
same five universities from Sofia, Belgrade, 
Bratislava, Linz and Vienna. 
 
You will ask yourself why the first part of the 
project was conducted in Stift Zwettl in Austria and 
the next phase in Klisura, Bulgaria? 
 
It is because of some very important reasons. Yes, 
indeed. But always there is one reason that is more 
special, a kind of peculiar than all others. And in 
this project it is the desire to learn from each other 
and to make out of the differences competitive 
advantages. But not while using the approach ‘on 
your own’ but within the effective international 
partnerships. That is why the partnership that was 
developed between the above mentioned 5 
universities adopted the multidisciplinary approach 
in learning and planning and proved that is easy to 
overcome the individual and to try to manage the 
general common value with the joint efforts of 
people that are not only professionals in their 
various fields but big friends also.  
 
And here is the chance to mention that the idea of 
Prof. Pouhalev from the Lesotechnical University in 
Sofia to find the common values and possibilities 
for future cultural development between the 
Monasteries in Austria and Bulgaria succeeded to 
go through. One idea that managed to open new 
possibilities and new understanding for the 
necessity of belief and religion understanding. And 
it was just the passion of prof. Pouhalev to 
combine all these issues and to give a push to it. 
And with the support of the whole team this turned 
to be real because all the participants gave their 
piece of personal attitude and desire to complete it. 
Due to their experience and ideas we managed to 
make our own concept and defined our joint 

cultural and professional values to live and work 
for. 
 
Isn’t this a challenge, what do you think? 
 
Is it easy to miss your summer vacation and to 
devote your time to the common goal - the making 
of a sustainable concept for new development of 
one of the many monasteries in Bulgaria - 
monastery in Klisura?  
 
The IP VITA NOVA II proves that it is. When you 
combine the one that makes you feel happy with 
the one that is useful for your professional growth 
the things just happen in the way it has to be. I 
guess you will need the answer of the following 
question too: 
  
What is necessary to be done in such case? 
 
First to find the Abbot of the monastery in Klisura 
and to check whether he needs the help of the 
students from four EU countries keen to give their 
best ideas and experience for its future 
development. 
 
Second to try to gather not only the students and 
their professors, at the same place and in the same 
time. Do believe me it’s not an easy task! 
 
Third to make a complete plan with dates, duties, 
workshops, discussions, etc. and to provide an 
overall organization to prove them all. The one we 
call the Project Management. You will be a happy 
person if you manage with the management. There 
is always something that is making your life 
shorter! But always is a pleasure to go through it. 
Because it makes you stronger, mature and 
experienced.  
 
Fourth  - if the first three have already  happened - 
to get your stuff prepared and if you have been 
sent the schedule to find the right way (the best 
case is to use the one that will be reimbursed 
according to the requirements of the IP) and  to 
get to the specified in the instructions location.    
 
Fifth - and last but not least is the desire to feel the 
spirit of this project as you read and understand all 
the information listed below. Because this is the 
content of what happened when the people 
responsible for IP VITA NOVA II executed from one 
to five. 
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PREFACE OF THE EDITOR 
 

 

Martin Treberspurg (University of Natural Resources and Applied Life Sciences, Vienna, Austria) 
 
 
Vita Nova I – our international workshop of the 
Socrates – Erasmus Intensive Programme VITA 
NOVA 2006 took place during wintertime on 12th-
26th of February 2006 in one of the coldest places 
in Austria – in Stift Zwettl and was a great success. 
You can read about it in our publication „VITA 
NOVA I - Sustainable development concept in the 
monastery Zwettl“, Academia Danubiana 2/2006 
ISSN 1817-3349. Stift Zwettl is a very important 
old monastery of the Roman Catholic Church. Be-
sides Stift Rein near Graz and Stift Heiligenkreuz 
near Vienna the third oldest Cistercian Monastery 
in the world, which was permanent in operation. So 
it is a symbol of stability and self-sufficiency since 
1137 and a visual example of sustainability for 900 
years. During our time in Stift Zwettl the old abbot 
Bertrand Baumann died on 17.2.2006. He was 
a very important intellectually leading person of 
Lower Austria and responsible for the exhibition of 
the province of Lower Austria (Nied-
erösterreichische Landesausstellung) 1981 – “Die 
Kuenringer und das Werden des Landes Nied-
erösterreich”[1]. It was an academic analysis of 
the founders of the monastery, the family of Kuen-
ringer, and also a large restoration work of Zwettl 
Monastery. On the other side Old Abbot Bertrand 
was looking into the future. He founded the first 
High School for environment and economics in 
Yspertal[2]. The funeral took place on 25th Febru-
ary 2006 in the Cathedral of the Zwettl Monastery, 
where many people from Austria came to partici-
pate. It was a deep impression for our Socrates 
Erasmus student group. I was thinking about the 
ideas, which Old Abbot Bertram wanted to give us 
for our future. Could the Zwettl Monastery become 
a symbol for „Modern Sustainability“ directing to 
the future in a global world, an integrated „Light-
house-example for sustainable regional economy“? 
Even though the application for Vita Nova 1, the 
Erasmus 1st Intensive Programme was very hard 
and difficult work in February 2005, the continuing 
workshop Vita Nova 2 was easier. First we wanted 
to continue Vita Nova 2 also in the Zwettl Mon-
tastery and focus it on sustainable agriculture and 
forestry. I had several contacts with our institutes 
of Agriculture and Forestry at the BOKU. They were 
very interested on this topic, but for the workshop 
and the preparation work before, they needed 
some financial support to pay their PhD. students. 
On October 13th, a Friday, we (Prof. Kvarda and I) 
had a meeting with the abbot of the Zwettl Monas-
tery Wolfgang Wiedermann and his economic direc-
tor. The Monastery had started the restoration 
work of the cathedral and could therefore not pro-
vide any financial support, such as discount rates 
for accommodation. On January 1st of 2007 Bul-
garia became fortunately a full member of the EU. 
During the first VITA NOVA 1 project we could 
establish an excellent co-operation with the Bulgar-
ian team - (Prof. Pouhalev, Svetlana Anisimova, 
Daniel Yordanov, Dobromir Borislavov) - There was 
a big interest to become acquainted with their 
country, exchange knowledge and bring new ideas 
to the universities. Therefore we decided to con-
tinue VITA NOVA II in cooperation with the Uni-
versity of Forestry in Sofia with Prof. Pouhalev of 
the Department of Environmental Management in a 

Bulgarian monastery. The Lesotechnical University 
in Sofia was proposing the Klisura Monastery, 
founded in 1240. It was completely destroyed in 
1862, rebuild in smaller way, situated in the north 
of Sofia next to the Stara Planina Mountains and 
close to the town of Berkovitza. Similar to Zwettl, 
Klisura is situated in a marvellous landscape with 
forests, lawns and fishing pounds. Compared to 
Zwettl, the monastery of Klisura is smaller and not 
so important in the history of art in Bulgaria. But 
the few monks are young, the Abbot is a man of 30 
years, and Klisura is a religious centre of surround-
ing region, where you can feel the strong belief, 
more profound than in Zwettl. Every weekend 
many weddings and christenings take place with a 
lot of people visiting this place. The problems of 
sustainable forestry, agriculture, fish farming and 
tourism are quite similar to Zwettl.  
 
The goals of the workshop will give the partici-
pants the philosophy behind ecological design and 
planning applied in practice, in particular in the 
field of transdisciplinary management for renew-
able resources in architecture and sustainable land 
use. Ecological design is a system of assembling 
conceptual, material and strategic components in a 
pattern which functions to benefit life in all its 
forms. Ecological design implies any form of design 
that minimizes environmentally destructive impacts 
by integrating itself with living processes to mini-
mize resource depletion, preserve water cycles and 
respects species diversity, etc. Transdisciplinarity 
requires methods to conceptualize knowledge inte-
gration for different, systems, disciplines, qualities 
and interests. 
 
The themes of the ecological design workshop will 
give the participants the opportunity to learn about 
ecological design principles, which can be applied 
at all levels of scale to create new patterns of 
buildings, open spaces, landscapes and appropriate 
technologies. The three broad principles of ecologi-
cal design and planning are: learning from nature, 
understanding patterns on a real world level, sec-
ond conceptualizing through synthesis by methods 
of knowledge integration and third causal explain-
ing of our ideas, based on arguments. We had a 
wonderful time in Bulgaria, with very good working 
atmosphere, and extremely hot weather.  
The workshop was finished with a very nice event. 
The two rectors Prof. Dr. Hubert Dürrstein from 
BOKU in Vienna and Prof. D.Sc. Nino Petkov Ninov 
from Sofia visited our final presentation at the 
Forestry Research Center of Burziya, where we 
were staying during the second week. I hope that 
the way we preceded – by disseminating the idea 
of sustainability in another country and within the 
orthodox church, abbot Bertram would approve. 
 
Literature: 
[1] WOLFRAM, HERWIG [HRSG.] Die Kuenringer, 
das Werden des Landes Niederösterreich Niederös-
terreichische Landesausstellung, Stift Zwettl, 16. 
Mai - 26. Oktober 1981. Amt der Niederösterr. 
Landesregierung, Abt. III/2. Wien 1981 
[2] http://hluw.info/ 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Werner Kvarda (University of Natural resources and Applied Life Sciences, Vienna, Austria) 
 
 
 
The University of Natural Resources and Applied 
Life Sciences Vienna in cooperation with the Le-
sotehnicheski Universitet Sofia (LTU) and three 
universities from Beograd, Bratislava and Brno 
were submitting for 2005 till 2008 a project for an 
Intensive Program (IP) within Erasmus called “VITA 
NOVA”. Within this international established Eras-
mus IP the very idea is about sustainable develop-
ment over unlimited growth, to develop new eco-
nomic concepts for the future and also to preserve 
and nurture cultural heritage in monasteries.  
 
In cooperation with students from the Danubian 
countries and experts from science, administration 
and the church we were already developing new 
concepts for the monastery of Stift Zwettl in 
Austria in 2006. Our first publication from the 
VITA NOVA I project in Stift Zwettl 1 is expound-
ing within several projects the idea of conceptualiz-
ing perspectives for various activities in the monas-
tery (renovation of buildings, appropriate energy 
technology, tourism etc.) and also fostering pas-
toral activities for young people. All these ideas 
helped us in the follow up project this year.  
 
For realising the second run of the VITA NOVA II 
project, a change of location was organised be-
tween the Lesotehnicheski Universitet Sofia (LTU) 
and the BOKU Vienna. First we informed the 
agency in Brussels about the alternative situation. 
The initial project plan had to be changed, because 
of a few essential reasons. First of all, the abbot of 
Stift Zwettl Wolfgang Wiedermann, informed Prof. 
Treberspurg and Prof. Kvarda on Nov. 13th 2006, 
that he did not see any possibility for further co-
operation with the VITA NOVA project. The monas-
tery could not provide any financial support, such 
as discounted rates for accommodation. He did 
explain that it was not possible to deliver any fi-
nancial support to the project. Within a very short 
time before Christmas 2006, we had to make a 
decision about a new place in Klisura Bulgaria, 
which was the monastery already mentioned within 
our submitted second project application. We in-
formed, via e-mail, Mrs. Maria-Luisa Garcia-
Minguez on December 18th 2006 about this new 
arrangement.  
 
Then we were organizing a joint Kick off meeting 
in January 2007 in Sofia, commencing the new 
cooperation between the LTU and the BOKU. The 
appropriateness and effectiveness of the organisa-
tional approach in achieving the aims of the project 
was organised by the BOKU Vienna - Institute for 
Structural Engineering – Sustainable Constructions 
and the LTU Sofia - Department of Environmental 
Management. Prof. Pouhalev, the spiritual rector of 
the project and the PhD. Students Ulla Ertl (BOKU 
Vienna), Roman Grünner (FASTU Bratislava) and 
Juraj Berdis (STU Bratislava) and Doz. Katinka 
Mihova assisted in organisational matters. The 
transnational co-operation has taken place by our 
virtual learning environment at BOKU, based on an 

                                                           
1 http://www.academia-
danubia-
na.net/projects/vita_nova/vita_06_results.html  

open source management system (http://moodle. 
boku.ac.at). The course VITA NOVA II is imple-
mented at the BOKU website, assisted by Claus 
Rainer Michalek. It comprises the activity of a dis-
cussion board and also several folders for 
downloading the pdf files https://moodle.boku. 
ac.at/course/category.php?id=32 -> click on IP 
VITA NOVA II Klisura -> User name: rrahders, 
password: test). 
 
The two universities decided to construct a special 
agreement in both languages – Bulgarian and 
German – which was finally signed by the two 
rectors.2 Concerning top 9.2 in the agreement, a 
financial plan was prepared by the LTU for transfer-
ring the expenses for accommodation and subsis-
tence from the BOKU to the LTU, as well as reim-
bursement of our travel expenses according to the 
EC rules. At the Kick off meeting we were also 
defining the goals and objectives of the IP.  
 
The second phase of the Sokrates Erasmus Inten-
sive program - IP - VITA NOVA II took place from 
July 9th till July 21st 2007 in the monastery of 
Klisura in Bulgaria. Students from Czech Republic, 
Serbia, Macedonia, Bulgaria, Slovakia and Austria 
took part. The monastery of Klisura is situated in 
the north of Sofia next to the Stara Planina Moun-
tains and close to the town of Berkovitsa.  
 

 
Pict.1: Monastery Klisura     Foto: Daniel Yordanov 
 
The very idea about this international student-
workshop was generating new concepts for the 
monastery- to develop sustainable programs in 
architecture, landscape and tourism. The students 
were working on several projects, fostering new 
design concepts for the garden of the monastery 
and the landscape, sustainable tourism concepts, 
making proposals for the restoration of the build-
ings for new functions and elaborating alternative 
energy heating concepts for solar and renewable 
resources. The vision of the abbot father Antim 
incorporates new accommodation and recreation 
facilities for tourists and investment in the renova-
tion buildings to preserve cultural heritage.  

                                                           
2 http://www.academia-danubiana.net/pro-
jects/vita_nova/vita_nova_2/Vita_Nova2_Home.ht
ml 
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The main aim of the VITA NOVA II project is to 
exchange ideas and structural management con-
cepts between western and eastern monasteries in 
the Danube space. The Great Schism divided Chris-
tianity into Western Catholicism (Latin) and East-
ern Orthodoxy (Greek) branches. The Bulgarian 
Orthodox Church has its origin in the flourishing 
Christian communities and churches, set up in the 
Balkans as early as the first centuries of the Chris-
tian era. The workshop took place in the first week 
in Klisura and within the second week we could 
work on our project in the LTU forestry research 
centre in Burziya near the village of Berkoviza   
 

 
Pict.2: LTU forestry research centre in Burziya near 
Berkoviza                            Foto: Daniel Yordanov 
 
We started our project in Klisura with a Future 
Search Conference, well suited for strategic plan-
ning, with designing the structure and a new con-
tent for the workshop produced by the participants. 
The students specified for themselves what can be 
done during the IP in Klisura. Our ‘joint problem 
identification among various disciplines’ was chal-
lenging a new approach of mutual learning. We 
have chosen a trans- disciplinarily approach as a 
new form of learning and problem solving involving 
cooperation among different parts of society (public 
sector, the orthodox church etc.) and academia in 
order to meet complex challenges in our times. The 
various projects of the groups – architecture, gar-
dening, tourism, renewable energy systems – rely 
on knowledge integration within an ecological de-
sign process. Ecological design implies any form of 
design that minimizes environmentally destructive 
impacts by integrating itself with living processes 
to minimize resource depletion, preserve water 
cycles and respects species diversity etc.  
 
The themes of the ecological design workshop was 
fostering for the participants the opportunity to 
learn about ecological design principles, which can 
be applied at all levels of scale to create new pat-
terns of buildings, open spaces, landscapes and 
appropriate technologies. The three broad princi-
ples of ecological design and planning are, learning 
from nature, understanding patterns on a real 
world level, second conceptualizing through syn-
thesis by methods of knowledge integration and 
third causal explaining of our ideas, based on ar-
guments.  
 
The students were submitting case studies on 
various subjects; the abstracts were sent to the e-
learning platform at BOKU  and were reviewed by 
the organisational team (https://moodle.boku. 

ac.at). During the IP, the students were presenting 
case studies and elaborating projects; the teachers 
were presenting lectures.  
 
The various topics of the IP:  
 
1. Architecture  
+ Sustainability of Monasteries and Monastery 
Complexes – CEPIC, GRBAC 
+ Critical Review of the Application of contingent 
Valuation Method for studying the Protection of 
Cultural-Historic Monuments – DANCHEV  
+ Revitalization of monasteries – POLOMOVA 
+ Renewable Resources and Sustainable Architec-
ture – ERTL, GRÜNNER, TREBERSPURG  
+ Role of Serbian Monasteries in sustainable Tour-
ism – PANTIC  
+ Project ´Architecture design´ GUCIKOVA, 
SVANCAR  
+ Project ´Masterplan Klisura´ - CUKOROVA, 
DVONCOVA, GLADICOVA  
 
2. Open Spaces 
+ Flowers in the Bulgarian monasteries – Interior 
and Exterior, Traditions and Future, KABATLIYSKA 
+ Project ´Landscape and Gardens of the Klisura 
Monastery´ - CEPIC, GRBAC, TUZINSKY, SEKIRA-
NOVA, DYAKOV 
 
3. Energy systems 
+ Solar energy in Slovakia - KRIZEK 
+ Güssing: Energy Autarky - SCHÖNHERR 
+ Project ´Energy efficiency´ - STUNDNER, 
SCHÖNHERR, GADERMAIER, SIMJANOSKI  
 
4. Forestry and economy 
+ Bulgarian forestry and the multifunctional man-
agement / temporal challenges and outlooks – 
KOSTOV 
+ Role of Serbian monasteries in sustainable tour-
ism - PANTIC  
+ Project ´Sustainable tourism in Klisura Monas-
tery´ – KEYZLAROVA, PANTIC 
 
5. History and Pastoral Activities 
+ The Temple of La Sagrada Familia, Barcelona, 
Spain – SVANCAR  
+ Morality, guilt, sustainability and their political 
and medial reflection – KUBO  
+ Bulgaria on a crossroad of civilizations in Europe 
– KVARDA  
 
During our workshop in Klisura, the bishop from 
the north-western region in Bulgaria and the direc-
tor from the Orthodox seminar for priests, visited 
our project and talked with the students. Addition-
ally the official deputy of the mayor of the town 
Berkovitsa presented his municipality in a lecture 
to the students. 
 
The final presentation of the IP took place July 20th 
2007 on the Veranda of the monastery. The stu-
dents were presenting their ideas and the two 
rectors from LTU Sofia and BOKU Vienna were 
joining the meeting. All together the lectures and 
projects will be published on the ACADEMIA 
DANUBIANA publication and also put on our web-
sites  
(https://moodle.boku.ac.at/course/category.php?id
=32 and http://www.academia-danubiana.net).       
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CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE APPLICATION OF CONTINGENT 
VALUATION METHOD FOR STUDYING THE PROTECTION OF 
CULTURAL-HISTORIC MONUMENTS  
 

Alexi Danchev (Fatih University, Istanbul, Turkey) 
 

  
 
INTRODUCTION 

The economic valuation of our past legacy is an important element of the policy of cultural-historic 
monuments conservation. During the transition period of the former centrally-planned economies 
there was strong deterioration of the physical state of these monuments. The present conservation 
works carried out in conditions of tight financial restrictions strongly needs reliable information of 
the cost and benefits of conservation. This information is crucial for the formulation of priorities that 
are to be given to the huge amount of monuments needing restoration. Economic science tries to 
help this activity by developing and applying various methods of valuation. Among the big variety of 
methods we can indicate several basic groups: methods of direct measurements, methods based on 
surrogate or artificial markets, etc. Most of them are regarded as complement in terms of producing 
alternative valuation.  

The economic logic of the applied procedure of valuation is to juxtapose the net benefits of 
restoration from alternative solutions and to allow ranking the priorities for the most efficient 
distribution of the scarce financial funds. As it is difficult to gauge all possible costs and benefits of 
restoration it is common to try to use various methods of valuation and to compare the results in a 
search of optimal allocation of resources.  

Next we concentrate on the application of one of the most popular and controversial method – the 
method of contingent valuation. Short comment is given on the practical works based on this 
method as well as on the difficulties and attempts of improvement of its application due to the 
accumulated experience for more than a decade.1 

                                                 
1 This paper has been prepared for the Erasmus funded seminar on protection of cultural-historic heritage held 
in Petrohan house of the Forestry University, 8 – 13 July, 2007, Bulgaria. 

 

THE METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK 

The name contingent valuation comes from the 
way the method is used for calculating the benefits 
of a given economic activity. The method is applied 
mainly in cases when there is no direct or 
surrogate market for the good of valuation and the 
only way of valuing is to create an artificial market 
and in an imaginative way to extract the economic 
value put on the good by the consumers. As 
cultural-historic monuments are regarded by 
economic science as public goods and actually 
there is no market for them it creates serious 
difficulties in understanding the very idea of 
contingency.  

There is a need to indicate from the very beginning 
several important features of the valuation 
procedure. First of all is the problem of the 
numeraire to be used. As in the economic studies 
such a unit of account is the Willingness-To-Pay 
(WTP) of the consumers to use the good, the 
consumers often may not understand correctly the 
idea of the WTP for such public goods as  

cultural-historic monuments. It is important to note 
that we are looking only for an economic value, not 
for how the individuals are valuing in general a 
given monument. No doubt every monument is 
unique and there is not a monetary equivalent of 
this uniqueness. Economic value is only expression 
of the WTP of the consumer giving priorities in 
his/her limited financial resources to distribute part 
of them in favour of visiting this monument and 
increasing his/her overall utility.  

The fact that this visit helps to increase the utility 
in various ways creates some consumer surplus - 
we are willing to spend part of our money on 
visiting the monument and as a matter of fact 
obtain more utility than we have paid for it. There 
are different consumer surpluses as all the 
consumers are willing to pay different amount of 
money to use (consume) this public good. When we 
sum up all consumers’ surpluses of the visitors 
(actual and potential) we can construct the demand 
function of the good and to calculate what is called 
economic value of the good. 

There are a lot of biases emerging during the 
interviewing: the consumer may not express 
his/her real value for many reasons – attempts to 
influence the policy by over or underestimating the 
object, biases are possible due to misunderstanding 
of the aim of interviewing, the way it is carried out, 
etc. The whole mastery of the application of the 
contingent valuation method is to extract the exact 
value the consumer gives to the monument 
reducing possible biases of valuation to minimum. 
As the information is collected by interviewing the 
consumers, the quality of the questionnaire and the 
way the interviewing is provided naturally are of 
paramount importance to have good quality 
results.  

In the initial stages of the application of contingent 
valuation the economic science formulated the idea 
of total economic value as a sum of several basic 
sub-values: option, bequest, existence, etc values. 
This created impression that the value is not an 
integer category but is composed of several sub-
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WTP. Naturally the more sub-values the higher 
would be the expected total economic value of the 
monuments. This fact is confusing as the 
formulation of new sub-values in the next stages of 
development of the theory of valuation would result 
in turning the previous estimations as 
underestimated results. This expectation comes 
also from the fact that if we construct a catalogue 
of contingent valuations carried out during the last 
decades we will see that predominance is given to 
valuing mainly various sub-values and rarely 
attempts are made to come to an integrated result. 
Obviously the researchers intuitively perceive the 
flaws of this concept and restrict their studies in 
less ambitious tasks. Such partial achievements are 
however definitely not sufficient for formulation 
reliable priorities in funding the conservation works.  

For this reasons we experimented various 
approaches for valuing cultural-historic heritage in 
an attempt to construct more operative models of 
valuation. We comment our endeavours next.  

 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION 

The first studies of valuing Bulgarian monasteries 
were organised within the EU funded РЕСО 
program coordinated by the late Professor David 
W. Pearce, director of the Center of Social and 
Economic Research on Global Environment 
(CSERGE) at the University College London 
(UCL). The interviewing and collection of the data 
took place in January 1997. A random sample of 
483 people, representative of the Bulgarian 
population, was personally interviewed in 17 
sampling points across Bulgaria.1 The questionnaire 
allowed collecting valuable information not only of 
the WTP but also a broad data of attitudinal and 
demographic nature. The results showed that the 
majority of Bulgarian population have visited at 
least one monastery at some point in their lives. 
The survey showed that 96% of the sample had 
visited at least one monastery and nearly 40% had 
visited more than five. Unsurprisingly, the most 
popular monasteries are the most representative 
such as the Rila, the Bachkovo and the Trojan 
Monasteries. Only 12% of the visits were motivated 
by religious purposes; 20% were mainly for 
recreation and relaxation; and a majority of 68% 
visit monasteries because of an interest in 
Bulgarian history and cultural heritage. We need to 
note that the time of interviewing was a period of 
riots against the incumbent socialist government 
which ended with its resigning. It created 
difficulties with the interviewing and had a potential 
for biased estimations.  

Nevertheless, the study showed that on average, 
Bulgarians attributed a significantly positive value 
(about 0.1% of per capita GNP) to the conservation 
and restoration of the Christian Orthodox 
monasteries. The implication is that damages to 
these cultural goods are undesirable and that the 
public would be willing to pay positive amounts to 
avoid them or to slow the rate at which they occur, 
despite the country’s difficult economic and political 
situation.  

The study helped to reveal important elements of 
the mechanism of funding the conservation works. 
Predominance was given to the public subsidy, 
demonstrating the existence of considerable social 
benefits. The priority given to subsidising the 

conservation works in favour of less expensive and 
more efficient market mechanisms was reflection of 
the centrally-planned perception of the economy by 
the interviewees for several decades. As it was 
indicated in the publications based on the study in 
a country such as Bulgaria, the presumptive case 
for state provision was eroded by the risks of state 
finance, not least the likelihood that heritage may 
be seen as a ‘luxury’ item in times of hardship for 
the public revenues. By this time however it was 
difficult to look for long-term sustainability 
solutions based on alternative market financing 
mechanisms to “appropriate benefits and increase 
the effectiveness of efforts to protect monasteries”.  

Meanwhile the studies carried out by experts from 
various countries allowed formulating economic 
mechanisms already tested and working well in the 
more advanced economies. It was indicated that 
“Any mechanism should bear in mind the 
heterogeneous distribution of benefits across the 
population and, particularly, the fact that a 
significant proportion of the public is not willing to 
pay for the protection of monasteries. As such, 
using general tax increases may not be an 
adequate way of achieving conservation objectives 
and one with undesirable distributional impacts” 
(Mourato, Kontoleon, Danchev (2002). 

As an alternative the charging for ‘use’ of the 
monasteries was outlined as “the clearest way to 
capture economic value, given their mixed good 
characteristics”. Recommendation was formulated to 
adjust the self-financing or partial self-financing entry 
and view charge systems for cultural goods 
experimented in many countries during the recent 
years. In particular, the idea of charging different 
prices for the national and foreign visitors used as 
a current practice in some monasteries was 
discussed.  The charity activity was regarded as an 
alternative as for example, the Heritage Lottery Fund 
in the UK which has awarded by the time of the study 
more than 600 grants to heritage projects, worth 
£405 million, which constitutes an enormous boost to 
the cultural heritage sector (Heritage Lottery Fund, 
1997).  

The study was useful also as an example of 
cooperation which had tremendously positive effect 
for the Eastern European participants in the project 
allowing them to soak up the inspired atmosphere of 
the most prestigious universities in Europe and to 
train themselves in creative application of their 
experience.  
 
CONCLUSIONS FROM THE EXPERIENCE 

Our own experience for more than a decade of 
valuating various public goods (monasteries, 
national parks, biodiversity, etc.) by applying 
contingent valuation revealed several drawbacks of 
the existing practice. Some of these drawbacks are 
going to the deep understanding of the very core of 
value. Most of the formulated sub-values of so 
called “total economic value” such as option value, 
showing the WTP of the consumer to use the good 
as an option of consumption in an indefinite future, 
the bequest value, expressing the WTP of the 
consumer to have the good for their children and 
their children, existence value expressed by the 
WTP of the consumers just to know that this good 
exists and so on are difficult to understand by the 
predominant part of the consumers. In case of 
cultural- historic monuments most of these values 
may cause even negative reaction especially in 
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cases of more sensitive cultures as they are 
enormously valuated by the visitors. During the 
interviewing the reaction of the interviewees often 
is negative regarding the questions of so 
formulated sub-values as a profanisation of the real 
value the consumers assign to the monuments.  

Gradually in our studies we had to alter the 
common procedure of valuation applying a 
modified one based on the theory of attributes 
formulated by the American economist K. Lancaster 
2according to which we buy good not for 
themselves but for their attributes. This approach 
allows to formulate more exactly the attributes of 
value given by the very consumers and reflects 
more exactly the motivations of the consumer for 
visiting cultural-historic monuments influenced by a 
spectrum of explicit and implicit cultural, religious, 
aesthetic, etc. emotions they invoke to the 
consumers.  

Instead of total economic values we started to use 
general economic value, which is different for every 
individual. The general economic value reflects the 
value given to the attributes most highly 
appreciated by the consumers. The new 
methodology proposes estimation in which the 
general economic value is calculated as a weighted 
average of the basic attributes formulated by the 
consumers. In case of cultural-historic heritage 
these attributes are mainly motivated by touristic, 
historic, religious, etc. reasons. In such a way the 
confusion of asking consumers for often difficult to 
understand, abstract and formulated outside their 
own minds values is avoided by allowing 
consumers to define their own attributes of value 
and the corresponding WTP for them.   

During the Vita Nova II meeting in Klisoura 
monastery in June 2007 an improvised interviewing 
took place with the visitors of the monastery during 
the meeting, which demonstrated the practical 
application of the new approach to the contingent 
valuation method. We added to this approach the 
elements of another method called travel cost 
methods, which reveals the motivations for visiting 
monasteries from point of view of the travel cost. 
Combining the surrogate market (travel cost as a 
measure of WTP for consuming the good) and 
artificial market (contingent valuation of the 
attributes of value) allows to avoid some of the 
inconveniences of the previous approach.  

With expectations this study to carry on in future, 
the outlined improvements in the procedure were 
tested and the results could be regarded as 
successful. Although not statistically representative 
they demonstrated that the Bulgarian population 
still puts high value of the cultural-historic 
monuments and is willing to devote even higher 
share of income than before for their protection. As 
before, the basic motivations of visiting cultural-
historic monuments were mainly touristic and in 
less degree historic or religious. The constructed 
questionnaire combining travel cost and contingent 
valuation methods as a matter of fact changed the 
accents in the studying of the WTP allowing firstly 
defining the attributes of value by every consumer 
and next asking for the corresponding WTP. The 

                                                 
2 Lancaster, K. A New Approach to Consumer 
Theory. - Journal of Political Economy, 1966,         
N 74, p.132 – 157. 
 

basic conclusion from our experiments is that 
actually despite the satisfactory results (high value 
put on the cultural-historic heritage) the valuation 
needs further improvement. As a complicated 
psychological interaction between the interviewees 
and the enumerators it reveals a broad spectrum of 
details concerning the real perception of the role 
this heritage plays in the formation of the value 
system and its transfer to the next generations. 
Capturing these details can be realised successfully 
by a multidisciplinary approach and the present 
initiatives of research programs allow to expect this 
task turned into reality in near future.     
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FLOWERS IN THE BULGARIAN MONASTERIES – INTERIOR AND 
EXTERIOR, TRADITIONS AND FUTURE  
 

Zlatka Kabatliyska (University of Forestry, Sofia, Bulgaria) 

 
 
 
The Bulgarian Monasteries have always been attractive point for pilgrims and visitors because of 
their sheltered position, typical layout and atmosphere. Throughout the ages the Monasteries 
imposed themselves as independent units – as a closed system, kept down under strict rules of 
living and communicating and at the same time as an open system, that links it own inhabitants and 
visitors with different status and background. Nowadays the monasteries are discussed in the 
context of the sustainable development that requires a general concept about their planning and 
maintenance, part of which are the flowers – their use in aesthetic and applied context. In the 
following survey the main features of flower utilization in the Monastery Church interior and 
exterior in Bulgaria are outlined. Certain flowers and arrangement types, connected with the most 
popular Saint’s Days and Holydays are proposed. The Monastery court layout with its details: fence, 
cobblestone, faucet, stairs and balcony, trimmed boxes etc. is presented and discussed. Some 
contemporary patterns of planting design are promoted in order to attract more visitors. The 
surroundings of the Monasteries are also a certain target for integration of the whole assemble in a 
nature friendly way. 

 

Preface 

The Bulgarian Monasteries are deeply rooted in our 
past as a part of the most dramatic and heavy 
periods in Bulgarian history – recognition of the 
Christianity, keeping of Bulgarian self-awareness 
and independence. They took and still are taking a 
significant part in confirmation not only of the 
religion, but also of the national script and culture 
as well. Throughout the ages they imposed 
themselves as independent units – as a closed 
system, kept down under strict rules of living and 
communicating and at the same time as an open 
system, that links it own inhabitants and visitors 
with different status and background. In a global 
view, the Monasteries accomplish the relations with 
similar institutions in the whole Christian World.  

It’s beyond doubt that the Monastery Complexes in 
Bulgaria have become a real treasury of 
iconographies, relics, genuine chef d’oeuvre of 
woodcarving, mural paintings and literary heritage. 
At the same time they have preserved 
masterpieces of garden and park art, century-old 
representatives of native and foreign tree and 
shrub flora.  

Discussed in the context of the sustainable 
development the Monasteries are very important 
unit, which preservation and function as a whole 
system is too important. They are a human being 
creation, placed in natural ambient, with different 
degree of access. They offer tranquility and at the 
same time are hot spots for visitors, pilgrims and 
tourists at a high degree of utilization. All this 
requires a general concept about their planning, 
part of which are the flowers – their use in 
aesthetic and applied context.  

As a complete landscape–architectural complex the 
Bulgarian monasteries can be overviewed in the 
following three aspects: interior, exterior, and 
adjusted areas. 

Interior 

The presence of flowers in the Temple interior is 
inevitable, no matter of time and place – in the 
heathendom, Christian churches, mosques, etc. In 
the pagan offerings the flowers served as God’s 
symbol and their fragrance – as goddess flavor.  

Images of many pagan Gods are connected with 
flowers [3]. The word ’bouquet’ has French origin, 
but in the Ancient Egypt  ‘bunch of flowers’ and 
‘life’ were noted in one and just the same way. The 
symbols of flower are associated with The Creation. 

In the Christians practice the semantic and 
symbolic meaning of flowers remains [3]. Some 
ways of offering as for example the crown (wreath) 
also exist, but with new meaning: as an attribute 
of memory and glory. The thyme, basil (Ocimum 
basilicum), common myrtle (Myrtus communis) are 
widely spread.  

The bringing of flowers in the Christian temples is 
connected with certain habits and interpretations of 
the Christian texts. The way of flowers offering in 
the Temples, in certain cases has become an art 
(Ikebana art, contemporary arrangements, and 
etc.).  

Stand points 

The Orthodox Church is with lavish décor and 
elaborated patterns. Flowers are used not only for 
decoration but as an expression of believing and 
pray of God, as a feeling of joy and gratitude [1]. 
The offering and arrangement of flowers aims to 
preserve the national tradition accumulated 
throughout the centuries and transmit the endless 
floral customs of the Bulgarians to the next 
generations. Committing of the national and 
religious habits with certain trends in flower 
utilization is reasonable and proper method of 
children education. In the very process of the 
flower arrangement are attracted volunteers that 
share the holiday atmosphere and life style in the 
Monasteries.  
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Flowers use 

Flowers are mostly used in their natural 
appearance. Fresh flowers are applied as cut 
flowers, pot-plant, as rooted plant for bringing and 
breeding at home. Artificial plants are applied only 
in badly enlightened interiors.  

Flowers are also used as symbol and stylized 
ornament in woodcarvings, colonnades and wall 
paintings. Stylized images of cloves, daisies, 
sunflowers, and roses are widely spread, combined 
with pictures of the native fauna [2]. 

Rules in flowers use 

Certain recommendations exist when flowers are 
brought in the Temple. First rule imposes not to 
use poisonous and prickly flowers. If roses are 
used, they should be thoroughly cleaned. Flowers, 
picked up from the Church shouldn’t be thrown 
away. They are supposed to be dried, stored, 
placed on a certain height and finally burned [1] 
Next rule concerns flower abundance. Flowers are 
marking only the most important elements of the 
Churches and the Monasteries in order to enhance 
their meaning– the gate (as an invitation), the 
icons of the altar, fireplaces and relics feretories.  

Arrangements types  

The Wreath (Crown) - this is the most ancient 
arrangement for celebration and dedication and is 
used often in the Church interior.  

The Garlands - this is an arrangement of 
invitation, celebration and out-featuring. This is 
also an ancient decoration, typical for the Slavic 
ethnic group. The garlands are an emblematic way 
of offering for some National and Religious Fests as 
The Day of the Slavic Script and Culture. 

The Bouquet – about the Church and Monastery’s 
interior this is quite new arrangement, practiced in 
the big Churches at important holidays. The 
arrangement should be upright, cone-formed, 
pointing one’s aspiration for the Heaven [1].  

The Floral panels - flat floral panels– a new 
trend that has just generated in the last few years. 
For Bulgaria it was officially demonstrated at Flora 
Bourgass Exhibition 2005 and was generously 
accepted (pict.1). The second type - spatial floral 
panels – are widely spread in Orthodox Russia [1], 
still not so popular in Bulgaria. This is a 
synthesized way to include contemporary pattern 
in Christian themes.  

Traditions and trends in floral use in the 
Church interior and Monastery Ensembles. 

In the Orthodox Christian some Saint’s days are 
celebrated too festively. The national tradition has 
survived throughout the centuries. Decoration for 
some of the most popular holydays is discussed 
here: 

On Palm Sunday and Easter an offering of willow 
(Salix bough), symbolizing palm branches are held. 
Minor spring bulbs, forced to blossom bulbs, 
branches with floral buds are used. Traditionally 
these flowers are brought in the houses, rounded 
in crown for decoration of the home altar or the 
icons. Most popular are prime roses (Primula), Lilly 
of the Valley (Convallaria), Roman hyacinth 
(Hyacinthus) and other minor native bulbs. garden 
pansy (Viola), cranes bill geranium (Geranium 

macrorhhizum) etc. It is recommended all these 
flowers to be propagated in the Monastery 
complexes in order to cease their unscrupulous 
gathering from natural habitats. As far as the 
variety in the arrangements is concerned the 
following can be outlined: pot-planted Phoenix, 
Cycas – (most similar with the Palm leaves), pinks 
(Dianthus), Gypsophylla, Asparagus, Ruscus 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pict. 1: Flat floral panel – Flora exibition –Bulgaria 
2005. Presented by “Sneki Ltd.” -Bourgass 
 

aculeatus, ivy (Hedera), Ferns, Thuja branches, 
mums (Chrysanthemum) and of course the lilly 
(Lilium) are often used. Flowers with certain 
tropical appearances are not recommended: 
Orchids, Bromeliads, Anthuriums. 

The Holly Trinity (50 days after Easter) is popular 
as a ‘green’ day, as seasonally coincides with the 
beginning of the summer period. The trend is to 
use a lot of greenery, especially green carpets, 
composed of green leaves and cut buds and 
flowers. 

The Transfiguration as a holyday is related with 
abundance of fruits, celery and good yield. Usually 
more vivid colors and abundance of fruits are 
preferred, symbolizing prosperity.  

On Virgin Mary’s Day special symbols are used. 
The offerings are associated with the image of 
mother and woman, with preys and positive 
thoughts [1]. An obligatory symbol is the Lilly 
flower - Lilum candidum (or L. longiflorum) that 
presence often in the Monastery garden. A 
correlation between flower shape and the old 
trumpet of the herald is observed. Dominating 
colors are white and light blue, deep purple hue is 
excluded. New trend of enhancing variety occur by 
using bell-flower (Campanula), cornflower 
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(Centaurea), china aster (Callistephus), lavender 
(Lavandula) and gramineous plants inflorescence. 

On Christmas the trend is simplicity and 
evergreen color. Usually fir-three boughs are used. 
In the recent years some pot-plants found their 
place as Cyclamen, Poinsettia (Euphorbia 
pulcherrima), Azalea. Тhis holiday allows in a great 
extend to show Christian charity by flowers 
arrangements, created by children and volunteers. 
Usually the monasteries are certain generators of 
the idea for such noble activities. 

Exterior 

Most of the nowadays-existing Monasteries 
originated from the Medieval, before the Ottoman 
Slavery, but was totally robed and fired at that  

time. Most of them were restored in 19-20 
centuries, and their garden layout is dated 
respectively. In main features the garden repeats 
the one in the Bulgarian Renaissance house with its 
elements. Most Monastery gardens can be dated 
back to the Late Bulgarian Renaissance, called also 
Bulgarian Baroque [2], popular in the mid of the 
19-th century. During this time the Bulgarian yard 
is remarkable with high degree of utilization and 
was directly related to the residential function. It’s 
obvious that the layouts of a Monastery garden and 
of a typical Renaissance house garden are similar. 
The Monastery yard is densely built and the areas 
for solemn ornamental use are too small. They are 
patio shaped, or flank the residential areas. The 
agricultural area and monastery temporalities are 
usually out-siding the Monastery walls. The fence 
– is closed type and massive (made of wood, 
cobble stones or bricks). Together with the 
residential buildings it provides shadow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Pict. 2 Monastery ‘Klissoura’ – an  exotic solitaire 
tree Albizia julibrissin 
 

As an accent in the Monastery yard there is a 
venerable three: fruit bearing one as pear 
(Pyrus), Japanese persimmon tree (Dyospirus), 
walnut (Juglans) or other exotic species. 
The flowers are dislocated round the main 
architectural structures of the Monastery yard: the 
gate, the faucet (fountain), the fence, and the 
stairs. Flowers present in the exterior of the 
Monastery as mobile or fixed flowerpots or laid-out 
on the ground. Cobble stone and pavement 
made by round river stones with large joints and 
definite dip for water drainage are another typical 
feature. In the gaps between the stones usually 
sun plant (Portulaca), thyme (Thymus), stonecrop 

(Sedum), houseleek (Sempervivum), Ivy-leaved 
toadflax (Cymbalaria muralis) are spread – self 
sown or anchored between. Flowerbeds framed 
with trimmed boxes (Buxus) and flower patches 
between are typical. They have the feature of 
classical flori-mosaics. Geraniums (Pelargoniums), 
Cranesbill (Geranium), Daisy (Leucanthemum), 
Marigold (Calendula) are mainly used. Decoration 
of the faucet and the well is another feature of 
the lay out. The pure water is typical for the 
Monastery yard and its impact is complex – nice 
architecture with sprout and ladle; water babble 
and plant coverage. Plants are self populated –  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pict. 3 Monastery ‘Sedemte prestola’ – a venerable 
tree Sequoiadendron giganteum  

especially hygrophytes – as the water usually flows 
on the ground surface.Cranebill (Geranium), Lady’s 
Mantel (Alchemilla), Ferns, Asarum and kingscup 
(Caltha) find their perfect habitat there. Out-lining 
of the fence and the gate is quite specific. Both 
impose inaccessibility and are used as a symbol for 
dividing the spiritual from the physical space of the 
Monastery and the suburbs. The fence is usually 
elaborated by compact turf plants, plants suitable 
for chalk or succulents as Cimbalaria, Alyssum, wall 
cress (Arabis), snapdragon (Antirrhinum), Sedum, 
Sempervivum etc.  

Inevitably in the court pot decoration of out-of 
door stairs exists. It’s a fact that most of “foreign 
plants” from North America, Asia and 
Mediterranean appeared firstly here - brought by 
pilgrims and the rich masters during the 
Renaissance: Impatiens, Phlox, Tropaeolum etc. 
The Monastery has always been considered as the 
most secure and reliable place for introduction of 
flowers.  
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Pict. 4 ‘Sedemte Prestola’ Monastery –  
a traditionally decorated faucet 
 

New trends in the use of flowers in the 
Monastery exterior  

The new trends concern mostly the preservation of 
the Monastery court as an ecological unit with high 
degree of integrity with the Nature. In this context 
the use of pesticides and other chemical 
substances in plan breeding is not permitted. 
Different methods of bio-agriculture are applied.  

Another innovation is encouraging of a full cycle 
of flower propagation is the Monastery’s farm: 
gathering seeds, sowing, planting, plant cutting 
and growing up. Volunteer’s help is a certain way 
to integrate the layman with the ascetic life and 
show an attitude of recognition and admiration.  

Mobile changeable decoration as mobile pots is 
most popular recently. It contrasts too much with 
the wood and stone, bearing the imprint of the 
past. The materials are preferably “warm” as wood, 
pottery-ware, leather, etc.  

Use of indigenous plants of the native flora is 
another feature of the contemporary Monastery 
court. It aims to integrate the Monastery 
architecture volume in the native landscape. Our 
Monasteries are well fitted in the surrounding 
landscape – wedged in the stone, with perfectly 
chosen viewpoints, sheltered position, hidden in 
the woods. Native ornamentals – annuals and 
perennials, herbs and other nature ‘gems’ may 
serve as attractive points for visitors. It is very 
important to organize visitor’s centers with high 
degree of knowledge. In the old Monastery gardens 
the hilling properties of plants was well known: as 
part of the offerings or in the medicine. Gathering 
herbs is also connected with the Christian 
Calendar.  

Mastering and maintenance of the roof-space 
is new trend that is applied when old-fashioned 
buildings are usually covered by ledger stones with 
variety of intrude ruderal flora. In cases of repairs 
or re-building the contrast between old and 
contemporary materials is drastic, especially in the 
roof.  

Wild flowers mown is another specific and 
nature-friendly way of landscaping, used recently 
in the Monastery subburbs. It’s a mixture of grass 
and an annual/perennial seed in a ratio approx. 
80:20% typical for the grass phytocenoses. The 
wild flower mown is called the fragile tread 
between the Nature and the Civilization. The most  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Pict. 5 Klissoura  Monastery  – traditionally 
decorated balcony with mobile pots 
 

appropriate place for such a green place is round 
the Monastery fence. Native ornamental annuals 
are recommended as Agrostemma githago, 
Vaccaria hispanica, Centaurea cyanus, poppy 
(Papaver rhoeas) etc. 
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Assuming, there are sufficiently available arguments to claim, that sustainability and moral might 
be very well put on the common denominator. Both are anthropic they contain project of the world, 
more livable for the possibly broadest quantity of people inhabiting it; they are mutually 
determining each other. 

No doubts, the moral is related  to conception and understanding of good and evil, it’s application is 
then related to the phenomenon of guilt, which  accompany civilizations from the very beginning of 
myths, history and religious concepts of the world. 

This text puts together several reflections and considerations regarding mentioned phenomena, 
in reflection of the politics and media, they represent remarkable spheres of the human activities 
and communication, a kind of arenas, in which we reflect past and presence, therefore they have 
either influence upon the future. 

 

Sustainability awareness, its scientific and 
popular dimension 

Since Earth Summit in Rio, „sustainability and 
sustainable development“ are regularly frequented 
in scientific and political discourse. Their public 
reception and acceptance is considerably different. 
Turbulences of the labor market tend to marginalize 
environmental agenda even e. g., in developed 
Germany, its relevance for real politics decreases. 

Sustainability is indeed quite widely covered by 
topical publication, mostly up-to-date, with broad 
thematic range and also sufficient intertextuality, 
the reservoir of inspiration for change of the recent 
world is available. 

Much worse is the situation regarding information of 
broad public and local political representation.  We 
presume certain causality in low environmental 
sensibility of last mentioned, in marginal use of 
sustainability as a part of political agenda, as a sign 
of low efficiency of governance and management of 
crucial public issues generally. 

 Environmental activists, in spite of a scarce sign of 
articulated opposition against the former communist 
regime, became politically marginal. Introduction of 
environmentally benign methods of production and 
market economy, introduced e. g. in famous Factor 
Four has not been exploited as a support for public 
discussion.   

Even foundation of Ministry for environment, though 
obviously logical and necessary, shows certain 
official lethargy, resortism. In unstable, hazy moral 
climate of social transition period, with formal and 
legalistic approach to legality, there are not enough 
guaranties for shift to sustainable life. 

The media world itself is full of confrontation, 
therefore rather complex topics sustainability looses 
in comparison with other more aggressive contents 
of communication media. There is a particular 
accent of fatalism and moralizing in referring about 
environmental damages, insensibility of private 
sector or institutions. Profound, motivating 
information is relatively scarce. 

 

Negative discrimination of environmental 
agenda 

There is certain passive acceptance of 
environmental activism; so far it remains within 
position of harmless volunteerism. Ecological 
activists are tolerated as a kind of „end of the pipe 
filter for free“, their criticism and claim for decisive 
competencies are often met with scorn and denying. 

 

Symbiosis between politicians and their 
electorate 

Power, control, privileges are substantial for 
politicians; it is unacceptable, if these are serious 
obstacle of efficient governance of society, in terms 
of aggressive dominancy or indifference and 
passivity. 

The reason of such a balance could be seen in 
mutual tolerance of population and their 

representatives. Financial expert, E. Jurzyca1 had 
described this benevolence as a national mental 
trait  

It is hardly possible to find relation between moral 
and healthy environment as material and non-
material aspects of the same framework for life. 

Rather surprising is criticism of joining the Kyoto’s 
protocol by parliamentary representatives, R. 

Kazda2 had accused them as provincial, not 
oriented in conservative and liberal agenda. 
European politics on the environmental field should 
serve against leading economical position of USA, 
creates an alliance with totalitarian world, wrote R. 
Kazda. Slovakia should follow rejection of US, our 
relative contribution to emissions is marginal and 
local forests (41% of land’s surface) recycle decent 
share of CO2 anyway. 

Perhaps the author subconsciously intended to 
criticize puzzled character of European politics, as 
it’s rather symptomatic trait. 

Puzzle as a base of present consensus is mentioned 
by U. Beck, sociologist known for his work 
Risikogesellschaft. Auf dem Weg in die andere 
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Moderne, as internationally established. The prefix –
post is characteristic for it, in the social sciences.  

Puzzle is experienced by modern civilization, facing 
the risks which produces itself, transcendental 
alibism similar to the medieval interpretation of 
plagues is unacceptable, their extent resists to all 
measures known. The answer is missing, who is 
responsible for the menaces, resulting from 
considered activity. An absurd phenomenon 
becomes reality after Beck: production of risk 
becomes itself an object of profitable business, soil 
for whole industrial branches. We practice relief of 
impacts, not prevention. We add: to address this, is 
a test of civic courage and integrity 

 

Mortal sins after Konrad Lorenz 

Sin might be described as a conscious offence of 
rules; it has a prominent position in christian 
axiomatics, which contributed substantially to 
conception of moral in local cultural space. 

After etiologist, K. Lorenz, there are eight mortal 

sins3: 

• Overpopulation, 

• Devastation of environment, 

• Economical competition between people, 

• Emotional burnout – human fixation to desire 
and rejection of suffer, 

• Genetical decay - possible origin of regressive 
social behaviour, only few selective factors 
except of natural feeling for justice and some 
traditional ideas of what is right and wrong, 
keep the norms of social behaviour upright , 

• Break up with tradition – underestimation of 
irrational cultural foundation of our knowledge, 
superior rationality, and escalated conflict 
between generations, 

• Growing pliability to doctrines – diseases of 
science are culturally caused after Lorenz, 
fashion advertisement have negative impact, 
the most destructive in the world of science, 

• Nuclear weapons – the least dangerous sin, 
threat of nuclear destruction as catalyst of 
irresponsibility to future, infantile hedonism. 

 

Lorenz connects social and moral behaviour as 
fylogenetically determined by human nervous and 
sensorial apparatus, not only as a product of 
cultural environment and influences, accuses 
explicitly behaviourism in psychology as one of 
reasons of moral and cultural collapse in US. 

Lorenz himself has compared his book to 
the preaching, Jeremiah’s lamentation. Such 
combination of analysis and moral demand is scarce 
in recent medial landscape (the book followed 
a series of broadcasting programs). 

 

Biblical archetypes: metaphor of Cain and Abel 
episode; the phenomenon of guilt 

A violent act of fratricide, described at the very 
beginning of human history, at least after biblical 

tradition and its circumstances offer a symbolical 
interpretation of certain fatal affinity of humans to 
violence, nota bene to-wards a fellow being. 
Rejection of Cain’s offering (also as a performance) 
by God – father is very interesting too. 

Guilt as theme is very important in the christian 
tradition, this burden charges heavily human mind 
since ever.  

Swiss psychologist J. Tournier in his book Guilt4 put 
the question. How it is possible, that there are so 
few free, jolly, and trustful souls between 
Christians, if the Church proclaim salvation, mercy 
and God’s forgiving to the mankind troubled with 
guilts? Tournier implies penitents of all religions, 
pilgrims, also charity acts of non-religious well being 
people should redeem their privileges  

Tournier describes psychological mechanism: 
confronted with the guilt, man tends to reject, deny 
it. Adoption of guilt, either real or conjectural one, is 
a gradual process.  

This could explain our difficulties to accept 
responsibility for environmental sins, 
disappointment of environmental activists facing 
rejection of their obvious arguments, from broad 
public or individuals; obvious emotional overload 
contained in medial opposition. There is evidently 
irritation in the question: „shall we live like 
Flintstones? “ 

There is an immense, indifferent intensity in the 
way we process the substance of our planet to 
resources – food for our human struggle. It is 

probably more tangible in films of G. Reggio5, than 
in scientific articles, at least for unlearned recipient. 

Overwhelming are these processes6, especially in 
comparison with slow, difficult, laborious individual 
psychotherapy, striving for spiritual maturity. This 
confers a moderate and melancholic accent rather 
than touch of brilliance on our essay about morality 
and environment. 

We are getting back to Lorenz and his vaguely 
defined „natural feeling and traditional ideas acting 
selectively in keeping and development of social 
behaviour in modern civilization“. 

There is another experimentally proofed 
phenomenon, described as „cognitive dissonancy“ 
by Festinger (in Cummins, 1998) People tends to 
feel uncomfortable, when their acted, forced or for 
expected reward, in the contrary with their 
conviction. They cannot take back their handling, so 
they modify their attitudes. Paradoxically, the most 
active are the least rewarded persons. 

Morality as factor of regulation 

Moral balance of an individual or a group represents 
certain final balance of various factors. It escapes to 
any direct control over it’s finality, moral excellence 
lives in no man’s land. This is due to need of 
genuinely of such a balance, it is subtle human 
construct, a homeostatic factor of a kind. 

Ascetics, conscious cut down, environmentally 
sensitive behavior, all this could be seen as 
homeostasis, negative feedback – single element 
keeps the whole system, (supersystem) in balanced 
performance, except of overproportional swings, or 
breakdown of regulation system itself. 
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Pict. 1: Diagrams of various phenomena - functions 
vitally important for our civilization.  It is clearly 
shown, by most of them, that we are founding 
ourselves in the peak phase. The source combines 
“Beyond the Limits” Meadows et al. 1992 and 
Duncan & Youngquist: “The world petroleum life-
cycle: Encircling the production Peak”, 1997 

Will to sustainable life as a moral standard 

Sustainability of life is undoubtedly only way to 
healthier environment, after the definition of World 
Business Council, sustainable development means 
„simultaneous effort in the fields of economical 
prosperity, environmental quality and social equity“, 
it represents a framework for all crucial problems of 
global civilization. 

Politics has developed to publicly financed 
advertisement agency, promising bright future 
without knowing about ultimate consequences, 
without capability to influence these, says Ulrich 
Beck. 

Let us inspire from work of Viktor Frankl, called 
„Will towards sense“, we can close the loop of 
reflection saying, that will to sustainability might be 
sign of will to sense. 

 
Pict. 2: Diagram shows development of the 
dynamics of population growth and consumption of 
resources by various ways of subsistence, since the 
beginning of human presence till now. Clearly visible 
is an exponential and dramatic growth of both 
phenomena in the closed, limited habitat of our 
Earth. Source: www.dieoff.org, accessed: 05. 10. 
2007 11:00 AM 

 

 

 

Pict. 3: The rose and collapse of population              
of the reindeer (Rangifer Tarandus) at the                    
St. Mathews Island.  

The obvious relation between resources of 
subsistence, and number of population within the 
closed habitat shows this model example from 
zoology. As the growing herd had consumed all the 
moss, the population rapidly declined.  

With the man, the curve will show another shape, 
but principle is similar, since the mankind has more 
sophisticated survival strategies, and the reaction to 
the lack of resources will be indeed more complex.   

Source: www.dieoff.org, accessed: 05. 11. 2007 
14:00 AM 
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RENEWABLE RESOURCES AND SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE 
Martin Treberspurg, Roman Grünner, Ulla Ertl, Roman Smutny (University of Natural Resources and Applied Life 
Sciences, Vienna, Austria) 
 
The goal of Sustainable Development is to meet the needs of the present generation without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. This means that we have to 
provide enough energy and material resources for the next generations, an objective that can be 
achieved by two parallel measures: increasing our resource efficiency and changing from fossil to 
renewable resources. 
 
 
The following figure shows the total primary energy 
demand of the EU-25 from 1971 to 2003. The 
“Negajoules” (color green) indicate the energy 
being saved by efficiency measures, based on 1971 
energy usage. The basic message is: The energy 
demand is rising, and without efficiency measures 
the increase would be even higher. In spite of 
remarkable energy savings by efficiency measures, 
the total demand could not be reduced. For a 
sustainable future, a substantial transition to 
renewable energy sources is hard to achieve 
without the reduction of the total energy demand. 
This is of particular importance for the protection of 
our Earth's climate and ecosystem. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Due to their long lifespan, most buildings have 
long-term impacts on the environment and on 
future generations. Responsible architecture seeks 
to significantly reduce the total energy demand of 
buildings, which is feasible with innovative building 
technologies, as well as using ecological building 
materials.  
 
Passive house technology – New building 
The passive house concept was developed in the 
late ’80s by Prof. Bo Adamson from Lund University  
in Sweden and by the German physicist Wolfgang 
Feist, founder of the Passive House Institute in 
Darmstadt, Germany. The concept could be 
implemented at this time because of the new  

 
development of energy efficient windows. The first 
passive house with 4 dwellings was built in 1991 in 
Darmstadt Kranichstein, Germany.  
 
How do building activities influence 
Sustainable Development? 
Buildings are of crucial importance for social and 
environment related politics. On the one hand, we 
spend about 93 percent of our time in buildings. On 
the other hand, the life cycle of building 
construction has an important impact on the 
environmental performance of a region.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Buildings in Austria cause:  
- nearly half of the primary energy demand [1]   
- nearly half of the greenhouse gas emissions [1]  
- approx. 60 % of the annual waste production [2] 
 
A passive house is a super-insulated green building 
with a comfortable and healthy interior climate that 
can be maintained without active heating and 
cooling systems. Thermal comfort can be achieved 
exclusively by post-heating or post-cooling of the 
fresh air mass required for adequate indoor air 
quality. Hence, an efficient ventilation system, 
already needed in energy efficient and airtight 
buildings, is sufficient to heat and cool the building.

Pict. 1: Impact of efficiency measures on the total primary energy demand of the EU-25. “Negajoules”: 
Energy savings calculated on the basis of 1971 energy intensity (Mtoe = Megatons of oil equivalent). 
Source:[3], Data source: Enerdata (Eurostat data)
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Pict. 2: Final energy demand [kWh/(m²a)] of single-family houses with different energy standards [4] 
 
Figure 2 shows, that a single-family passive house 
requires only 10 percent of the heating energy 
demand of conventional buildings in Austria. The 
passive house concept is not a construction method 
or a building style. It is a energy standard that is 
defined by a heating load fro space heating of less 
than 10 W/m² per net residential area. This limiting 
value is derived from the maximal temperature of 
preheated fresh air of 50 °C (to avoid smoldering of 
dust). The annual heating energy demand of 
passive houses depends on the climate. In Austria, 
central-European climate, typically 15 kWh/(m².a) 
are needed per net residential area. In Stockholm 
this value could be as much as 20 kWh/(m².a) and 
in Rome perhaps 5 kWh/(m².a). 
 
To achieve the passive house criteria, four major 
aspects must be considered:  
1. super-insulated (outside) building envelope  
2. airtight (inside) building envelop 
3. reduction of thermal bridges  
4. increase of direct solar gains in the heating period 
 
A common misunderstanding is the fear that the 
windows in passive houses cannot be opened. Of 
course they can, but they don’t need to be opened, 
because fresh air is continuously supplied via the 
ventilating system. Unlike window ventilation, fine 
filters in the ventilating system keep out dust and 
pollen. Hence, a passive house enables greater 
comfort, especially for people sensitive to dust, 
allergens, or traffic noise. 
 
The European CEPHEUS project has analyzed living 
quality, environmental performance, and 
construction costs of 114 passive houses. Average 
energy savings of 90 percent compared to 
conventional buildings was confirmed. The research 
project showed that average additional costs of 8 % 
occurred for constructing the first passive houses. It 
can be concluded that passive houses are 
economically reasonable due to decreased operating 
costs, higher thermal comfort and healthier indoor 
air conditions. [5] 
 
Passive house technology – Thermal retrofit of 
buildings 
In the year 2000 in Austria were 3.4 millions 
residential units in total. Therefrom 2.9 million units 

were built before 1995 (85 percent) and 0.5 million 
units after 1995 (15 percent) [6]. This means, that 
a high amount of old buildings with low energy 
efficiency exist and present a big potential for 
energy savings. 
There are also some examples for refurbishment of 
existing buildings into passive houses. The 
refurbishment of “Makartstrasse”, a 50 unit housing 
estate in Linz, Austria, used a super-insulated 
passive solar facade (cardboard comb panels “gap-
solar”) with integrated decentralized ventilation 
systems. This resulted in 90 percent savings in 
heating energy and operational costs. [7] 
 
 

 
Pict. 3: Residential house “Makartstrasse” Linz, 
Austria after refurbishment [Source: BOKU Vienna] 
 
The role of Austria in technology transfer and 
the diffusion of passive housing  
During recent decades, Austria has accumulated 
substantial practical experience concerning passive 
houses, solar heating systems, and biomass energy 
production systems, and has been a pioneer in the 
diffusion of eco-friendly and energy efficient houses.  
 
Meanwhile, more than 1.600 buildings with about 
1 million m² net floor area meet the passive house 
standard in Austria. Austria has the highest density 
of passive houses per capita worldwide. Germany 
has the highest number of passive houses (about 
8.000 buildings) but the per capita rate is only half 
the rate of Austria. The following figure shows the 
development of passive houses in Austria from 1995 
to 2006.  
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The number of new passive houses per year 
increases rapidly. It is obvious, that Austria 
currently has a lot of diversified planning expertise 
in the field of passive houses which can be a 
valuable resource for foreign architects, building 
engineers, and planners of building services. [8] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In December 2006 the multifamily passive house 
“Roschégasse” in Vienna, Austria, with 114 
dwellings, was completed. It was planned and 
realized by the architectural office “Treberspurg und 
Partner Architekten” in Vienna. At the time of 
completion this building was the largest passive 
housing estate worldwide. 
 

 
Pict. 5: Multi-family passive house “Roschégasse” in 
Vienna, Austria [Source: Treberspurg und Partner 
Architekten ZT GmbH, Vienna] 
 
Solar collectors 
Austria currently has the highest rate of solar 
collectors per resident in Europe (besides Cyprus). 
The total area of installed solar collectors is 
3.1 million m² and is increasing by approximately 
0.2 million m² per year [9]. This is also an 
important factor for the economy: More jobs are 
generated by the solar heating industry than by the 
Austrian ski producers. Solar heating concepts have 
been optimized by simulation with TRNSYS (e.g. by 
IWT of TU-Graz) and successfully tested in practice 
(e.g. by AEE INTEC in Weiz). 
 
Online monitoring of solar systems has proved to be 
valuable for owners and occupants, providing 

safeguards against failure and malfunction and 
helping to adjust the control settings and thereby 
increase solar gains. Experience and planning 
competence are available especially for large 
volume houses – housing estates, office buildings, 
hotels, and business/industrial facilities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bioenergy  
Bioenergy is renewable energy form biological 
energy sources (biofuels). About 43 percent of the 
land area in Austria is forested. Biomass resources 
are used from forestry, agriculture, food industry 
and timber industriy. Since biomass heating has 
been continuously supported, the regional economy 
has been strengthened.  

 

Pict. 6: Biomass - Wood Renewable Energy Cycle 
[Source: www.bioenergy.org] 
 
There are four main sources for bioenergy: 

• Woody: Forest residues, examples include: 
thinnings, prunings or any other leftover plant 
material after cutting. Fuelwood, examples 
include: logs or any other form to be used in 
small stoves. Wood waste from wood-processing 
industry, examples include: bark, sawdust, 
shaving, offcuts, black liquor, etc. Short rotation 
forestry, examples include: willow (Salix) or 
eucalyptus. Woodlands/Urban biomass, examples 
include tree trimmings and gardening waste, both 

 
Pict. 4: Cumulated total net floor area [m²] of documented passive houses in Austria per year and per 
building type [8] 
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domestic and municipal, as well as the green and 
woody portion of municipal solid waste that is 
collected separately. 

• Non woody: Agricultural crops, examples include 
various annual and perennial crops like 
Miscanthus and Swithgrass but also many 
traditional agricultural crops like maize, rapeseed 
and sunflowers both for direct utilization or liquid 
biofuels production. Crop residues, examples 
include: rice or coconuts husks, maize cobs, 
cereal straw. Processing residues, examples 
include: bagasse from sugar cane processing, 
olive marc from olive oil extraction, etc. 

• Other organic waste: Animal waste includes 
manure from pigs, chickens and cattle (in feed 
lots) because these animals are reared in 
confined areas.  

• Urban waste: Sewage sludge and municipal solid 
waste. In order to dispose waste to sanitary 
landfills in Austria it is necessary to reduce the 
carbon content below 5 %. That means that 
urban waste has to be treated thermally or 
biologically. The incineration of urban waste with 
proper filter technologies is a ecological possibility 
to utilize the energy content of waste. Waste 
incineration can be compared to thermal power 
plants, whereby here it is not always possible to 
precisely distinguish the biological share of 
municipal solid waste that alone can be qualified 
to be renewable. The energy content of municipal 
solid waste has a huge potential for the energy 
supply of tomorrow, which is already capitalised 
by some cities. 

 
The properties of biomass are defined by their 
energy content, moisture content and further 
physical parameters, e.g. weight, volume, density 
and ash content. Important for the utilisation of 
biomass is its energy value. It is determined by the 
chemical composition (especially depending on the 
content of carbon and water) and expressed in 
energy units (J, MJ, GJ, kWh, MWh) per mass unit 
(g, kg, t). 
 
The methods for harvesting and processing have a 
big influence on the quality of the biomass products. 
Poor quality biomass fuels, contamined with soil, 
stoned or harvesting debris can reduce the 
efficiency of handling and combustion equipment of 
the energy plant. The energy used for processing 
(e.g. the transesterification of vegetable oils to 
produce biodiesel) and transport (e.g. transport of 
palm oil from Indonesia to Europe) can have a 
major influence on the total energy efficiency and 
the total greenhouse gas emissions of bioenergy. 
The energy conversion of biofuels is similar to fossil 
fuels. Biological energy sources are transformed into 
heat and/or electricity in power plants. The highest 
energy efficiency can be achieved with combined 
heat and power (CHP) processes.  
 
In 2005, the European Union has produced 
10.7 TWh of electricity, representing 6.7 % growth 
with respect to 2004. European electricity 
production from biological energy sources is also 
growing with approx. 16 % increase from 2004 to 
2005 (+6.1 TWh, i.e. a total of 44 TWh/a). This rise 
originates mainly from new CHP plants in Germany 
and the Netherlands as well as from biomass co-
combustion in conventional electric power plants in 
the United Kingdom. CHP is the principal technology 

used to produce electricity from solid biomass, since 
it accounts for more than three-quarters of this total 
production. [10] 
 
A sustainable utilisation of bioenergy has to 
consider limiting factors that are derived form the 
concept of a sustainable development. The concept 
has roots in the European forestry of the 12th 
century. The forestry rules of the Alsatian 
monastery Mauermünster in 1144 include limits for 
the usage rate of wood: The harvested amount of 
wood must not exceed the amount that grows 
again. The catalyst for the development of a 
sustainable forestry was the enormous wood 
consumption for metal and salt production that 
resulted in devastated forests. Since then (even 
earlier in other areas of the world) the natural 
limitations of the usage rate of wood were obvious 
and a sustainable management of forests has been 
a major goal in many areas of Europe. Today these 
rules are of crucial importance for future 
generations. In order to protect environmental 
resources for future generations it is necessary to 
consider the natural growth rate especially for 
imports of bioenergy and biomass. The social 
dimension of a sustainable development has also to 
be taken into account. This concerns especially 
alternative utilizations of biomass (as building 
material or as food) that might be more valuable for 
the local people.  
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BULGARIA ON A CROSSRAOD OF CIVILIZATIONS IN EUROPE 
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Within a Sokrates Erasmus Intensive Program called VITA NOVA in the monastery of Klisura in 
Bulgaria during a summer school in 2007 I had the chance to learn about the Bulgarian civilization. 
The history retold in brief covers the rise of the third empire in Europe, and the fact, that the 
Bulgarians brought the Slav peoples into the mainstream of European medieval Christian 
civilization. After the dark ages of Ottoman rule a Bulgarian revival started in the 18th and 19th 
Centuries. Since the silent revolution at the end of the 20. century the Balkan countries get 
hopefully smoothly integrated into the European family.  
 
This paper is a compilation of various articles and 
books and it reflects fifteen years on the subject of 
the Balkan and south-eastern countries of Europe 
with my personal experience of the regions and its 
people. First it refers to the history of the country.  
Since 2007 the European Union admitted Bulgaria 
as a new member which continues a perpetual 
peace process within the European family. As a 
guest from the Bulgarian landscape architect 
students in Sofia, “ELASA – European Landscape 
Architecture Student Association”, on their summer 
school in 2003. I got acquainted with the University 
of Forestry in Sofia. In co-operation with the 
University of Natural Resources and Applied Life 
Sciences in Vienna – BOKU- we were elaborating in 
2007 new concepts for the monastery in Klisura 
within a Sokrates Erasmus educational project.  
 
1. BULGARIAN HISTORY  

 
Today Bulgaria takes up the south east corner of 
Europe – on the borderline between the old 
continent and Asia. (BOJIDAR). Boshidar Dimitrov 
points out that Bulgaria is the first unitary state on 
the political map of Europe since the year of 632. 
Bulgaria has today an area of 111.912 km2 and 9 
Mio inhabitants (8,350.000 orthodox, 400.000 
muslim, 100.000 catholic, 50.000 protestant). 
 
To understand the specific situation of Bulgaria on 
a crossroad of civilizations in an European 
dimension, it needs a short introduction for its 
history retold in brief. “Archaeological excavations 
in Southeastern Europe in the past 30 years claim 
that both nomads and land tillers (a settled 
population) was involved equally in the Indo-
Europeanization process in the Carpathian, Black 
Sea, Aegean and Asia Minor regions. An 
international famous site that supported this more 
realistic theory is the necropolis that was 
excavated in 1972 on the northern bank of Lake 
Varna. The 300 graves that have been brought to 
light provide evidence of a stratified and well 
organised society governed by aristocrats. Dated to 
the latter half of the 4th Millenium BC, the Varna 
Necropolis provides sufficient data about the still 
anonymous components of the coastal population. 
More than 3.000 23,5 carat gold objects, weighing 
6,5 kg, have been found. The theory that 
Southeastern Europe with its Black Sea and Asia 
Minor lands was the most developed centre when 
Indo-European tongues and cultures took shape 
after the end of the 4th Millenium, corroborated by 
the unbroken continuity on the life of a number of 
settlements in that region from the Neolithic to the 
Bronze and the Iron Age. (FOL: p.8)  
 

Thracian and Macedonian civilization 
Who were the Thracians, where and when did they 
come from and why did they disappear Prof. 
Boshidar Dimitrov is asking, the director of the 
Bulgarian National Museum in Sofia from 1991 – 
1998. The Thracians were settling in the Bulgarian 
regions from the 9th to the 7th century B.C. Herodot 
was describing them as the second largest peoples 
in the world after the Indians. The autochthonous 
population had one language and they were 
settling in several tribes between Macedonia, North 
Anatolia, Southern Romania and South East 
Ukraine. The old Thracians were living with an 
intellectual construct, some sort of two paradigms 
about the world, and about human beings in 
relation to the goddess. One was influenced by 
Persia, where the king is deciding about ones dead 
and life of the people. The second one is basically 
related to greek democracy, the society as a polis 
and the people were deciding about the political 
structure and its representatives (BOSHIDAR: 
p.23) The structure of the Macedonian society was 
very much the same like the Thracians. The 
Thracians were forming a unitary state already in 
640 B.C. They were settling next to the river Mesta 
near Ochrid, the river Bistrica and Wardar. The rise 
of the Macedonian empire began with Philipp II and 
his son Alexander the Great, who had in their view, 
to reunite the Hellenistic world, beginning a 
vengefulness war against the Persians. 
(BOSHIDAR. P.25) Alexander the Great dies in 323 
BC in Babylon.  
 
Hellenic Civilization 
Along the Bulgarian coast on the black sea in the 
7th and 6th century B.C, greek cities were founded 
and stayed there for seven centuries. The old 
Hellenic polis organisation gave way to powerful 
ethnical based monarchies. For the first time 
people felt cosmopolitan, i.e. citizens of a newly 
established community where all familiar forms of 
ownership, real estate, market relations and 
cultural traditions coexisted.  
Three centuries after the death of the inimitable 
conqueror and statesman that syncretism 
preconditioned the appearance of a future 
European community which started with the 
establishment of a single culture and spirituality, 
today known and interpreted as the Hellenistic 
heritage. (FOL: p.35) It was the product of the 
dissemination of the Hellenistic ideas, skills and 
knowledge and their creative contact with those of 
Egypt, Asia Minor, the Semites and Iran. Syncretic 
Hellenistic art consists of the attempt to reconcile 
disparate or contradictory beliefs. The goldsmith 
who most probably came from Asia Minor used a 
magnificently exquisite technique to depict Hellenic 
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scenes and Hellenic-Eastern motifs on the vessels. 
(FOL: p.36)  
 
Roman Civilization   
In the late 2nd Century BC the Roman strategic plan 
envisaged the conquest of the Black Sea basin. The 
Romans immediately started to organise the lands 
that they had conquered but were intelligent 
enough not to touch the community organisation of 
the villages which ensured normal farming, and not 
to expropriate the Thracian aristocrats´ 
landholdings (FOL: p.38) The large-scale Roman 
civil works and urbanisation primarily introduced 
the imperial lifestyle to all Thracian lands. It was 
the imperial standards which shaped the 
characteristics of the first all-European civilization. 
(FOL: p.39) 
 
The Roman Empire formed a unique reservoir for 
the pooling of human experience. The intensity of 
commercial intercourse between all its scattered 
parts and with civilized and ´barbarian´ worlds 
beyond its frontiers has always been indicated. 
(CHILDE: p.266) Roman architects and engineers 
applied and amplified processes and techniques 
inherited from the Hellenistic world without any 
revolutionary innovations.  
 
Most of all the new infrastructure of streets was 
connecting all settlements with the capital and the 
whole Roman Empire. Parts of them are still 
existing. We could recognize the Roman outline of 
the street, when we were heading northwest from 
Montana by car to the Djerdap. All construction 
was conceived to certain aesthetic tenets, created 
with a notable consideration for unifying each 
detail. But also local vernacular architecture was 
integrated. In Bulgaria 120 cities were built under 
the principles of the roman urbanistic experience. 
Finally the Roman culture was influencing all the 
essential conditions of life in Bulgaria with all the 
splendid achievements of the new modern times in 
theatre play, music, literature, art and education.  
 
The Byzanthinistic Civilization 
´Byzanz´ is a definition by modern historians for 
distinguishing the state from the Roman Empire. 
The deviding of the Empire in the fourth Century 
generated on May 11th 330 a mighty state with 
´Byzantium´ as the capital, in the most wealthy 
and advanced territories in humanity from the 
empire. This was South East Europe, Syria, Egypt, 
Mesopotamia and Asia Minor. (BOSHIDAR: p.48) 
The general idea of the new state of the 
Byzanthinian empire was very simple and it was 
based on Christianity.  
 
“The price was clerical endorsement of the existing 
order on earth. The Emperor is indeed no longer 
´Master and God´, but he has become the 
´Orthodox´ (the correct religious faith) and 
´Apostolic´ (the standard tradition is the bible 
delivered up by the apostels) Emperor. His rule 
was an earthy counterpart and representative of 
the Sovereignty of the Divine world. The body of 
Classical Theory and Hellenistic technology was 
preserved in a state of suspended animation at 
Byzantium and Alexandria in the sterilizing 
atmosphere of a theocratic state. (CHILDE: p.281)  
 
So in the Eastern Mediteranian city life, with all its 
implications, still continued. Most crafts were still 
plied with all the technical skills and equipment 

evolved in Classical and Hellenistic times. Water 
power now drives the mills that slaves had once 
pushed. Orthodox Christianity excluded slavery and 
death penalty. There was no hierarchy in the 
population. Each peasant or farmer or soldier, 
without regard from his ethnic background, could 
become an emperor or every monk could get 
correspondingly a patriarch. (BOSHIDAR: p.51) 
This explains why within 1000 years many 
countries and states wanted to become the 
sovereignty to get integrated into the byzanthinian 
empire. 
The well known historian Arnold Toynbee was 
describing the decline of the byzanthinian culture 
from two points of view; one as a failure of 
European policy, because they did not support 
Byzanz and on the other hand the clash with the 
Bulgarian state was also ruining the Empire.  
 
The Bulgarian Civilization  
On this crossroad of civilization the Bulgars were 
arriving in the 4th century, maybe from the far east 
in Sibiria or north from the Chinese wall. 
(BOSHIDAR: p.61) The name ´bulgar´ means a 
mixture of different tribes. The first Latin language 
source of the appearance of the Bulgarians in 
Europe was in 354.  
 
The Bulgars created their first state that Byzantium 
called ´Old Great Bulgaria´ in the first of the 7th 
Century. Khan Kubrat ascended the throne of 
Bulgaria and unified the neighbouring tribes in the 
territories to the north of Caucasus and the Black 
Sea (632). The territory was locked between the 
rivers Kuban, Dnieper, Donets and the Sea of Azov 
and the Black Sea. (FOL: 56) The fact that 
Bulgarian civilization denounced and never 
employed slavery in the early period of its 
development explains the lack of glorious 
monuments of the Egyptian, Mesopotamian and 
Roman type and reveals the national psychology of 
the Bulgarians (FOLL.:p.112) Also Bulgarian 
political thought never had as its aim on the entire 
destruction of Byzantium or the annexation of 
areas populated by non-Slav peoples. (BOJIDAR: 
p.35) 
 In those days the old Roman border along the 
Danube was in a deplorable state after the 
numerous barbarian invasions. The Byzantine 
emperors found it was beyond their capacity to 
fight with the Slavs. Inspired by the thought of 
Byzantine wealth the Slavs chose to raid down to 
the Peloponnes and Byzantine authors were 
grieved to note that the Empire was being 
slavicised. 
Overwhelming the Byzantine armies in Asia Minor, 
an Arab army of 100.000 crossed into Europe and 
besieged Constantinople in 717. But when a 
Bulgarian army appeared on the hills in front of the 
arab camp, a one years cruel fighting started, 
which finally pushed back the Arabs to the frontiers 
that Byzantium had had before the conflict. The 
people in Constantinople were confused and upset, 
because they thought the Bulgarians would take 
advantage of their situation and ally themselves 
with the Arabs in order to put an end to the 
Empire. But now a barrier was built up against 
Islam, which would last for seven centuries. 
(BOJIDAR: p.39) Bulgarian territory was gradually 
extended by the middle of the ninth century and it 
stretched from the eastern borderline of Austria to 
the river Don and from the surroundings of Krakov 
in Poland to the coast of the Aegean Sea.  
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Ensuring peace and quiet for Western Europe by 
stopping the barbarian invasions, Bulgaria was able 
to have their say also in respect to the principal 
question concerting the fate of the Old Continent in 
this epoch, namely the way of its development. 
The possibilities were two: 

• One was the establishment of a unified 
Europe – this meant in practice to restore 
the Roman Empire. One kingdom, one 
religion, one people, one language.  

• The other possibility was to keep the right 
to independent existence and 
development of each European nation – 
the way along which Europe set out in the 
end. (BOJIDAR: p.42) 
 

But in 800 this favourable circumstances seemed 
to disappear. The ambassadors of the two 
pretenders to Rome succeeded in negotiating a 
dynastic marriage between the Empress Irene, 
ruling Eastern Rome at that time, and 
Charlemagne. The realization of this marriage 
would have led automatically to uniting the two 
parts of the Roman Empire and, in reality, to its 
complete restoration, with the exception of two 
provinces – Moesia and Dacia which formed the 
territory of Bulgaria. (BOJIDAR: p.44) But one of 
the ensuing plots, hatched around the Bosphorus, 
dethroned the Empress Irene and put a man in her 
place.  
 
This time the Bulgarian political establishment 
Khan Krum (802-814) decided not to engage in 
any experiment, but to attack first. In a war on two 
fronts (HÖSCH: p.42) the Bulgarians by the mid-
ninth century had succeeded in taking more of 
Byzantium´s big provinces (Macedonia) and in 827 
the Bulgarian Danubian fleet sailed up the Rivers 
Drava and Tissa and penetrated deep into the 
territory of the Franks. On the European political 
scene, besides the two ´Roman´ colossus, a third 
superpower had appeared – the national state of 
Bulgaria (BOJIDAR: p.49) After Kan Krum and 
during the whole medieval period, the main care 
was the strengthening of social relations – never 
the expansion of territories at the expense of the 
neighbours. (FOLL.: p.124) 
 
Bulgaria the third empire in Europe 
Although Bulgaria was one national State, the 
Bulgarian people were divided up into almost a 
dozen religious communities. Religious pluralism 
(BOJIDAR: p.54) did not allow common legislation 
to be introduced for all subjects of the State in all 
spheres of life. It was always a muddle to 
determine about property and heritage rights, 
according to the laws of Animist or Muslim religion, 
who had the right of two or four woman.  
 
Khan Boris I put an end to religious tolerance and 
made his choice of an official State religion, 
Christianity and he was baptised in 866. (FOL: 
p.68) The medieval Byzantine and Latin authors´, 
were filled with enthusiasm about the conversion of 
the third European superpower to Christianity. 
The new religion swept into Bulgaria from the 
neighbouring Byzantium bringing the whole of its 
traditional organisations and structures. The 
monastery was one of them. The Bulgarian people 
began to set up the monastery institution after the 
Byzantine model. The city monasteries were the 
first, located within the boundaries of the big city, 
mainly the royal city of Pliska. (STAMOV: p.13) 

The Christianization of Bulgaria gave rise, however, 
to a foreign political problem. Which of the two 
already-formed administrative centres of European 
Christianity (Constantinople or Rome) should the 
Bulgarian dioceses adhere to. After six years´ 
negotiations with the Pope and the Constantinople 
Patriarch, Constantinople turned out to be more 
generous and offered the Bulgarian Church 
autocephalism1 (self-governing), which means 
serving national interests by using the Church for 
that purpose.  
 
The characterisation of the Bulgarian civilization as 
a synthesis of advantages, which are re-enacted 
creatively, is also apparent in the contacts with the 
Armenians and the Jews. It is the link between the 
new Christianity and Judaism in its northern 
Caucasus versions. The beneficial nature of 
Armenian-Bulgarian and Bulgarian-Jewish relations 
in the pre-literary epoch of the Bulgarian history is 
a real humanistic communication over the 
centuries. It reached its peak in the 20th century. 
Bulgaria became the ´new homeland´ of the 
expelled Armenians who were persecuted by the 
Turks. The Bulgarians saved ´their´ Jews from 
Hitler´s concentrations camps in a unique action 
with the participation of the Bulgarian Orthodox 
Church. (FOLL: p.324) 
 
Respect for freedom, honour and reputation of 
everyone irrespective gender, social, ethnics or 
religious description – this is the cornerstone of the 
Bulgarian ethnic-cultural model. The muslim, Ibn 
Fadlan, was amazed by the chastity of the Volga 
Bulgarians. The traveller Al-Masudi, did not 
understand why, at the wedding, the bride gets a 
dowry because he did not know about equal 
treatment and justice of property ownership of the 
male and female siblings of the family (FOLL.: 
p.134) 
 
The Old Bulgarian – Slavonic – alphabet and 
script 
In these centuries the trilingual dogma was in force 
in the Christian church (BOJIDAR: p.61) – Hebrew, 
Greek and Latin. Now the question was, how could 
Gods Word and the wisdom of the Church Fathers 
reach the ordinary man, if they were professed in 
the completely un-understandable Greek and Latin 
languages? The story of the creation and 
consolidation of the Slavonic alphabet and script is 
like a fairy tale.  
 
Two missionaries, Cyril and Methodius, who came 
from Thessalonica, were highly educated and 
children of one of the highest-ranking aristocrats of 
the Empire, held a prominent position in Byzantine 
society. (FOL: p.74) After their graduation both of 
them were chosen with high ranking administrative 
posts, the elder Methodius as a governor and Cyril 
as the chief librarian in the Patriarchal Library.  
 
To the great disappointment of the Emperor and 
the Patriarch, the two brothers suddenly cut short 
their brilliant careers in 855. They retired to a 
monastery, boldly declaring that they had decided 
to dedicate themselves to evangelizing the Slavs 
and that this would be done more easily when 

                                                 
1 
http://www.catholiceducation.org/articles/religion/r
e0681.html  
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there was a Slavonic script. They rejected the 
accusation that the new script was of an un-
canonical nature with arguments which were strong 
enough. “Does not God send the sun and air and 
rain to all people?” said Cyril in protest. “That is 
the proof that God loves all the people in the same 
way. Why then do you think that God wishes to be 
glorified in the languages of only three 
peoples”.(Bojidar: 63f.)  
By 862 the two brothers had created the alphabet 
and translated the fundamental liturgical books into 
Slavonic language. Then it was necessary to 
achieve canonical recognition of the Slavonic script. 
In the same year, 863, the Moravian Prince 
Rostislav, turned to the Emperor in Constantinople 
with a request to send him priests who spoke the 
Slavonic language. Rostislav promised in return to 
bring his country into the Byzantine sphere of 
influence. Constantinople realized to separate 
another country from sphere of Papal influence and 
the Patriarch made a concession, unheard of up to 
then in the History of the Church, and he blessed 
the new alphabet and proclaimed it to be fully 
canonical. Afterwards the two missionaries 
preached for seven years in Moravia. 
 
A ´cold war´ between the rising Eastern Roman 
Empire and Rome was really daunting and the 
future of millions of Slavs was at stake. (FOL: 
p.75) In 869 Pope Nicolas I summoned Cyril and 
Method to Rome to explain the matter for, they 
were preaching in a Papal Diocese. It was clear 
that trouble was brewing, but while they were on 
their way to Rome, Pope Nicolas I died. The new 
Pope Adrian II had some problems concerning his 
throne. In searching for an ally, he decided to ask 
for the help of Byzantium. And he believed that if 
he supported the work of Cyril and Methodius, 
whom he considered to be Byzantine agents in the 
Papal Diocese, he would get the help that he was 
looking for from Constantinople. That is why that 
instead of being insulted, abused and condemned 
as heretics, Cyril and Methodius were received in 
Rome as heroes of Christianity with triumphal 
processions.  
 
The dark ages and the question of choice  
After the conquest of the Bulgarian state in 1396, 
its natural development was abruptly halted by a 
power totally alien to the Christian tradition. The 
Bulgarian demographic hardship began with the 
Ottoman invasion in the last decades of the 14th 
century. With the exception of the national 
liberation struggles of the Bulgarian people, the 
history of the Bulgarians during the 15th to the 19th 
centuries did not experience social cataclysms 
caused by hatred and intolerance of ethnic and 
religious communities inhabiting Bulgarian 
territories (FOLL: p.328)  
 
The Liberation of Bulgaria in 1879 saw only five 
and a half million Bulgarians inhabiting Dobruzha, 
Moesia, Thrace and Macedonia (FOLL.: p.58). The 
Bulgarian Revival, which began in the 18th Century, 
was the transition from the closed medieval life to 
the modern era of economic recovery, cultural 
change and political activism. 1879 the Tarnovo 
Constitution is adopted. 
 
Bulgaria emerged as a modern state on the map of 
Europe with a burdensome heritage. The whole of 
the subsequent history of Bulgaria can be 
understood only through the prism of the ´holy´ 

struggle for the unification of all Bulgarians. (FOL: 
p.130). The small European states of the late 19th 
and early 20th Centuries were aware of the fact 
that their role was that of the pawns on the 
chessboard of European power politics. (FOL: 
p.138)  
 

 
Pict. 1: Alexander Nevski Cathedral, Sofia 
 
However, it was the 1920s and 1939s that left for 
future generations some of the best pieces of 
Bulgarian art, literature and architecture produced 
by an already mature society. (FOL: p.148) 
After the peace treaty was signed in Paris in 1947, 
Bulgarias´ new rulers started to implement 
consistently a programme for restructuring 
Bulgaria in a Communist spirit. The main tasks 
were nationalisation of property to the extent of 
full liquidation of the private sector; radical 
structural reform of the economy with an emphasis 
on industry; and mass indoctrination of the ideas of 
Communism. (FOL: p.152) Since 1989 Bulgaria has 
been going through a painful transition involving 
the transformation of the loss-making centralized 
economy into market economy; reinstatement of 
the democratic principles of public life; and 
promotion of free thinking and guarantees for 
human liberties. But at the moment Bulgaria is 
facing a long and painful process of transformation, 
like the unemployment rate in some places 
reaching still more than 30%, huge speculation, 
lack of control was provoking a destabilized 
inflation before 2000, and the index of corruption 
be proximate 4,0 (1-extremely high; 10 - no 
corruption) which indicates also protectionism 
within high political power structures. (KURIER-
Vienna, July 28th 2007, p.5.) But Aleksander Fol is 
emphasizing for Bulgaria: “A key factor in this 
transformation will be the acceptance of the fact 
that individual responsibility and social solidarity 
are the only foundations on which Bulgarians could 
build their future.”  
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2. BULGARIA AND THE EUROPEAN UNION  
 
The joining of Bulgaria in 2007 in the big European 
family is a part of the process of globalisation of 
the 21st century. The ´Bulgarian dream´ mixes 
harmoniously the national identity and the 
European unity. (FOLL: p.335) It can be formulated 
in the following way: “Let us live like Europeans 
and be Bulgarian in Europe.” 
 

 
Pict. 2: House in Berkovitza 
 
Europeans are in the midst of a profound debate 
about our vision of the future. Romano Prodi, 
former President of the European Commission was 
commending Jeremy Rifkins´ book, when he said: 
“The European Dream mirrors the European soul, 
providing us with a clear reflection of who we are 
and what we stand for and aspire in the new 
Europe.” Rifkin points out: “While the American 
Spirit is tiring and languishing in the past, a new 
European Dream is being born. It is a dream far 
better suited to the next stage in the human 
journey – one that promises to bring humanity to a 
global consciousness befitting an increasingly 
interconnected and globalizing society.   
 
The European Dream emphasizes community 
relationships over individual autonomy, cultural 
diversity over assimilation, quality of life over the 
accumulation of wealth, sustainable development 
over unlimited material growth, deep play over 
unrelenting toil, universal human rights and the 
rights of nature over poverty rights, and global 
cooperation over the unilateral exercise of power. 
(RIFKIN: p.3) But we must also recognize that the 
years after the Cold War witnessed the beginning 
of dramatic changes in peoples´ identities and the 
symbols of those identities. On April 18, 1994 two 
thousand people rallied in Sarajevo waving the 
flags of Saudi Arabia and Turkey. By flying those 
banner, … these Sarajevans .. told the world who 
were their real and not-so-real friends. 
(HUNTINGTON: p.19) And finally Huntington 
(p.321) is commenting”, in the emerging era, 
clashes of civilizations are the greatest threat to 
world peace, and an international order based in 
civilizations is the surest safeguard against world 
war.” Therefore we need productive ideas, seek for 
understanding and fostering the shape of 
tolerance. This is what the founding fathers of the 
European Union declared: “we are not forming 
coalitions between states, but union among people. 
Monnet and others believed that the only long-term 
solution that could guarantee a peaceful and 
prosperous Europe was the surrendering of more 
national sovereignty to a broader political union. 
(RIFKIN: p.203) At the moment the balance of 

power among civilizations is shifting. For the first 
time in history a civilization-based world order is 
emerging. But Huntington is also warning (already 
in 1996) that the Wests´ universalist pretension 
will bring it into conflict with other civilizations. 
(HUNTINGTON: p.183ff.)  
 
Mark Leonard, the director for International Politics 
at the Centre for European Reform in London, gives 
us something to cheer us up, in his last 
publication: “Why Europe will run the 21st 
Century”. Leonard is describing a set of values 
emerging which are focused on peace, freedom, 
wealth and democracy, 
• PEACE: At the heart of Christian doctrine is 

the belief in redemption – that even the worst 
sinner can be saved. The European Union 
embraces this most basic of Christian beliefs in 
its support of rehabilitation. (RIFKIN: p.287) 
Europeans reject the kind of power politics and 
foreign policy is built on spreading peace and 
preventive engagement. The preventive 
engagement (LEONARD: p.83ff.) principle is 
designed to stop crisis happening by 
marshalling our resources to shape the 
behaviour of problem countries. 2   

• FREEDOM: Ones´ freedom is secured by 
belonging, not by belongings. To belong, one 
needs access. This is one of the greatest 
possibilities and gifts, what the European 
Union is giving to us, the free choice of access. 
If freedom means the power to experience the 
full potential of ones´ being in the world, is 
that potential fulfilled by being walled off from 
others and surrounded by territorial 
boundaries, or by deep communion with others 
on ´common ground´? (RIFKIN. P.192) 

• WEALTH: We can describe wealth as a basic 
indicator for securing our personal needs like 
healthy food and water, social security, quality 
of life, renewable sources of energy etc. While 
we have traditionally thought of science as a 
tool to exploit natures´ resources, a new 
generation of researchers has in mind a 
different course – using science to re-establish 
environmental relationship and build up 
natural communities. (RIFKIN: p.327) The new 
view of science that is emerging is quite 
different, from a colonial vision of nature as an 
enemy to pillage and enslave, to a new 
understanding of nature as a community to 
nurture. This is called the second 
enlightenment with the new field of 
thermodynamics and organic biology, ecology, 
and the theories of dissipative structures and 
self-organization.  

• DEMOCRACY: The European Union is the first 
governing experiment in a world 
metamorphosing from geographic planes to 
planetary fields. It does not govern property 
relationships in territories, but rather manages 
open-ended and continually changing human 
activity in global networks. The polycentric 
governing style is characterized by continuous 
dialogue and negotiations between the players 
in the many networks that make up its 
changing, economic, social and political field of 
influence (RIFKIN: p.225)  

                                                 
2 Leonard GOWAN: Global Europe Implementing 
the European Security Strategy. 
http://fcp.org.uk/fsblob/187.pdf     
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One of the real success stories of the European 
Union are Europe wide educational programmes. 
Europe has become many chances within its´ 
Higher Educational programmes for obtaining a 
peaceful and democratic development process 
inspired by these values and also by Environmental 
Education (EE) principles. Additionally the UN 
proclaims with the Decade for Education for 
Sustainable Development from 2005 to 2014 that 
education will help to develop widespread 
understanding of the interdependence and fragility 
of planetary life support systems.  
 
The second enlightenment needs EE for self-
organization, in qualifying students to take an 
active part regarding the solution of the future. 
One of the real success stories of the European 
Union are Europe wide educational programmes. 
The aim of the Erasmus Program is to increase the 
quality of Higher Education in Europe to achieve an 
increase in student and staff mobility and to 
promote inter-institutional co-operation. These co-
operations are designed to reduce cultural barriers 
between the European states and to promote the 
building of a common European Education space. 
The Socrates Erasmus program is a challenging 
task to encourage students and teachers to find 
´common ground´ in their understanding of the 
subject, to know about different approaches and 
also disagreement/dissent, but it should give the 
opportunity to experience and to reflect different 
didactical approaches. (STRASSER)  
 
As I was recognizing within the last ten years, 
education within the eastern countries is 
traditionally very knowledge centred and it is 
promoting only learning. Therefore it is necessary 
to develop action competence and participatory 
planning processes and critical thinking. It is a 
question of helping the students to become 
autonomous persons and not “idiots” – alluding to 
the Ancient Greek notion that people who lived 
“privately” and took no part in the affairs in 
community were called “idiots”. (MOGENSEN/ 
MAYER: p.14) But most of all Environmental 
Education is seen as qualifying the future 
generation for a democratic society, this implies 
that the teacher must share the responsibility for 
the teaching process with the students, not make 
all the decision and not give all the answers to the 
questions.  
 
If I were to sum it up, says Jeremy Rifkin, I would 
say that Europe has become a giant freewheeling 
experimental laboratory for rethinking the human 
condition and reconfiguring human institutions in 
the global era. (RIFKIN: p.83) This is for sure the 
idea of the Intensive programs which brings 
together students and staff from universities in 
different participating countries in order to, 
• Encourage efficient and multinational teaching 
• Enable students and teachers to work together 

in multinational groups and so benefit from 
special learning conditions 

• Allow members of the teaching staff to 
exchange views on teaching content 

During our first Intensive program IPSOIL (Nov. 
2004) in Neusiedl am See, Rosa Strasser was 

suggesting for continuing successfully the project, 
we have to create a social field, which means to 
generate social capital from learning by experience 
through a special learning culture. We hope we 
could create together a new context for the 
learning endeavour in a conscious way by fostering 
´common ground´ and giving enough safety to 
permit the next steps in to unknown spaces. We 
can imagine that this form of learning together 
fosters relationships and generates a unique kind 
of social capital in another way.  
 
4. CONCLUSION   
 
A very specific benchmark for measuring quality of 
life is access to a decent education. The Europe 
wide educational program Erasmus has provided in 
the past grants for more than one million European 
students. The European Union is leading now a 
revolutionary transformation of the nature of power 
that in just 50 years has transformed a continent 
from total war to perpetual peace, says Mark 
Leonard. Therefore we have to learn from our 
common history to understand international affairs 
and the relation of civilizations, which is the surest 
safeguard for a peaceful future.  
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SUSTAINABILITY OF MONASTERIES, MONASTERY COMPLEXES, 
LANDSCAPE AND LOCAL COMMUNITY 
 

Čepić Slavica, Grbac Danka (Belgrade University, Belgrade, Serbia) 
 
 
 
Considering the role monasteries have had during the course of history and the role they hold 
nowadays, their inner changes are something that is inevitable but not necessarily negative. Never-
theless, it should always be kept in mind that the modernization of the monasteries must not over-
power the spiritual and traditional heritage that monasteries have held for centuries. 
 
 
Monasteries were founded by rulers who financially 
provided for them because the church and the state 
together represented a unified governing body. 
Back then, monasteries were the centers of literacy 
and education, and places where the culture of the 
nation was being preserved.  
Because of the social and political changes, the 
situation today is considerably different. The church 
and the state are separate institutions, the position 
of trustees has disappeared and cities have taken 
over the character of cultural and educational cen-
ters.  
As a result, monasteries as institutions, even 
thought they are still holding their spiritual role in 
society, have lost some other featuraes, which en-
abled a more direct contact with the local commu-
nity. On top of that, they are also left with insuffi-
cient funding. 
 
Taking all these into consideration, there are several 
goals that should be achieved in order for monas-
teries to become self-sufficient structures, but not 
detached from society: 
- economical sustainability of the monastery 
- ecological sustainability of the monastery complex 
- retaining the image of landscape 
- preventing the dying out of villages. 
 
From the beginnings of monasteries, they were fi-
nancially dependent on their trustees, who were 
their main and sufficient source of funding, regard-
less of the ever-present donations from peasants. 
And today, with the changes in social strata, which 
resulted in the disappearance of trustees, the dona-
tions from people do not pose a sufficient enough 
source of funding. Existence of some monasteries is 
in danger considering the lack of resources and 
many sites of cultural heritage are rapidly deterio-
rating. New forms of financing need to be found so 
monasteries would become financially independent 
and economically sustainable.  
 
In most monasteries the basic necessities of the 
monks are provided by their own work. Other 
sources of income are religious products (books, 
candles, icons) that are usually sold in the monas-
teries.  
 
Apart from self production of food, there could be 
an organized production of marketable goods, such 
as wine, handicraft etc., making them exclusive 
through branding. Dependent on the monasteries` 
historical and religious relevance, there is also a 
possibility for creating a museum of old valuable 
relics.  
 
Being cultural heritage sites, monasteries are eligi-
ble for state financing, despite the fact the church 
as an institution is separated from the state. This  

 
 
could also be a way of increasing the importance of 
monasteries in society.  
 
According to traditional ideas of a monk’s way of 
living, one of the daily activities should involve 
working on the fields, with cattle or some other 
form of basic food production for their own needs. 
This sort of activity also has a spiritual meaning and 
that is why the traditional ways of food produc-
tion were preserved in the monasteries.  
 
However, some kind of modernization must be con-
sidered but only in the form that is in harmony with 
tradition and ecological sustainability. That means 
that contemporary knowledge must not be ignored 
but wisely applied, adjusted in accordance with spe-
cific situations and needs posed by the monasteries. 
Means of achieving this could be e.g. using renew-
able energies, activities that are supported and 
stimulated by character of the locale etc. 
Hence, putting an accent on preservation of tradi-
tional land cultivation, and meeting any other ex-
ceeding needs for resources using renewable energy 
is a way of reaching ecological sustainability of 
the monastery complexes. 
 
The idea of locating the monasteries in the past was 
closely related to the meaning and importance that 
monasteries held back then. Apart from being spiri-
tual centers they provided shelter for people in the 
time of crises. So, those are usually remote places 
far in the wooded mountains, visually hidden and 
protected by walls. (see appendix) The surrounding 
landscape of the monasteries inevitably changed 
during time, as forests were partly replaced with 
agricultural land. From today’s point of view, the 
authentic image of landscape surrounding the 
monasteries would include the agricultural land as 
well because of the centuries long tradition of land 
cultivation.  
 
From the medieval period, when most orthodox 
monasteries in Serbia were founded, until the 20th 
century, the dominant occupation of the population 
was agriculture.  The social changes that then 
commenced caused drastic changes in landscape. 
The process of industrialization led to a growing 
need for infrastructure, changed the way of land 
cultivation but ultimately led to people moving to 
the cities. As a result, land is being abandoned, left 
to the natural process of plant succession and visu-
ally disturbed with the elements of infrastructure. 
Monasteries are influenced by these changes. The 
serene atmosphere once present both inside and 
outside of the monastery complexes is now threat-
ened.  The disappearance of adequate surrounding 
landscape creates an impression of monasteries 
being detached from the land which they were inte-
gral part of for centuries. Nevertheless, inside the 
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monastery complexes the traditional way of life kept 
on existing. The gap created between traditional 
and modern land management needs to be over-
come. The local community should be encouraged 
to use the same traditional and eco-friendly ways of 
land cultivation as the monasteries, which would 
create an integrated cultural landscape. 
 
At the peak of their influence, monasteries were the 
only centers of education and culture. With the de-
velopment of humanism and social politics, those 
centers have moved to the cities. This resulted in 
alienation of people from the monasteries as they 
started moving to the cities in search for the educa-
tion, culture or just a better life. As to regain their 
role in the society, some of the integrating activities 
between monasteries and the people could have an 
educational character, which would provide local 
community with the knowledge and skills to ade-

quately organize their lives without the need to 
leave their homes. This could also slow down the 
negative trend of dying out of the villages, aban-
donment of land and deterioration of landscape. 
 
Creating an ecological model of a sustainable mon-
astery complex, that could be widely applicable, is a 
possible method of planning monastery complexes 
in a wider context. This model would be based on 
principles of religious norms, traditional values, so-
cial politics and ecological design. The focus would 
be on holding the close bond with the local commu-
nity, planning the surrounding landscape in accor-
dance with the nature of the locale, using traditional 
land cultivation and traditional crafts, not only for 
preservation of culture but also for creating market-
able goods 
 
 

 
 
Appendix: Examples of Serbian monasteries  
negative examples: monasteries’ locations today are right on a main motorway, or in an urban settlement 
 

 
 
Pict.1: Žiča Monastery, Kraljevo 
source: http://www.yuta.co.yu/sr/tp/Zica.asp 

 
 
Pict.2: Gračanica Monastery, Gračanica 
source: http://www.yuta.co.yu/sr/tp/Gracanica.asp 

 
positive example: monasteries’ location today are in cultural landscapes 
 

 
 
Pict.3: Manasija Monastery, Resava 
source: group of authors, Istorija srpske kulture 
(History of Serbian culture), Udruženje izdavača i 
knjižara Jugoslavije, Beograd 1996 

 
 
Pict.4: Studenica Monastery, near Kraljevo 
source: 
http://www.phy.bg.ac.yu/mphys2/excursion.html 
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THE TEMPLE OF LA SAGRADA FAMILIA, BARCELONA, SPAIN  
 

Juraj Švancár (Slovak University of Technology, Bratislava, Slovak Republic) 

 
 
 
The history of the Temple de la Sagrada Família is the history of a lifetime built stone after stone. 
Discover here its evolution, from its birth, childhood and youth, until the maturity of the present 
time. And who had this creative thought? Someone so smart, someone, who has heart for 
architecture, great man and one and only architect Antonio Gaudí.   
 

 
Pict. 1,2,3:  Building of the Temple la Sagrada Familia  
[Source: http://www.sagradafamilia.org/cast/index.htm] 
 
Introduction– Birth  
 
The kingdom of the queen Isabel II, the following 
two years of progressive government and the 
twelve years of moderate government resulted in 
the industrial revolution and the economical 
impetus of the Catalan bourgeoisie. In 1866 Josep 
Ma. Bocabella i Verdaguer founded the Associació 
Espiritual de Devots de Sant Josep, the association 
that promoted the construction of an expiatory 
temple dedicated to the Holy Family. Thanks to 
the donations of the devouts, in 1881 the 
association bought a large lot of land located 
between the streets Marina, Provença, Sardenya 
and Mallorca to build there the temple. The first 
project was presented by the architect Francesc 
del Villar: it had to be a church of three naves, 
seven chapels in the apse and a spire of 85 m 
high. In 1882 on Saint Joseph day the bishop Mr. 
Urquinaona placed the foundation stone of the 
Temple Expiatori de la Sagrada Família. 
 
Childhood 
 
Disagreements with the architect Joan Martorell -
the assessor of Bocabella- led Francesc del Villar to 
resign and Gaudí, assistant of Martorell, became 
architect of the Temple. Gaudí presented a new 
project based in the prevalence of vertical lines, 
consisting in a basilical plan, five naves in the 
main nave and three naves in the transept, and a 
dome of 170 m high. The foundations of the 
Nativity façade were laid after finishing the apse 
in 1894. The cloister and the window of the 
northern transept would be completed when the 
last Spanish colonies were lost. It is the end of a 

century and the beginning of a new one, a crucial 
century for the construction of the Temple. 
 
Adolescence 
 
The century starts celebrating the Saint Joseph 
Jubilee Year, on the occasion of the 50th 
anniversary of the Patronage of Saint Joseph. But 
soon the Temple would suffer the worst lost of its 
history: Gaudí dies, run over by a streetcar. This 
was the beginning of a series of calamities that 
would reach a peak in 1936 when, at the height of 
the Spanish civil war, the crypt and the workshop 
of Gaudí got in fire and the riots destroyed many 
of the models. Not until 1940, during the 
dictatorship of Franco, the architect Francesc 
Quintana would restore the burnt crypt and 
reconstruct the models that nowadays constitute 
the base for the construction of the temple. 
 
Youth 
 
The bell-towers of the temple were slow to rise 
due to economical problems. In fact, Gaudí could 
only see completed the bell-tower of Saint 
Barnabas in the Nativity façade. In 1929 -during 
the visit of the kings of Denmark- were finished 
the rest of the bell-towers and in 1933 were added 
the Faith skylight and the central cypress three. 
The next year was approved the Statute of 
Autonomy of Catalonia. 
 
Manhood 
 
In 1954 starts a period of re-emergence of the 
works and the Passion façade is begun: the 
basements for its bell-towers are laid and the 
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walls erected. Quintana, Puig Boada and Lluís 
Bonet Garí were the architects selected to 
continue the construction. The faith and the 
people's devotion were its fomenters. On Saint 
Joseph day'1958 the group of sculptures by J. 
Busquets representing the Nativity was placed in 
the top of Jesus' genealogical column in the 
Nativity façade, and this fact gave a new impetus 
to the works. In 1976 were crowned the bell-
towers of the Passion façade. The Generalitat de 
Catalunya was restored a year later 

                  
Pict. 4:  Today’s appearance of la Sagrada Familia 
 
Maturity 
 
During the last years of the life of the Temple the 
construction of the Passion façade, with the 
sculptures by Josep Ma. Subirachs, has been 
completed. From then on, we have been working 
on the construction of the naves and the transept, 
including the columns room, the chorus and the 
higher windows that will illuminate it. When this 
area will be completed, the inside of the Temple 
will be totally covered and then will start the 
construction of the central dome. Only then the 
Temple will reach its maturity, when everybody 
will contemplate it and get a clear idea of the 
extent of the project. And so the life of the Temple 
will go on, rising little by little up to the sky. 

Antoni Gaudí 
 
( 25. June 1852 – 10. June 1926 ) 
 
,,La Sagrada is child of the future” 
 
 
Antoni Gaudí is the prime example of global 
architecture. Ihis works there is no difference 
between `structures and decoration, you cannot 
tell when one finishes and starts the other. We 
must find the explanation for this brilliant 
creativity in his life, his love for the land, his 
mysticism and faith. That's for sure that never 
again somebody has been able to reproduce 
natural shapes -which are part of our world from 
its genesis- with the magnificence and luxury 
developed by Gaudí. 
       In 1852, the Mediterranean light and the 
colors of the Camp de Tarragona were the first 
cradle of Antoni Gaudí i Cornet. The city of Reus 
hailed one of its prodigy children. Being 6 years 
old Gaudí was affected by a rheumatic illness that 
confined him to bed. However, instead of getting 
carried away by apathy, the young boy took 
advantage of his convalescence to develop an 
observer spirit interested in different subjects such 
as botanics, architecture, geology and zoology. So 
this forced break would result in a positive 
experience that would state his future. He was 11 
years old when he started secondary school, 
where he would excel inplastic arts but fail 
Arithmetics and Geography. He passed his forth 
year with brilliant marks, but he could not finish 
the fifth course due to economical problems and 
to the political disturbances that shook the time of 
the queen Isabel II. He moved to Barcelona, 
where he would finally graduate. 
 
On October the 19th, 1869, after spending the 
summer in Reus, Gaudí arrived too late to register 
for the Architecture School. Nevertheless, his 
application form was finally accepted when he 
claimed it on the grounds of "the critical political 
situation" of the time - the abolition of the 
kingdom of Isabel II and the proclamation of the 
Republic. 
 
Admitted in the School, Gaudí took advantage of 
everything that could cultivate his spirit: apart 
from studying, he would attend courses in other 
departments and also stay in the library of the 
school learning about other subjects. At the same 
time, he maintained his way of life in Barcelona 
working for other architects or craftsmen, period of 
his life Gaudí developed his authentic vocation: 
architecture. And it became his life option. 
 
His professional Beginnings 
Following the social trend of the time, a growing 
enterprising bourgeoisie, an awakening working-
class movement, and the flourishing cultural and 
commercial renaissance of Catalonia, projects 
were rained on Gaudí, who had just finished his 
education at the Architecture School. Gaudí's love 
for his land led him to participate in the creation 
of the Catalan hiking movement, which would 
bring him good social contacts. 
Among others, he met Joan Martorell, which would 
be his protector along with the Comillas - Güell 
family (for whom he did the majority of his best 
works). 
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Pict. 5: Antoni Gaudí 
 
Martorell would also introduce him to Mr. 
Bocabella, thanks to whom Gaudí would be called 
to continue the works of the Temple Expiatori de 
la Sagrada Família, his lifework. 
 
 
The Fruits of his works 
 
Gaudí is acclaimed beyond our frontiers and is 
showered with new projects: the Casa de los 
Botines; the Teresianas school; the Casa de 
Bellesguard; the Casa Calvet; the Güell Cellars, 
the restoration of the cathedral of Mallorca; the 
Casa Batlló, the Casa Mil?, and the Col?nia Güell. 
In most of the cases, exclusive buildings ordered 
by the most important industrialists and bourgeois 
of the time. Devoted heart and soul to the Temple 
In 1910, again Gaudí goes through a hard 
convalescence: now the Malta fever confines him 
to bed, and he moves to Vic and to Puigcerd? to 
rest. There he writes his first will. Despite his 
illness, he still has the strength to design the 
Passion façade and to celebrate the centenary of 
the Catalan philosopher Jaume Balmes in Vic. After 
Gaudí is recovered from his illness and comes back 
to work, start the lean years for the Temple of the 
Sagrada Família. The deficit threatens the 
construction; however, Gaudí is against 
suspending the works and spends most of his time 
in the workshops of the Temple, to whom he 
devoted the last years of his life. In order to raise 
funds, he became the main apostle of the 
construction, and tirelessly explained it in detail to 
anybody that would visit it. Occasionally he would 
personally go out into the street to raise funds 
among the passers-by. 
 
Major Works 
 
    * Casa Vicens (1878–1880) 
    * Palau Güell (1885–1889) 
    * College of the Teresianas (1888–1890) 
    * Crypt of the Church of Colo`nia Güell (1898–

1916) 
    * Casa Calvet (1899–1904) 
    * Casa Batlló (1905–1907) 
    * Casa Mila` (La Pedrera) (1905–1907) 
    * Park Güell (1900–1914) 
    * Sagrada Família Nativity façade and Crypt of 

the Sagrada Família cathedral (1884–1926) 
 

Early career 
 
    * 1878–1879: Lampposts for the Plaça Reial at 

Barcelona; 
    * 1878: Showcase for glove manufacturer 

Comella. Via this work, used at the World's 
Fair in Paris, Eusebi Güell came to know the 
architect. 

    * 1878–1882: Several designs for the Obrera 
Mataronense at Mataró. Only a very small 
part of these plans was built, but it shows 
Gaudí's first use of parabolic arches, here in 
a wooden structure. 

    * 1883–1885: Casa Vicens; 
    * 1883–1885: Villa "El Capricho" at Comillas 

(Santander); 
    * 1884: Finca Güell: Entrance pavillion and 

stables for the palace at Pedralbes (first 
completed building for Eusebi Güell); 

    * 1884–1891: Completion of the crypt of the 
Sagrada Família (the crypt had been started 
by the architect Francisco del Villar in 1882, 
who had to abandon the project in 1883); 

    * 1885–1889: Palau Güell; 
    * 1887–1893: Episcopal palace at Astorga; 
    * 1889–1894: Colegio Teresiano; 
    * 1891–1893: Outer walls of the absis of the 

Sagrada Família 
    * 1892–1894: Casa de los Botines at León. 
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SOLAR ENERGY IN SLOVAKIA  
 
Jan Križek (Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava, Slovak Republic) 
 
 
 
Solar energy is a wasted resource in Slovakia. Austria, which shares the same natural conditions 
and climate as the Slovak Republic, is a global leader in thermal-solar power, with 30 times the 
number of solar panels as Slovakia. 
  
                   
The interesting fact is that Slovakia has one of the 
longest traditions in solar energy development in 
Europe. But a lack of support for renewable energy 
development since the Velvet Divorce and zero 
government subsidies for thermal-solar power 
installation has led to the country's decline. The 
director of Slovak energy company Thermo/solar, 
is convinced that solar and other renewable energy 
sources deserve greater attention from the state. 
He says it is a matter of protecting the 
environment, as well as helping the European 
Union decrease its dependence on fossil fuels. 
 
In the 1980s, Czechoslovakia ranked among the 
leading countries in Europe that were transforming 
radiation from the sun directly into usable heat. 
The state supported thermal-solar investments 
through subsidies accessible to state companies, 
cooperative farm companies and residential 
property owners. 
 
Two of the three largest producers of solar-
powered systems in the former Czechoslovakia 
were situated in present-day Slovakia. After 
Czechoslovakia split, however, the pace of solar 
energy development in Slovakia eased. 
The director told The Slovak Spectator that soon 
after it gained independence, Slovakia immediately 
started lagging behind the Czech Republic. Today, 
the difference is noticeable. 
 
"Support for renewable energy sources in the 
Czech Republic is more generous than in Slovakia. 
In the Czech Republic, a home owner can subsidize 
50 percent of the cost of constructing a solar-
powered system. Additionally, he can claim a 5 
percent value added tax," he explained. 
In Slovakia, individuals get no subsidies, and the 
VAT is unified at 19 percent. 
The topic of renewable energy sources is more 
prevalent in the Czech media, partly because it is a 
concern of the government. The Czech Republic is 
perhaps the only new EU-member country to 
discuss support for renewable energy sources in 
parliament. 
The European Commission wants to install 
100million square metres of solar collectors by 
2010 in the "old" EU member states. 
 

 

 
Specialist thinks there is no way for the EC to fulfil 
its goal, even if it counted the collectors in the 10 
new EU-member countries. In 2003, the European 
Union plus Switzerland reported solar collectors in 
approximately 12 million square metres. Germany, 
Austria and Greece shared 80 percent of the total. 
Experts complain that it is difficult to analyse and 
compare the presence of solar systems in new EU-
member countries because few reliable statistics 
exist. 
 

  
 
According to director, "The Czech Republic has the 
best system of support for renewable energy 
sources. Then, with a rather big lag, follows 
Hungary. Poland and Slovakia stand at the bottom 
of the Visegrad 4 countries." 
The solar energy director admits, however, that 
Slovaks are increasing their use of solar collectors. 
According to estimates, Slovakia had about 10 
square metres of solar collectors per 1,000 
inhabitants at end of 2003. 
 
Although the number of solar collectors in Slovakia 
is not even comparable to the one in Austria, 
Slovakia does not come in last place, even among 
the EU15 nations. France, Great Britain and Italy 
are behind Slovakia. "It is probably thanks to our 
solar past," the director added. 
According to him, government subsidies for 
renewable energy would level the playing field, 
which is currently dominated by fossil fuel 
consumption. 
 
With the exception of hydro-electrics, renewable 
energy sources are at the beginning stages of 
development. Further technical progress will likely 
decrease the price of energy production. 
Solar collectors in Slovakia are used primarily to 
heat drinking water. The specialists says there is 
growing interest in using solar energy to heat pools 
or as an additional energy source to complement 
other heating systems in houses. 
  
He thinks that the current government's policy 
underestimates the potential of solar energy in 
Slovakia. For example, the state's policy names 
rooftops as the only place for installing solar panels 
when it is equally possible to position them on 
walls or on the ground next to houses. 
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State officials envisaged the use of solar energy 
only for residential buildings, schools, hospitals and 
hotels. Environmental groups estimate that a home 
equipped with solar power can save about 60 
percent of its energy on heating drinking water, 
and 20 to 30 percent on other heating systems. 
Based on an Austrian analysis, solar energy has the 
potential to cover about 20 percent of the overall 
energy used for heating.  
The director said that six square metres of solar 
panels with 300-litre water storage is enough to 
heat 70 percent of the water consumed by a four-
person household. The costs for installation would 
run to about Sk120.000 (€3.800). In Austria, a 
comparable system would cost about €5.500. 
However, an Austrian home owner can apply for a 
state subsidy covering 25 percent and a municipal 
subsidy covering about 15 percent. The property 
owner could also apply for a tax deduction of €500. 
The final price for an Austrian home owner would 
thus be €2.500. 
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GÜSSING: ENERGY AUTARKY 
 

Christoph Schönher (University of Natural Resources and Applied Life Sciences, Vienna, Austria) 

 
 
 
Introduction 
 
The city of Güssing provides its heat, power and fuel demand from renewably energy carriers from 
the region. Once the poorest region in Austria, Güssing has made a very successful change within 
the last 15 years, economical as well as ecological. In 2004 Güssing was elected and awarded the 
most innovative municipality of Austria. In a world that faces the climate change and the shortage 
of fossil energy carriers Güssing should become a role model for many towns and regions all over 
the planet. 
 

General data about Güssing (town and region) 

The town of Güssing, which is the administrative 
center of the region of Güssing, is situated in the 
southern part of the federal state of Burgenland 
very near to the hungarian border. The number of 
population of Güssing is about 3800 and the mu-
nicipal area extends to 49,3km². The region of 
Güssing has a population of about 27000 people 
and has a size of 485,5km². 
 

 

 

The former situation 

In 1988 the region of Güssing was considered the 
poorest of Austria, which was related to the very 
close location to the hungarian border and thus to 
the Iron Curtain for approximately 50 years. The 
lack of industrial development as well as the un-
structured agriculture led to the fact, that up to 
70% of the working people were employed in the 
big cities of Graz or Vienna and had to shuttle be-
tween their working and living place. The whole 
region of Güssing was in danger to die out, because  

 
of the emigration of the population. Moreover, there 
was a drain of capital related to the usage of fossile 
energy carriers. And on the other hand the regional 
resources (the region of Güssing is covered by wood 
to 45%) were hardly used and got desolated. 

The change 

Standard In the year 1990 all this problems and 
difficulties in the region of Güssing led to the  today 
so called- most important decision in the history of 
the municipal council of Güssing: The 100% switch 
from fossil energy carriers to renewable and re-
gional energy carriers. This idea not only included 
heat, but also electricity and fuel for automobiles, 
and not only for the town of Güssing, but in further 
steps also for the whole region.The first thing that 
got established was the optimisation of energy-
efficiency in all buildings of the community center, 
which resulted in a 50% reduction of costs for en-
ergy in the municipal budget. This first success 
encouraged the people in responsability to go on 
with further projects consequently and soon a facil-
ity for the production of organic fuel made of rape 
was built up. Additionaly the municipal council de-
cided the installation of a district heating facility 
based on wood (realised in 1996).  
 
Planned as the largest biomass energy system of 
Austria the realisation needed the help (security of 
financing) of different institutions, even from Brus-
sels. Finally, energy self sufficiency was reached in 
2001, when the biomass plant for electricity based 
on a newly developed technology was installed. 
After this successful step Güssing is now able to 
produce even more energy as actually needed in the 
town. As a consequence as well as a necessity an 
efficient and regional production and logistic of 
biomass (wood in the first place) had to be imple-
mented and is now able to provide the needed ma-
terials from not farer away than 5km to the town. 
All this activities and new built infrastructure made 
Güssing interesting for companies, especially wood 
processing industry and environmantal technologies 
(research), and thus many local jobs (1000) could 
be saved and newly developed. Moreover, the deci-
sion and successful implementation of renewable 
energy systems produced another important source 
of income for the town and the region: Green en-
ergy tourism (400 per week). 
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The EEE 

As a coordinative and cooperative center for the 
managing of all the different projects that are now 
going on in Güssing as well as for the distribution of 
knowledge the EEE (Europäisches Zentrum für 
Erneuerbare Energie Güssing, European Center for 
Renewable Energy Güssing) was founded in 1996. 
This center provides access to 30 demonstration 
plants in the region for everyone interested, and 
helds seminars for the public (tourism) and schools 
to improve the knowledge and consciousness of the 
possibilities of renewable energy. Also, the EEE 
induced a scientific network to keep further re-
search in the region going on. 

The main technological inovation – the bio-
mass plant 

Since 2001 the plant produces 2000kwh electrical 
power as well as 4500kwh heat for district heating 
out of 2300kg of wood. Its heartpeace is the so 
called fluidized bed steam gazification technology, 
which was developed by the TU Wien and offers 
some advantages in compare to conventional sys-
tems. Biomass is gasified at a temperature of 
approx. 850°C in the gasifying zone. The product 
gas has very good properties and is converted in 
the gas engine of the facility into electricity. The 
whole process is very clean and the overall effi-
ciency (heat and electricity) of the system is about 
80%, because all the heat that is generated in the 
whole process is used for district heating. As said 
above, the gas is of a high quality, which allows the 
possible use of it for other applications as well, 
such as gasoline, diesel and hydrogen. There is a 
wide field of research activities now taking place on 
this topic as well as on related technologies, like 
fuel cells. 
 

 

Actual and further projects and research 

The general aim of the research is the development 
of regional energy centrals, which can cover the 
energy need of the region by using a variety of 
biogenic raw-materials and residues, as well as the 
sun. This mixture of used materials is called poly-
generation and varies from region to region. The 
experiences that were gained in the establishing of 
the biomass plant led to a rise of research projects 
and cooperations, nationaly and internationaly. 
Some of the ideas have already been realised in 
Güssing, and the hole concept of polygeneration will 
hopefully getting reality till 2013. 
 

 

Extension of the model 

As mentioned above, the next logical step is the 
extension of the successful model of the town of 
Güssing to the whole region of Güssing. But is it 
possible for a whole region to reach energy autarky 
based on renewable energy? One major issue is 
the availability of the area required for the supply of 
resources. Onother is of course the potential for 
energy saving, which is about 12,6% (average sav-
ing potential) of the actual energy demand. Soil is a 
restricted good, the areas available for energy pro-
duction have to be calculated by subtraction of the 
areas necessary for nutrition, settlement, traffic, 
etc. It can be shown that after the reach of energy 
autarky for the whole region of Güssing still 30% of 
the total area of the region is available. This calcula-
tion considers the reduced need of energy, a rea-
sonable use of resources and the technologies for 
energy production already used in the town of 
Güssing. Moreover, CO2 emissions of the region 
could be decreased by approximately 85% and 39 
Mio. Euros added value for (and in) the region could 
be achieved. Thus it is in principle possible to reach 
energy autarky for a whole region in a very reason-
able way.  
 
 
Literature:  
 
EEE, Europäisches Zentrum für Erneuerbare Energie 
– Güssing. http://www.eee-info.net/  
 
Technologiezentrum–Güssing 
http://www.tze.at/tzg/tz.htm  
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ROLE OF SERBIAN MONASTERIES IN SUSTAINABLE TOURISM 
 
Marijana Pantić (University of Belgrade, Faculty of Forestry, Belgrade, Serbia) 
 
 
 
Nowadays, speaking about sustainability on tourism activities is a story about tourism based in 
offer of natural and cultural heritage that one space could give. Those two elements, nature and 
culture, precisely are issue of protection in sustainable concept but at the other side, became main 
objects of realization in all concepts and varieties of sustainable tourism: eco, agro or soft tourism. 
Monasteries are base of cultural identity in Serbia because in that way tradition, history and specif-
ics of national values are represented. There is a great number of monasteries, but different by its 
ancient history, architectural and artistic importance, location in the map of Serbia, but also, in spe-
cifics of surrounding and theirs positive and negative impacts. In this case study will be shown how 
monastery cultural heritage are involved in planning system and which role, from a point of tourism 
economy, is given to it. Concerning already mentioned differences two examples, first Monastery 
Studenica, included in protected natural area and second, Monastery Mileševa, included in urban 
area of Prijepolje town, are going to be represented in their particularities and roles in sustainable 
tourism of developing Serbia. 
 
 
 
 
Monasteries in Serbia - General 
 
National identity of Serbs in a closets relation to 
monasteries because they represent not only foun-
dation of religious roots but first territories, coun-
tries, rulers from the moment that Serbs settled 
Balkan Peninsula. Inspire of historical alters and 
rule of other nations over Serbian people, monas-
teries and churches, as a symbol of spiritual free-
dom, kept their role for centuries. From the very 
beginning monasteries were built and donated by 
rulers where architecture was evolutionally chang-
ing in three different styles: Raška School (XIII 
century), Serbian Byzantine School (XIV century) 
and Moravian School (XV century). Those styles 
mostly depended on significance of ruler countries 
in Europe and Mediterranean at the time and coun-
tries where the painters and constructors were 
coming from. 
Today, in Serbia, there are around 115 monaster-
ies evaluated as monasteries of extraordinary and 
great importance, mostly equally scattered Serbia 
vide with few locations, situated as a groups of 
monasteries. For example, monasteries of Fruška 
Gora consist of over 15 cultural monuments similar 
as 11 monasteries in West Morava Ovčar- Kablar 
valley. Monasteries in this valley are known as 
Little Saint Mountain cause reminds at Athos Moun-
tain (Saint Mountain) in Greece where  
 
Serbian, just as Bulgarian, Russian, and Greek 
monasteries are situated, in a way, that monaster-
ies originally were located in some kind of pro-
tected places, were enemy could hardly reach and 
harm sacral buildings, some of them are even 
today isolated from direct civilization, in naturally 
preserved landscapes. Therefore, it is not unusual 
for cultural monument to be protected as naturally 
valuable sites. That case is with monasteries listed 
in previous table. 
 
Decision on proclamation of suggested protection 
for certain area is accepted by Serbian Govern-
ment. Protected is supported by legislative: Law on 
Environmental Protection and Law on Cultural 
Monuments; as well as by Institute for Natural 
Protection of Serbia and Institute for Cultural 
Monuments Protection of Belgrade, Novi- Sad etc. 

Protection of natural and cultural heritage is also in 
relation with urban and spatial plans made for 
these kinds of areas such as: WHS Studenica and 
Gornjak Study of Impact on natural values of area, 
Spatial Plan for Special Use area Prohor Pčinjski, 
Tršić- Tronoša, Ras- Sopoćani, Orašac, Master Plan 
of St. Stefan in Slanci, Ovčar- Kablar canyon Pro-
tection Study etc. Overall, Spatial Plan of Republic 
of Serbia is important because issues about cultural 
monuments and values are integrated in tourism 
and protection chapters.   
 
Spatial Plan of Republic of Serbia-Cultural 
heritage in Tourism and Protection Concept  
 
Regarding Spatial Plan of Republic of Serbia and its 
preferences on tourism concept, leading ideas 
contributing to role of monasteries as a part of 
tourism and local economy are: 

• Evaluation and valorisation of cultural 
heritage; 

• Institutionalization of tourism activities; 
• Prolongation of tourism season; 
• Education of children and youngsters. 

 
Altogether with these goals, expected result is 
complex and integrated tourism offer, complement 
activities (tourism, agriculture, education, science 
etc) in space, which would be attached, coordi-
nated and functionally related one to another as a 
foundation of modern tourism concept. 
 
Among others, cultural tourism (tourism based on 
cultural activities and cultural monuments) is on 
list of types of tourism regarding potentials for that 
kind of activity. That counts national and interna-
tional visits, longer stays, picnic and transitional 
tourism, monumental, religious, manifestations, 
scientific and educational tourism where monaster-
ies as part of national and, confirmed by UNESCO, 
international importance, have their own place. As 
monasteries offer elements of monumental, reli-
gious and manifestations tourism than they have 
special place in eco tourism activities, especially in 
cases of natural surrounding locations. Conse-
quently, offer is extended on education of children 
about tradition, scientific exploration in architec-
ture, history, art etc. 
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Table 1: Protected Surrounding of Cultural Monu-
ments 
 

Name of Cultural 
Monument/ 
Municipality 

Year of 
Proclaimed 
Protection  

Description 
of Cultural 
Monument/ 
Area (ha) 

Part of Tršić village and 
Tronoša Monastery/ 
Loznica 

1965 

Vuk Stefanović 
Karađić place 
of birth and 
monastery 
where he got a 
primary edu-
cation / 
1308,00 

Manasija Monastery/ 
Despotovac 

1986 

Cultural 
monument 
from 15th 
century / 
243,68 

Studenica Monastery/ 
Kraljevo 

1986 

Cultural 
monument 
from 12th 
century / 
246,03 

Ravanica Monastery/ 
Ćuprija 

1989 136,80 

St. Prohor Pčinjski Mon-
astery/Bujanovac 

1989 

Cultural 
monument 
from 14th 
century / 
121,04 

Ljubostinja Monastery/ 
Trstenik 

1983 113,13 

Rača Monastery / Bajina 
Bašta  153,66 

Koporin Monas-
tery/Velika Plana 

1989 

Cultural 
monument 
from 15th 
century / 
47,21 

Jašunjski Monastery/ 
Leskovac 

1989 

Cultural 
Monument 
from 15-16th 
century / 
188,27 

Mileševa Monastery/ 
Prijepolje 

1990 

Cultural 
monument 
with surround-
ing / 289,69 

 
In a course to relate economic and market orienta-
tion of tourism at the one side and complexly inte-
grated tourism activities types at the other side, 
Spatial Plan of Republic of Serbia is proclaiming 
spatial- functional areas: tourism zones, tourism 
regions, transitional tourism directions, city tourism 
centres and spas. 
 
Some criteria that confirm relations between cul-
tural tourism, economy and sustainability of the 
space are (1) socially most acceptable and eco-
nomically most efficient using of Republic funds for 
capital infrastructure and following buildings con-
structing just as social standard non-commercial 
services with task to develop tourism and comple-
ment activities and (2) possibilities to realize devel-
oping effects attracting new markets and upgrading 
local environment and surrounding in global. 
 
In the following table chosen priorities in tourism 
development will be shown. Those priorities are 
divided in two groups: first, priorities in already 
formed or initiated areas and tourism centers, which 
are in advantage comparing to second group of 

priorities which are counted as new areas of tourism 
activities. 
 
In the same Spatial Plan priority is given to cultural 
monuments valorization and classification in zones 
of expected or already existing big changes- cities, 
towns and infrastructural corridors. Protection in-
struments and measures are reviewed and directed 
trough categorization such as:  
(1) Cultural monuments written in a list of World 

Cultural Heritage (Studenica, Sopoćani monas-
teries with Stari Ras) and suggested to be in 
this list (Gamzigrad, Dečani, Gračanica, Pećka 
Patrijaršija monasteries, monasteries at Fruška 
Gora and Đerdap with Lepenski Vir),  

(2) Cultural monuments of extraordinary impor-
tance,  

(3) Cultural monuments of great importance,  
(4) Other cultural monuments. 
 
Also, in concept of protection classification on cul-
tural values and monuments is given as:  
(1) Spatial cultural- historical areas (urban, rural, 

urban- rural types),  
(2) cultural monuments,  
(3) archeological sites and  
(4) Famous places. 
 
Those categorizations and classifications are rele-
vant in a course of protection level and protected 
area, proclaimed in relation to cultural heritage 
importance. 
 
Table 2: Developing and ordering initiatives for 
tourism offer till 2010 

Zone Part  Region 
Part 

 

Symbol Name Symbol Name Addition 

I Stara 
Planina 

I.1 Babin Zub  

 Vlasina I.2 

Vlasinsko 
jezero  sa  
Čemernikom 
i   Vardeni-
kom 

 

Sr Kopaonik Sr.1 

Kopaonik   -  
Željin  -  
Vrnjačka 
Banja 

Prva sub-
region 
complete 
offer 

 Golija Sr.2 Srednja  
Golija 

 

J Šarplanina J.1 Brezovica  
 Prokletije J.2 Koprivnik  

  Z.1 Tara, Zlati-
bor i Zlatar 

 

  

C.1 

Jablanik, 
Povlen i 
Maljen sa 
Divčibarima 

 

  C.3 Đerdap  
  S.1 Fruška Gora  
  S.2 Gornje  

Podunavlje 
 

  S.3 Gornja  Tisa  
 
Goals and principles on which elementary protection 
of cultural heritage in Serbia is protected are mate-
rial heritage preservation, rising of awareness about 
it, protection suppose to be integral, altogether with 
space that surrounds it, illegal building and inappro-
priate reconstructions control and cultural monu-
ment as economic issue in the same time thus 
treating it as developing potential in the space. 
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Protection of cultural monument concerns not only 
protection of monument it self, but its surrounding 
zone as well. Protected zone for one cultural monu-
ment consists of (a) directly protected zone (pro-
claimed by Institute for protection or some other 
institution) and of (b) other space important for 
appropriate good experience and presentation of 
monument (defined in spatial or master plan).  
 
Planning and ordering process approaches to 
monumental protection incorporating data on 
monuments and theirs preservation in spa-
tial/master plans altogether with instrument for 
their protection. 
 
Studenica Monastery- Cultural Heritage as Part 
of Protected Natural Area 
 
Studenica Monastery is located in South west Ser-
bia, by Studenica river. Natural surrounding of Mon-
astery has been protected since 1986 and today, as 
part of Golija Natural Park, it is an area in the 
UNESCO's World Heritage List and MaB program. 
 
There are two main reasons for that kind of treat-
ment: natural and cultural. This area has a long 
history, from prehistoric times till today and alto-
gether with archeological sites, citadel remains, 
historical paths, settlements with preserved tradi-
tional architecture etc. makes Studenica Monastery 
attractive and important in a role of sustainable 
tourism in Golija Natural Park. Base on sustainabil-
ity in tourism activities are: manifestation Art Col-
ony, fairs, hiking path Golija Transversal, Studenica 
mineral water, everything fitting in concept of rec-
reational, eco and cultural tourism. 
 
Sustainable tourism indicators, tourism density and 
tourism intensity show that impact of tourism, at 
the territory of Natural Park, is low. But, certain 
locations, where Studenica Monastery is included, 
have medium tourism intensity. Regarding gravita-
tional area for collective accommodation tourism 
activities already taking possibility for serious im-
pact on environment. 
 
Accommodation offer consists of Studenica Hotel 
with 70 beds, outside Monastery walls and some 
capacities inside walls, but not officially included.  

Pict. 1: Studenica Monastery 
 
The intended plan are 450 beds inside and outside  
the walls and within the rural households. Even if it 
is called ''hotel''  Studenica, it is not in aregular 

way, some classical services are not available and 
accommodation is not officially classified, so all of 
this influence on serious tourism offer on this loca-
tion, but Golija Mountain as well. The other reasons 
are non defined gastronomic offer and without re-
cent equipment.  
 
Till now, Golija area has been sightseeing destina-
tion, mostly with the aim to visit Studenica Monas-
tery, but more marketing and renewal in ideas and 
equipment are necessary to make this region eco-
nomically worth. Also, economically speaking, not 
so negligible number of unsettled or deserted apart-
ments should be adapted for use in tourism de-
mands.  
 
Golija area is highly evaluated in hydro-energy 
potentials jet not used enough. Plan reserved few 
locations for new accumulations, among these one 
at Studenica river, approximately 20 km from Mon-
astery. Construction is planned for 2021 but precau-
tion is indispensable because intervention are going 
to be made upstream from Monastery and all possi-
ble changes and impacts has to be considered in 
course not to damage medieval remains of national 
importance.  
 
If the realization of this project is going to be done 
well, local tourism  will have some advantages as 
well because future accumulation will be used not 
only for electric energy production, water supplying 
but for tourism activities also. One reason more to 
be careful is that project details are not defined in 
the Spatial Plan and unexpected acts in the future 
are possible. 
 
Mileševa Monastery- Cultural Heritage as Part 
of Urban Surrounding 
 
Similar as Studenica, Mileševa Monastery is located 
in the South West part of Serbia at the Mileševka 
River. The Monastery is constructed in 1219, spon-
sored by Prince Vladislav. It is typically Raška 
School architecture mostly influenced by construc-
tors that came from Dalmatia and other parts of 
Western seaside. In contrast to this, painters were 
coming from East thus bringing influence of Byzan-
tine style. Today, the most valuable details of this 
piece of art are frescoes where Monastery is second 
ranged, right after Studenica.   
 
A specific situation is the inclusion of the monastery 
in a urban area and in the Master Plan of Prijepolje 
town. On the other side, Mileševa Monastery with 
medieval Mileševica town and natural surrounding is 
a spatial, cultural- historical area of extraordinary 
importance for the Republic of Serbia. Concerning 
public interest of that significance, Prijepolje Munici-
pality proclaimed Decision on Protected Surrounding 
Proclamation - Mileševa Monastery Natural Area in 
1990. Boundaries of this space are extension of 
Natural Park- Mileševka River Canyon Protected 
Area. Within protected area there are tree zones 
different in protection level and allowed activities. 
Main goal of zoning is defense from illegal con-
structing and appropriate behaving in course to 
preserve already existing buildings and their sur-
roundings. 
 
This document of protection conditions of use and 
constructing in Monastery and Mileševka River zone 
should be defined in a way to guarantee relevant 
natural and cultural elements protection. The spe-
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cific situation of the area need a document for itself 
that will regulate construction, soil and land use.  
 
Regarding morphologic characteristics of terrain and 
historical- ambient identity of space Master Plan of 
Prijepolje defined, among the others, Monastery 
Mileševa zone. In the same document are planned 
green zones down the Mileševa River banks to pro-
vide air flow and visual improvement of space. In 
course to preserve good visual view to Monastery 
should be preserved and not diminished with new 
construction which is forbidden in 1 km radius from 
Monastery. Tourism potential for Mileševa is good 
because of its historical and national value, location 
close to town so it might be combined with town 
tourism. The best way to participate in Monastery 
and regional economy is to arrange and manage its 
own economy. 
 

Pict. 2: Mileševa Monastery 
 
But, at the other side leadership in those kind of 
activities should be planned and provided, at least 
consulted by professionals because many aspects 
and values are included- architecture, history, na-
ture etc.- and it is hard to expect that people from 
Monastery could be introduced in all these kinds of 
activities in a proper level.  
 
Although there is a bigger possibility for the area to 
be preserved in a sustainable manner because, of 
officially proclaimed protection and plans made to 
arrange this area some issues are existing from 
previous time e.g. regional road corridor that 
crosses nearest frontage of Monastery's gate. This 
fact has to be changed in the future. Master Plan 
anticipated change of corridor but flexibly, without 
exact space definition.   
 
Conclusion 
 
Beside natural values, the cultural heritage has very 
important role in sustainable tourism development 
especially when these two elements are combined. 
This is the case with most Serbian monasteries, 
raised in medieval centuries, when hidden and sac-
ral location for building had substantial role. So, 
these were naturally very attractive. Thanks to 
latency those places stayed naturally preserved 
keeping its natural values thus 'inviting' to be care-
fully managed and developed in sustainable way. 
 
Regarding multifunctional values of Serbian monas-
teries (historical, cultural, national and international 
importance, architectural, painting relevance) alto-

gether with preserved natural surroundings, those 
have a real potential to take inevitable place in offer 
for sustainable tourism. All the components of sus-
tainability- social, ecological and economical- have 
its chance to take appropriate role in further tour-
ism development. Not in equity, but in a qualitative 
balance, monastery could find way to independence 
and self standing respecting ecological principles 
and social capacities of the area where it belongs to. 
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MASTER PLAN KLISURA 
 

Anna Cukorová, Eva Dvončová, Zuzana Gladičová (Slovak University of Technology, Bratislava, Slovak Repub-
lic) 

 
 
 
All the times monasteries have gained great importance as centres of the Bulgarian literature and 
culture. Some of the monasteries, which date back to Byzantine times, have played a key role in 
keeping up the Bulgarians' spirit. Others were built in the late 20th century in the place of de-
stroyed cloisters and responded to the religious needs of local people. Because of   Ottoman inva-
sions only few of the still-functioning monasteries keep their original architecture and interior of 
the buildings. Some impose on the visitor with their unique design, others - with their valuable 
icons and paintings, third - with their location in most beautiful parts of the country. Klisura monas-
tery binds all of these three specifications. When you pass the entrance gate suddenly you feel 
unique of it. Our aim was first of all to understand the symbolism of monasteries in this locality and 
next to apply it here. This monastery is not so far from Sofia but it is a bit difficult to reach this 
place. It is unbelievable how different you experience life in the city and in the monastery. Here you 
can see how the place can inspire you. It is up to you if you can change yourself. 

 

Group work 

At the beginning we tried to analyse the area of the 
monastery and talk with the inhabitants. The main 
aim of our “master plan group” was to make a con-
cept how should this complex and its surrounding 
operate in the future. We tried to bind all other 
groups into one common project. It was fascinating 
how simple it was to communicate. Solving prob-
lems was the most complicated part of our project. 
Lots of schemes, sketches and diagrams which we 
made were really helpful in the process of project-
ing. Symbolism of monasteries in Bulgaria is really 
sophisticated and when we applied them in our 
concept everything was easier and it was easy to 
reconstruct past forms.   

Analysis 

Important for this project is the particular analysis 
which we made. Each of this analysis has specific 
position in the designing process. It is necessary to 
understand the main ideas of the area which you 
have to design. For this project it was most impor-
tant the analysis of symbols, because symbols are 
specific for each region, country and religion. 

 

List of analysis which we made: 

- functional 
- compositional 
- technical infrastructure 
- greenery composition 
- history research 
- comparing Klisura with other Bulgarian 

monasteries 
- analyzing symbols 
- problem analysis – positives, negatives, 

potential areas… 

 

 
Pict. 1: Sketches of monastery 
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Pict. 2: Analysis of problems 

Symbols 

Monasteries in Bulgarian history are playing a very 
important role, because during the time when Bul-
garian people were under domination of other civili-
zations all educational processes took place in the 
monasteries. Roman catholic monasteries are totally 
different to Byzatine ones. Basic concept of the 
monastery is: Entrance gate means break point 
between sacrum and profanum. Behind the entrance 
gate you are on a holy place and you have to 
change your behaviour /be calmer and more spiri-
tual/.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pict. 3: Basic scheme of monastery 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
But there is also a segmentation inside of the mon-
astery area. It is a difference of function. Active 
public zone for daily needs are buildings for living, 
learning, eating etc. and spiritual zone on the other 
hand, the church, chapel and cemetery are dedi-
cated for praying and for being alone with the God. 
Sacramentality of numbers has also specific posi-
tion. The most important of all is number 3 what 
means presence of God. Spring of water inside the 
monastery means possibility to clarify yourself.  
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Pict. 4: Symbols  

Proposal for the tourist centre 
The main goal of the masterplan project was to 
understand the lifestyle, spiritual and secular needs 
of the people in the monastery and to understand 
natural, historical and regional background of the 
Klisura monastery. Also the goal of the masterplan 
was to incorporate new functions into a very tradi-
tional environment. During the discussions the ab-
bot of the Klisura monastery presented some very 
progressive ideas about integrating specific func-
tions into the monastery complex.  One of the ideas 
was to provide tourism activities in the area of the 
monastery. After analysing and discussing the po-
tentials we decided to design a tourist centre at the 
entrance area of the monastery. 

The entrance area was chosen for designing a tour-
ist centre for many reasons. First, we feel the need 
to distinguish between sacrum and profanum area, 
so we suggest taking out the function of the ac-
commodation for regular tourists in the very monas-
tery area “behind the monastery walls”. The newly 
reconstructed rooms in the sacrum area could be 
used by pilgrims, or visiting monks.  

Second, we identified a great potential of the previ-
ous farming area in front of the monastery. There 
are many attractive elements in the area: the hill 
with a viewpoint on the top, grown tilia trees in 
brushwood and the old barn ideal for reconstruction 
recently used for breeding animals. Last, but very 
important reason for situating the tourist centre in 
the entrance area was to create a dignified entrance 
into the sacrum area. The design is proposing one 
of the layouts for the space and functions.  We felt 
the need to define the entrance to the monastery 
even in front of the main gate. The change in the 
spatial quality should draw attention of the visitor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A symbolic first gate would be marked by an old 
lime tree standing at the crossroad with existing 
soft road. We recommend rebuilding the road to an 
asphalt road. 

From this point, looking at the main gate, the 
shrubby vegetation behind the chapel should be cut 
off so that the visitors can walk and sit among the 
trees. There are remnants of the orchard in the 
forest behind the chapel and next to the restaurant 
terrace. An orchard is a traditional part of the mon-
astery complex, so we suggest reconstructing the 
existing parts and connecting them into one large 
space. The orchard could be used for relaxing, 
working therapy, for production, it is also a decora-
tive element.  

Proposal binds various functions /temporary hous-
ing, parking for buses and cars as well, shops, res-
taurant for visitors and traditional market/. From 
the landscape point of view visitors can find here 
also a beautiful hill with aromatic herbs and on the 
opposite site is an orchard of fruit trees.  
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Pict. 5: Proposal of the tourist centre  

 

 

Literature: 

[1] I. Bozhilov, N. Touleshkov, L. Prashkov 
(2004): „Bulgarian monasteries“ The Nikola 
Fichev-Zahari Zograph Christian architecture 
and art foundation, Sofia, 2004 
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The group of Landscape and Gardens of the Klisura Monastery was assigned to cope with the open 
space of the monastery. The aim of the project was to give proposals for the future landscape man-
agement and some precise suggestions for the design of the monastery gardens. After collecting 
material for the work, we started the analysis of the surroundings and the inner garden, with mark-
ing the observed items and making notes. With the created data basis, further work continued with 
analysis of the data, discussions, searching the literature and with the individual work on design of 
the details. The results of the project convey the general idea of returning the GENIUS LOCI of the 
monastery, mainly creating through meditative and peaceful gardens of the monastery and conserv-
ing the traditional landscape in the surroundings, with the special accent on the spiritual role of 
water. 

 

Pict.1: Main access to the church      Pict.2: Meadow 

Introduction 

Klisura Monastery is situated in the western part of 
the Balkan mountain in Bulgaria, at the foot of the 
Todorini Kukli peak and 11km away from the town 
of Vurshets.    

The location of the monastery, hidden in the moun-
tains, is typical for the orthodox Bulgarian monas-
teries from the medieval period. The natural sur-
roundings, mainly with forests and somewhere 
interrupted with meadows, provides this place with 
the specific spiritual sense. Mountains that lay be-
hind the monastery pose the ideal background for 
the complex. One of the most important features of 
the surrounding landscape is the abundance of 
water, in form of streams and springs.  

Monastery garden is defined with the wall that goes 
around the monastery complex. Apart from the two 
churches, the complex includes also 3 residential 
buildings, a big farmyard and a kitchen. The central 
position of the complex belongs to the church, lo-
cated on a small hill. The main access to the church 
is provided with the asymmetrically positioned 
stairs, with the alley of Thuja trees that leads to the 
entrance door. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sides of the hill are anchored with the high vegeta-
tion. The garden behind the residential buildings is 
out-of-use and awaits its new function. 

Research and analysis 

Methodology 

• maps of the area in scales 1:10 000 and 
1:500; 

• observation of the landscape and marking 
the landscape elements (areas, linear ele-
ments and punkts); 

• collecting bio-ecological data about the 
contemporary state of the gardens (specifi-
cation of trees, shrubs and herbs); 

• analysis of the functional structure of the 
garden (public space vs. meditative space, 
representative parts, utility garden etc.); 

• analysis of the accessibility and communi-
cations; 

• analysis of the composition of the vegeta-
tion; 
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Pict.3: Zoning of the inner garden 

 

Problems 

• the prospect of losing identity; this could 
be analyzed in different levels, such as cul-
tural identity, identity of the landscape etc; 
reasons for this could be various, e.g. un-
sustainable tourism, dying out of the vil-
lages, lack of landscape management etc. 

• lack of human resources; not enough num-
ber of monks in the monastery; 

Values 

• spiritual role of the monastery 

• location and the surroundings of the mon-
astery 

The task 

The main task was to find a way of returning GEN-
IUS LOCI of the Klisura Monastery. The spirit of the 
place must be achieved in the surrounding land-
scape as well as in the monastery gardens. That 
leads to using two different scales, the smaller one 
for overviewing the surroundings, and the larger 
one for coping with the inner garden and its details. 

When it comes to surrounding landscape of the 
Klisura Monastery, there are several tasks to be 
achieved: 

• preserving the traditional landscape which 
includes variety of landscape elements 
(forests, meadows, orchards, agricultural 
land) 

• creating the `spiritual paths` in way of 
networking the monasteries in close prox-
imity, or connecting interesting punkts 
nearby the monastery 

• accentuating the symbolic meaning of the 
water, the springs and the streams, 
through better management, landscape 
design and maintenance 

• reconstruction of the entrance area. 

The tasks concerning gardens are: 

• accentuating the church as the most im-
portant point in the monastery complex 

• relocating parking lots from the inner parts 
of the monastery complex 

• creating peaceful meditative zone near the 
cemetery 

• reconstructing the back garden, behind the 
residential buildings 

• dislocating some of the trees 

• bio-ecological assessment of the contem-
porary garden – specification of species 
with a proposal of species for the future 
use. 

The final project needs to be in correlation with 
some specific demands, and must fulfill the follow-
ing aspects: 

• to meet most of the abbot’s requirements 
and wishes 

• to initiate participation of the local commu-
nity through creating a market for their 
handicrafts, agricultural products etc. 

• to revive the educational character of the 
monastery by organising summer schools 
of theology, craft courses etc. 

Landscape 

The monastery owns 347 ha of land that is mainly 
under forest. The dominant tree species are beech 
and oaks, as well as some conifers. Some parcels of 
the forest are only 10-20 years old and, therefore, 
any kind of their exploitation is not possible in a 
near future. Other parts are older and hence of a 
higher economical value. There are also coppice 
forests used mainly for firewood. 
Apart from the forests,  in the property of the mon-
astery are also meadows and orchards, as well as a 
small area of  the agricultural land. 
Diversity of the landscape elements is currently on a 
quite satisfactory level but with the prospect of its 
decrease. For instance, there is a process of a slow 
natural forestation of meadows, which leads to their 
disappearance. Then, there is a threat of a process 
of erosion as a result of clear cuttings of the forests. 
Finally, because of the lack of human resources and 
bad site conditions, the agricultural land is being 
abandoned and slowly transformed into meadows. 

The task 

The main task is to retain diversity of the landscape. 
It is important for many reasons. First, it is the 
means of preserving traditional landscape, which is 
an important feature of the cultural identity of the 
region. Second, in terms of composition, preserving 
meadows from its slow disappearance would mean 
saving an interesting viewpoints in the landscape. 
Saving forests from the excessive timber exploita-
tion would mean keeping the background of the 
monastery complex as well as protecting the image 
of the landscape. Lastly, conserving an ecological 
biodiversity means saving the various types of land-
scape elements (forests, meadows, orchards, agri-
cultural land, live fences etc.) in order to keep a 
diversity of flora and fauna of the area. 
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Proposals 

• Landscape management measures and 
maintenance;  
       - regular pasturing the horses or just 
cutting the grass, so that process of fores-
tation of the meadows could be ceased; 
       - multifunctional forest management 
(protected areas, water conservation, rec-
reational zones, extensive timber exploita-
tion, mushrooms and herbs etc.); 
       - supporting the agricultural produc-
tion of the local community by creating a 
market for their products in the monas-
tery's restaurant; 

• Walking paths; creating shorter and longer 
walking paths with an interesting punkts 
(springs, viewpoints, meditative places) for 
the pilgrims as well as for the tourists; 

• Reconstruction of the entrance area; em-
phasizing the entrance and the church, ex-
tending the orchards, creating the public 
open space around the restaurant; 

• Accentuating the spiritual role of the water 
(streams and springs); reconstruction and 
maintenance of the springs, and their inte-
gration with the walking paths. 

Design of the monastery gardens 

Analysis of the inside area 

The area contains 8 buildings, one of them is the 
church on a hill in the center and the others are on 
the perimeter. Around the whole is a stonewall, 
typical for orthodox monasteries, with a main en-
trance gate and two small entrances. Behind the 
monastery is a free place with a well, which was a 
vegetable garden in the past. In the inside area are 
situated 113 trees. Some of them are very nice old  

 

 

trees: Castanea sativa, Pinus sylvestris, Tillia to-
mentosa, Albizzia julibrissin. The large amount of 
greenery is a big value of the monastery area and it 
is surrounded with forest, which provides this area 
with a great space for recreation. The next big value 
is water in the form of a spring in front of the 
church, which has a great symbolic meaning. The 
rarity is the church on the hill, which is not usual for 
orthodox churches and makes this place more cen-
tralized with a lot of views.  

The main problem of this area is the composition of 
the greenery: closed views, too much trees and lack 
of open space.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pict.6: Specification of vegetation 

Pict.4: Use of the monastery land: contemporary state        Pict.5: Proposed land use 
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Pict.7: Analysis of composition 

Detail of the central area  

Analysis   

The inner garden trough a strongly defined path 
draws visitors of Klisura monastery to the plateau in 
front of the steps ascending to the church. The 
plateau is also in front of the residential area which 
has a partly hotel function and the chapel used in 
harsh winter times for services. Thus, this area is an 
important focal and gathering point. At the moment 
the plateau is used as a parking area. Surrounding 
vegetation is abundant, but rather randomly situ-
ated. Some of the vegetation is overgrown and 
blocks important views and some of the newly 
planted vegetation will in a short time become 
overgrown. Flowers are abundant and colourful. 
There is also a spring of water that could have a 
bigger role in the garden.  

Tasks and proposals 

Creating a more spiritual atmosphere:  

• opening the view to the church, which 
would give it a more dominant role in the 
garden and fully use the potential of it's lo-
cation on a hilltop  

• using less diversity in colors of flowers 
would create a less earthly appearance and 
an even emphasized sacral atmosphere can 
be achieved through using of flowers with 
symbolic meaning such as the white lily as 
the symbol of the Virgin Mary, along with 
other white and blue native species  

• closing the inner garden to cars and relo-
cating the parking, which would open up 
the space and create a more peaceful at-
mosphere  

• because of the increasing number of visi-
tors and weddings organized inside the 
church, the plateau on the hilltop in front of 
the church should be somewhat enlarged  

 

Pict.8: Detail of the central area: (1) enlarged pla-
teau, (2) lowered plateau, (3) Pinus sylvestris ,(4) 
flower-beds with white and blue flowers, (5) Pyrus 
communis,(6) Tilia tomentosa, (7) Platanus orien-
talis,(8) Chamaecyparis lawsoniana, (9) Albizzia 
julibrissin , (10) Magnolia sp, (11) Cedrus deodara 

Detail of the meditative garden     

This area is a closed place behind the church on the 
eastern side of the monastery. It contains a chapel 
with the cemetery, three very old Castanea trees. 
With view on the church, it is a perfect place for 
meditative activities. The open space between the 
chapel and the church is made as a free flowers 
meadow with open short-cutted path, which con-
nects benches under the hill with the view to the 
chapel and Castanea trees. Pair of fruit trees marks 
the benches. Next benches are situated under the 
Castanea trees with the view to the church over the 
meadow. Stones and shrubs close the cemetery and 
the entrance is marked with a pair of bigger stones 
with title. The view from the entrance is blocked by 
two new trees and brings intimacy for this place.  

 
Pict.9: Detail of the cemetery 
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Pict.10: Detail of the meditative garden: (1) ramp, 
(2) path with lawn, (3) flower meadow, (4) 
benches, (5) cemetery with lawn, (6) cemetery 
enter, (7) path made of stone 

Detail of the back garden 
 

Part of the garden located in the back of the resi-
dential buildings was used as a vegetable garden in 
the past. During the time, it has lost its function and 
nowadays is abandoned part of the land, with no 
function at all. Considering the abbot's wish to 
transform this part into active zone, where visitors 
of the monastery could spend their free time doing 
recreational activities, the proposal for this area 
would be: 

- network of walking paths, providing the access to 
the spring; 
- intimate spaces for the conversation and medita-
tion;  
- vegetable garden created on principles of per-
maculture; 
- flower and herb garden created on principles of 
permaculture. 

 

Pict.11: Detail of the back garden: (1) herb garden, 
(2) well, (3) intimate places, (4) vegetable and 
flower gardens  

The general idea of this garden is to use the basic 
principles of permaculture. Permaculture promotes 
organic agriculture, which does not use pesticides to 
pollute the environment. It aims to maximize sym-
biotic and synergistic relationships between site 
components.  

 

Pict.12: Detail of the herb garden: (1) Rosmarinus 
officinalis, (2)Origanum vulgare, (3) Salvia offici-
nalis, (4) Artemisia vulgaris, (5) Tymus pulegoides, 
(6) Coriandrum sativum, (7) Petroselenium crispum, 
(8) Allium shoenoprusum, (9) Viola odorata, (10) 
Matricaria chamomilla, (11) Tagetes erecta, (12) 
Mentha citrata, (13) Ocinum basilicum 
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Sandra Keyzlarová (Masarik University, Brno, Czech Republic) 
Marijana Pantic (Faculty of Geography, Belgrade, Serbia) 
 
 
 
Regional Position 
 
Klisura Monastery is located in the South-Eastern 
part of Berkovica Municipality, in border region with 
Republic of Serbia but also not so far from the Da-
nube (corridor VII) and Romania, North-Western 
Bulgaria.  
In a previous times position near the borders meant 
peripherality in a space but in development as well. 
 

  
 
Pict. 1: Klisura Monastery on the Map of Bulgaria 
 
Nowadays, the situation is different. After disappear-
ance of the Iron Curtain and trends in European bor-
der regions have a special and even more potential 
opportunity for development because of the possibil-
ity in trans-border cooperation and exchanging 
ideas. The same opportunity has Berkovica region 
and Klisura Monastery within: Green Belt, project of 
UINC (The World Conservation Union)1. The main 
goal of the project, established in former Iron Cur-
tain border areas from the Baltic to the Black Sea, is 
developing a balance in economical (sustainable) 
activities in naturally valuable or agricultural areas. 
Profile of Berkovica Region fits  in this features. 
 

 
 
Pict. 2: Klisura Monastery in Local Area 
 
On a local scale the Klisura Monastery is situated 
practically in a medium distance between the two 

                                                 
1 http://www.iucn-ce.org/econets/database/?id=21 

municipal centers- Berkovica and Vrshec, thus 
opening opportunity for using natural, social and 
economical resources of both urban centers. Hid-
den location of Monastery in mountains near the 
forest preserving spiritual world and protect it 
from direct influences coming from the common 
world. Those facts are good, but in a course of 
Monastery independence it has to be included in 
network and cooperation with other similar facili-
ties (e.g. Lopushansky and Chiprovski Monas-
tery) but local villages as well. For not increasing 
circulation of people within Monastery walls it is 
necessary to organize labour forces from sur-
rounding villages: Barzija, Cvetkova Bara, 
Spanchevci, Jagodovo and Slatina. Klisura has 
enough workers to maintain tourism activities, 
peace and main role of Monastery is preserved 
and increasing employment structure for local 
people thus supporting sustainable aspects of this 
region. 
 
 
Objective and Goals 
 
Taking concern on three main aspects - tourism, 
sustainability, spirituality- objective is defined as:  
 
Economical Independence of Klisura Monas-
tery Based on Sustainable Tourism 

 
If Klisura Monastery wants to maintain its eco-
nomical independence primary religious role and 
spiritual support has to be extended with some 
new activities which won't jeopardize main activi-
ties and importance of Klisura as Monastery. New 
ways are already revealed among monks who 
take care of the Monastery and this course should 
continue, and if it is possible, improved by im-
plementation of wide range of activities within 
the scope of sustainable tourism. 
 
Objectives for the development of the Klisura 
Monastery are: 
 

• Optimal usage of cultural and natu-
ral potential 

• Multiplying tourism activities  

• Trapping young generation into re-
gion  

• Involving local people 

• Supporting cooperation between 
municipalities (Berkovitza, Vratsa) – 
networking  

 
Those steps are actually goals in fulfilling leading 
ambition in creating independent but sustainable 
Monastery economy. 
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Present Situation 
 
Climate and weather conditions 
Altogether with anthropogenic conditions planned, 
made or influenced by humans, important and inevi-
table value have predisponated natural conditions- 
climate and weather. 

Judging by natural predispositions, climate and 
weather conditions, peak season to visit Klisura 
Monastery are July, August and September because 
precipitations amount and number of sunny days are 
the most convenient2. Temperatures are the highest 
in that part of the year, but it is the best reason for 
people to leave urban surrounding and find peace in 
the nature from Klisura surrounding. Tourism activi-
ties are possible in other months during the year as 
well due to diverse ways for tourists to spend their 
time here, but visits during the winter are more at-
tracted to mountains and ski centers. 
 

 
           

 
 
Projects 
 
Also, important present situation of Berkovica Region 
depends on projects in which it was included and 
which still have repercussions and influences.  The 
most important projects in relation to the nature and 
nature protection are Park of Peace Stara Planina 
(1996), Natural Forest Park Koleto and Natural Res-
ervation Gorna Koria3. First of these is based on 

                                                 
2 http://bulgaria.domino.bg/berkovitsa/eng 
3 Discover West Stara Planina Mountain, Center for Envi-
ronmental Information and Education Bulgaria, Environ-
mental Protection Society ''Stara Planina'', Serbia, Teachers 
Associations ''Logos'', Regional Associations for Tourism 
Development ''North West Balkan'', Bulgaria 

same ideas as Green Belt, establishing cross- 
border cooperation with Serbia. 
According to plans of Berkovica Municipality for a 
period from 2007- 20134 main policies and activi-
ties are based on tourism projects which there 
are around 70. The main idea and leading direc-
tions for the Municipality and its tourism are put-
ting an accent on sustainable tourism, village 
tourism and small villas instead big hotels in 
some villages. So, officially important role of sus-
tainable tourism in this region promises devel-
opment of Klisura Monastery as objective of 
these projects gives to it. 
Beside already existing and implemented projects 
there is also tendency in this region to approach 
into the MaB list. Part of Stara Planina Mountain 
is already nominated to be declared as biosphere 
reservation within this program supported by 
UNESCO. 
 
 
Tourism facilities 
 
Also, the present situation, which is giving an-
swers for the future steps and plans in sustain-
able tourism in Klisura Monastery, is situation in 
tourism facilities. Official offer of Berkovica Mu-
nicipality regarding restaurants, bars, fast food 
restaurants and similar services are 115.   
Total number of hotels and other accommodation 
capacities are 18 and number of tourists is in-
creasing for the last 4 years (picture 3) from 
2.647 in 2003, than 6.711 in 2004, 4.367 in 
2005 and finally 8.000 in 2006. Numbers are 
showing that general trend is increasing even 
there were some fluctuations in 2005. For this 
number of tourists at the moment Berkovica of-
fers 714 beds with max 157 beds in one accom-
modation building to 6 beds per houses which are 
used for accommodation. In the list of bed num-
ber Klisura Monastery takes already third place 
with capacity of 80 beds (picture 4). This means 
that its role and importance in present tourism is 
significant and in the future it will carry this kind 
of responsibility. 
 

 
 
Pict. 3: Trend of Tourists Number Increasing   
 
Evaluating number of people that Monastery 
needs for maintenance it is concluded that 12 
people could satisfy all kinds of jobs. Evaluations 
are made according to number of beds and all 
other activities that Klisura aiming to offer for the 
future. Usual number of staff is 20% of total 
number of beds. Concerning the monks within 
the Monastery’s walls will also participate in some 
activities number of 12 people (15%) is evalu-

                                                 
4 http://bulgaria.domino.bg/berkovitsa/eng 
5 Information center, Berkovica Municipality 
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ated as convenient: 2 waiters, 2 cookers, 2 recep-
tionists, 2 room cleaners, 1 household maintainer 
and gardener, 1 manager, 1 person for supplying, 1 
local guide. Most of the staff will be local people who 
would come to work from home (local villages), not 
spending time out of work in the Monastery indoors. 
                             

 
 
Pict. 4: Number of Beds in Berkovica Accommodation 
Offer 
 
Within the project is also made a small social inter-
view in which following conclusions appeared: 
 
• Domestic tourists are coming to Klisura from 

Sofia or surrounding, for a short visit (one day) 
but more often (each 2, 3 months) 

 
• Foreign tourists are coming most probably for a 

first and the last time in cultural, architectural 
reasons and also because of the convenient re-
gional location of the Monastery. They are stay-
ing longer (week or more) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Strategy for sustainable tourism  
 
First step before planning any strategy for tourism 
development is SWOT analysis. Dominative monas-
tery invites tourists from wide surrounding for its 
spirituality, history, architecture, etc. To the next 
very strong aspects belong geographical conditions 
of this region. Fair weather, beautiful reliefs shapes 
and frequent springs positively influence attendance 
of tourists. Cultural and natural background of 
Klisura region gives to this place together with will-
ingness of monks to evolve it in the name of sus-
tainable development unique originality. Undoubt-
edly, this locality has genius loci. 

As disadvantage for all concerned, is visible lan-
guage barrier of local people, as well as unsatis-
factory condition of infrastructure and low quality 
offer of services.  
But this region offers a lot of opportunities. It is 
possible to involve local people in planned pro-
jects, expand into diverse services, renew old 
traditions, etc. This process can gain higher fi-
nancial income and serve as model for self-
sustaining management.  
All new activities should be planned for adequate 
number tourists and must be proper for this spiri-
tual place, be in harmony.  
 
 
Proposed and supported activities in Klisura 
region  
 
To develop touristic movement in sustainable 
way is necessary to think about ecotourism and 
agro- tourism. Simply and unassuming form of 
tourism involves the natural and cultural sur-
rounding minimally and it helps with economic 
aspect.  
 

1) Cultural activities   
The Klisura monastery, as mentioned, is pre-
dominant object. The monastery attracts visitor 
for itself – religiousness, spirituality, history, ar-
chitecture, etc. Cultural activities is possible to 
spread by spaces for education – lectures rooms 
(indoors, outdoors – open lecture room in na-
ture), library and exhibition place (indoors, out-
doors – place for natural land-art). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2) Hiking  
One of the most unpretentious activities is hiking. 
To upgrade it, are suggested thematic path (for 
example water – path around springs, ponds, 
creeks), view-tower made from natural materials, 
concomitant information tables. Path can be 
decorated and made unique and special by 
pained stones (figure from religion, fairy-tales for 
children or neutral).  

 
3) Horse riding and biking  

Horses and bicycles can be owned and lent by 
local people from neighbouring villages. That 
ensures involving them to this sustainable devel-

S-Strength 
•  strong cultural background  
•  geographical conditions 
•  Willingness of monks 
•  Originality of place 
• Genius Loci  

W-Weaknesses 
•  language barrier  
•  condition of infrastructure  
•  low quality offer (restaurant) 
•  lower competitiveness  

O-Opportunities 
•  involving local people  
•  diversification of services  
•  renewing traditional activities 
•  gaining higher financial income  
•  becoming model for self-sustaining man-

agement  

T-Trends 
•  improper tourist attractions  
•  inadequate number of tourists  
•  natural risks and hazards  
•  motor-vehicle transport  

Table 1: SWOT analysis for Klisura monastery and nearest surrounding 
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opment process. During the day, horses and bicycles 
can be ready for rent in restricted areas by monas-
tery. Horse riding is recommended especially for 
disabled people (hippo-therapy). Needful are only 
appropriate roads.  

 
Pict. 5: The example of suggested view-tower 

 
4) Recrea-working  

Typical agricultural touristic attraction is helping with 
traditional works – gardening, planting, taking care 
about animals, etc. Coming tourists can also try craft 
works or preparing of characteristic dishes.  

 
5) Social gaming  

For leisure and spare time will be ready social 
games. Indoors is easy to install chessboard table, 
outdoors can serve petanque playground. 

 
6) Relaxing and physical exercising  

Next convenient and recommend activities are relax-
ing and physical exercising, for which is planned con-
templation place a meadow. To relaxing and thinking 
accommodate wooden deck-chairs.  

Pict. 6: The example of wooden deck-chair 
 

 
Evaluation of activities 
 
All activities must be strictly evaluated from sev-
eral points of view to gain exact results about 
their profitability. Firstly we focused in multifunc-
tionality, how are suggested activities suitable for 
different groups of visitors (according to their 
age, type of group, disabled people), who are 
coming from different cultural background for a 
certain length of stay, in various weather condi-
tions. To all mentioned activities were put marks 
accordance with a degree of their suitability (see 
table 2). Summary number shows, how much are 
these activities multifunctional – convenient for 
wide spectrum of visitors in various conditions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 2: Evaluation of activities according to multifunctionality 

 
        Degree scale: 0 – no meaning, 1 – low meaning, 2 – middle meaning, 3 - high meaning; 
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Next evaluation method is based on SAM – Sustain-
able Assessment Method. This method assesses 
strategies and processes according to: 
 

1) Type of relationship between 3 aspects of 
sustainable development (see below)  
 

a. Ecological – Social  
b. Social – Economical  
c. Economical – Ecological  
 

 
Pict. 7: Principles of SAM 
 

2) Question about supporting the balance of 
system (yes or no) 

3) Question, how much does the activity influ-
ence whole system (3 levels of importance) 

 
Degree scale: *** 30 points, ** 20 points, * 10 
points 
Summarizing the results we elaborated both evalua-
tion methods out of the following graph. It is show-
ing all activities in order of their profitability in sus-
tainable tourism from different points of view.  

 
Marketing Strategy 
 
Tourism promotion in Berkovica Region and for 
Klisura Monastery should take a place in serious 
marketing research and policy. Some of the steps 
have been already done and need to be improved; 
some of the steps should be made in a future. 
Although a web page about Monastery and accom-
modation offers already exists it should be improved 
with: online booking, photos and places for dis-
cussion and questions. 

Information center that will have all necessary 
data and information about Monastery and 
planned activities in Monastery has to be organ-
ized not only in the already existing Berkovica 
Town but also in neighboring Municipalities cen-
ters, Sofia City and Monastery itself. 
Some of inevitable materials that Information 
centers will offer will be: Green Maps (complex 
mapping of all relevant social, cultural, natural 
and service objects in the area, shown in easy 
readable way trough icons and symbols universal 
on each map of that kind) and special editions of 
maps for children (even more easy to read, with 
interesting pictures and short explanations of 
places trough legends and stories from the re-
gion). Also, information will be served in short 
reviews, brochures, leaflets etc. 
When most of the work will be done and obvious 
changes have been made, recommendations for 
journalists should be organized, to inform the 
public about sustainable tourisms in Klisura Mon-
astery. 
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Table 3: Evaluation of activities according to sustainable assessment method (SAM).  
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Pict. 8: Results of evaluation of activities 
 
 
 

 
Pict. 9: Klisura Monastery Brochure Example 
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ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN OF KLISURA MONASTERY 
 

Daniela Gúčiková, Juraj Švancár (Faculty of Civil Engineering, Department of Architecture, Slovak University of 
Technology, Bratislava, Slovak Republic) 

 
 
 
The Klisura monastery is a spiritual complex which is 6 miles from Berkovitsa and 52 miles from 
Sofia far. It is isolated from another surrounding build-up area. It is a calmly place where people 
can find silent and rest and innoxiare their souls in meditations. This is a value which can initiative 
new growth of monastery in quickly movement of the world - therefore has to be listed. The new 
vision of monastery has to find balance between spiritual and worldly life. The new functional con-
cept of monastery designed by group of master plan has an idea to solve „spiritual soul“ of monas-
tery inside area and to create new „life“ area closed the monastery. This „life“ area oriented around 
new square is created mostly by new architectural structures (houses, pergolas and shelters) ex-
cept one old house of existing barn. Therefore it was a task of our group to adaptate this old barn to 
new functional use in balance with traditional architecture of monastery.  

 

Inventory 

The necessary steps of the work of our group were 
to analyze the traditional architecture in Klisura 
monastery (the church architecture and secular 
architecture), to measure and analyze the old barn 
(our main subject of interest) and to design the 
adaptation of the old barn into new functional use. 
Following the master plan there was a vision to 
design craft room, gallery and accommodation for 
tourists in the old barn.  

In our proposal we are designing the zoning of the 
old barn: the cultural zone on the first floor and the 
accommodation zone on the second floor. The zon-
ing is based on placement of the house – the cul-
tural centre situated on the first floor can be open 
to the square, the accommodation part on the sec-
ond floor is oriented to calmly place and should 
have eleven units for accommodation with own 
sanitary facilities.  

The construction of the building is suitable for open 
space utilization on the first floor - it is possible to 
situate the craft room and gallery without radical 
changes there. The functional change on the second 
floor request some constructional changes in archi-
tecture including the change of framework. 

Analysis 

In the Klisura monastery complex there are build-
ings representing church architecture and secular 
architecture (Pict.1). These two building categories 
have some equal signs (based on local regional 
conditions and traditions) and also different signs 
(because of different functional use).  

Analysis of the church architecture: 

The church and the chapel represents the church 
architecture in the Klisura monastery. For the 
church architecture is typical the use of religious 
symbols.  
The church is situated on the hill – stairs going to 
the church symbolize the way to god. The chapel 
and the cemetery are situated in calmly place. Ex-
cept symbol of placement there are other symbols 
of Christian religion in the architecture design: the 
floor plan shape, the facade shape, use of cupola, 
arcs, windows and doors shape, coloured paintings. 
For correct proposal of monastery architecture is 
necessary to design all buildings in  

 

 

Pict. 1: The Klisura monastery complex: 
yellow- the church architecture (church and chapel) 
green – the secular architecture  

     

    

Pict. 2: The church and the chapel in the Klisura 
monastery and the symbols of the church 
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consideration of using the symbols: the religious 
symbols can be used only in the church architec-
ture, not in the houses of secular architecture.  

The church architecture in monastery has white 
masonry walls and red ceramic roof. This material 
solution is also typical for secular architecture be-
cause of regional material conditions.  

Analysis of the secular architecture: 

1
2

3
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7

8

9

10

0 25m5 10 15 20

  

accomodat ion -  employees
accomodat ion -  visitors
accomodat ion -  monks
church, chapel

services
barn
not  used buildings

 

Pict. 3: The monastery complex - the situation of 
the nowadays monastery use  

There is the nowadays functional use of Klisura 
monastery presented on picture 1. In the centre of 
monastery is situated church architecture (1-
church, 2-chapel), around the walls circumscribing 
the monastery inside area are situated houses of 
secular architecture. There are following buildings of 
secular architecture in the monastery complex (pic-
ture 3): 

 3 – library – in reconstruction  

 4 – accommodation house used by visitors for 
accommodation  and a small part of the house is 
used by monks like a chapel 

 5 – accommodation house used by monks and 
employees 

 6 – house used by monks 

 7 – toilets – new building 

 8 – not used houses (bad technical conditions) 

 9 – restaurant 

 10 –the old barn 

The houses 4, 5, 6 are now used like accommoda-
tion houses (for monks, visitors, employees). The 
houses 3 and 7 are not used now – they are in 
reconstruction and afterwards house 3 will be used 
like a library, house 7 like toilets for visitors of 
monastery area.  Houses 8 are not used now de-
spite of strategic placement to the entrance to 
monastery, in house 9 is restaurant. House 10 is 
the old barn. 

The house of secular architecture in monastery 
complex have masonry walls and ceramic roof. The 
bases of houses are made of stone, the lining of the 
socle is of the same material. The windows and 
doors are originally made of wood, also for secular 
monastery architecture typical balconies and ter-
races. Also the rails, stairs and framework are made 
of wood, too. For preservation of monastery authen-
ticity is necessary to leave this material base un-
changed in old part of monastery and also design 
the new structure of monastery using the same 
principles. 

Taking into consideration that the main task of our 
group was to adaptate old barn into new function 
(including accommodation function), the next analy-
ses are aimed to houses 4, 5, 6 with accommoda-
tion utilization: 

 house 4 (numbering according to pict. 3) 

terracebalcony

rooms
monks

accomodat ion for visitors

0 2 4 6 8 10m

 

Pict. 4: The second floor and the schematic section 
of the house Nr.4: yellow-balcony and terrace, 
green- accommodation for visitors, red- rooms for 
monks /chapel/ 

House Nr.4 is a brick two-storey house with ceramic 
hipped roof. The wooden balcony and terrace given 
to the house typical character. It is used like an 
accommodation house for visitors. Small part of 
house is also used by monks like a chapel - this part 
has specific ornamental religious decoration around 
the door. This is a symbol of church architecture.  

 

 house 5 (numbering according to pict. 3) 

House Nr.5 is a two-storey brick house with ceramic 
hipped roof and wooden terrace. Now it is used like 
an accommodation house for monks and employees. 
Like in the house Nr.4 there is also ornamental 
religious decoration around the doors where monks 
live. 
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terrace

0 1 2 3 4 5m
 

Pict. 5: The schematic section and the second floor 
of the house Nr.5: yellow-balcony and terrace, 
white- accommodation for monks and employees 

 house 6 (numbering according to Pict. 3) 

0 1 2 3 4 5m

corridor

balcony

corridor

 

Pict. 6: The schematic section and the second floor 
of the house Nr.5: yellow-balcony and terrace, 
white- accommodation for monks  

House Nr.6 is a two-storey brick house with ceramic 
hipped roof. The horizontal corridor is situated in-
side the building. The wooden balcony on the sec-
ond floor open the rooms to exterior, but it has no 
corridor function /this is the difference in compari-
son to houses Nr.4 and Nr.5/.  

 house 10 – the old barn (Pict.7) 

The old barn is a two-storey brick house with dou-
ble-sloping ceramic roof and external bearing walls. 
The others walls don’t have bearing function – this 
is important detection useful for designing.  

The measure of the ground floor is about 37x8,3m. 
The first floor is used now for breeding of domestic 
animals, the second floor (loft) is used for straw 
storage.  

The barn has four gates oriented to the courtyard 
on the east. The windows have different measure. 

The colour of the facade is white, around the gates 
are green surfaces. The lining of the socle is made 
of stone. 

Design 

Adaptation of the old barn 

The old barn is used now for breeding of domestic 
animals. The area around the barn is not used now. 
The new functional vision of this area proposed in 
master plan is changing this unused area into sec-
ond centre of monastery. As a result of area revi-
talization the old barn has also to be integrated to 
the new area structure. The functional use of this 
building is changing – from barn to cultural and 
accommodation centre. This has to be done in rela-
tion to old house function. Therefore the cultural 
centre /situated on the ground floor/ is designed 
like an open space for crafts /where visitors can see 
typical crafts of the region/ and gallery. This new 
functional use is in balance with old function and 
traditions – so the architectural impress can be 

kept. The entrance to the craft working room and 
the gallery is designed from the entrance hall. In 
summer it is also possible to open craft working 
room to the square to refresh the centre with tradi-
tions and to bring it near to people.  

 The entrance to every accommodation unit is from 
a terrace. This is a typical sign of secular architec-
ture in the monastery therefore it is used in design 
of the centre (the analyse of house 4, 5 and 6).  

 

0 1 2 3 4 5m

VIEW EAST

VIEW WEST

VIEW NORTH VIEW SOUTHSECTION

1st  FLOOR

 

Pict. 7: The first floor, schematic section and views 
of the old barn 

The house is designed like a brick construction with 
hipped roof and wooden terrace construction on the 
wooden columns. The width of the balcony is 2m, in 
2 parts is increasing to 4m to create terraces- typi-
cal signs of secular architecture of monastery. The 
design of the rail is the same like in house 6 – detail 
Pict. 10.  

The new function of the building asks for new frame 
solution. The external bearing walls on the second 
floor have to be higher than in the old barn. 
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 Pict. 8: The design of the old barn adaptation: first floor, second floor, schematic section 
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VIEW NORTH VIEW SOUTH

VIEW EAST

VIEW WEST  

Pict. 9: The design of the old barn adaptation: views 

 

 

Pict. 10: The design of the rail of the old barn adaptation 
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN KLISURA MONASTERY 
 

Zlatko Simjanoski (University of Forestry, Sofia, Bulgaria) 

Jost Gadermaier, Christoph Schönher, Reinhard Stundner (University of Natural Resources and Applied Life 
Sciences, Vienna, Austria) 

 

 

 

Our work is considering the energy supply for the monastery with a focus on heat energy. We want 
to show possible solutions for an efficient, environmental friendly and comfortable heating system. 
We followed two approaches. On the one hand we plan to provide the buildings with modern ther-
mal insulation and on the other hand we developed a central heating system based on solar energy 
and wood chips. 

 

Introduction: Fossil energy carriers 
vs. renewable energy carriers 
It is hardly possible to achieve sustainability at 
world-scale, regional or local-scale if we have 
economies based on a non-renewable energy re-
source. When we say non-renewable energy re-
source we are thinking of an energy resource that is 
not replaced or is replaced only very slowly by natu-
ral processes. Primary examples of non-renewable 
energy resources are the fossil fuels like oil, natural 
gas and coal. Burning fossil fuels leads to enforce-
ment of the greenhouse effect. The greenhouse 
effect is the rise in temperature that the Earth ex-
periences because certain gases in the atmosphere 
(water vapour, carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, and 
methane …) trap energy from the sun. This effect 
occurs naturally, and without it the planet would be 
too cold to sustain life as we know, but since the 
beginning of the Industrial Revolution in the end of 
the 18th century human activities have added more 
and more of these gases into the atmosphere, 
largely from the burning of fossil fuels which results 
in a global rising of temperature in a relatively short 
time. At the same time other adverse impacts to 
living environment (air pollution, acid depositions, 
degradation of ecosystems, etc.) follow.  

In a situation like that, we do not inherit the earth 
resources from our parents, we borrow it from fu-
ture generations. 

The scientific facts appoint that the global rising of 
temperature results in a climate change that repre-
sents a change of weather patterns in long-term. 

Bellow are listed some of the expected scenarios for 
changes in the earth environment as a result of 
climate change. 

• water supply will decrease due to projected 
drying trends;  

• risk of floods as a result of increased inten-
sity of heavy rains and tropical storms;  

• some species will become endangered or 
extinct due to changes in habitat and envi-
ronment;  

• natural environments such as coral reefs 
and alpine regions will be greatly affected 
or disappear;  

• agricultural production will be affected by 
changes in temperature, rainfall;  

• coastal urban developments face increasing 
risk from storm surges, rising sea level and 
floods;  

 

As you can see they are not quite bright. 

On the other hand we have a great opportunity to 
slow down these adverse scenarios by switching the 
energy production to renewable energy sources. 
These are those forms of energy that derive from 
the natural movements and mechanisms of the 
environment - sunshine, wind, the heat of the 
earth, the growth of plants and animals, the move-
ment of the seas and rivers. They differ from fossil 
fuels in the fact that they are replaced in a relatively 
short time. 

Renewable energy resources can also be used in 
combination with fossil fuel technologies to produce 
fewer gas emissions. Another great advantage using 
these types of energy sources is the opportunity to 
establish combined systems (of renewable energy 
sources), depending of the potential natural re-
sources of the region. 

Some advantages of renewable energy sources: 

• After the initial cost of: solar panels, wind 
turbines, and geothermal energy equip-
ment, the only cost you will receive is for 
any maintenance you may require.  

• No more price rises from gas, energy or 
electricity companies. You could be totally 
energy efficient, eliminating your depend-
ency on the world’s fossil fuel supplies.  
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The Present Situation 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pict.1: Scheme of the buildings 

Stocktaking: 

HEAT SUPPLY:  

• Building A is heated with a central oven 
and the service water is also produced cen-
trally (winter: wood oven, summer: elec-
tricity).  

• Buildings B and C are heated decentralized 
with several little wood ovens. The service 
water is heated independently in every sin-
gle room with small electricity boilers. 

INSULATION OF THE BUILDING:  

• House A has been renovated recently and 
is equipped with 3 cm of expanded polysty-
rol, and new doors and windows. The 
ground floor has granite walls of 50 cm 
thickness. The first floor has 30 cm wide 
walls out of bricks. The upper floor ceiling 
is not outfitted with thermal insulation. 

• House B and C have no insulation on the 
30 cm broad walls. The windows are old 
wooden box-type windows. The doors are 
thin and wooden.  

The exact build-up is shown in the chapter heat 
insulation 

 

Evaluation:  

Heat Supply: 

 The current heating system is old, ineffi-
cient and uncomfortable, especially the 
heating of service water with electricity is 
expensive and should be avoided.  

INSULATION OF THE BUILDING (see also title 3): 

• Building A has made first steps towards en-
ergy efficiency, but what is definitely nec-
essary is the installation of heat insulation 
on the upper floor ceiling (which is easy to 
make).  

• Building B and C are in bad energetic con-
dition. As the primary task in a “energy 
change” is the saving of energy, a com-
plete insulation of these buildings is neces-
sary (walls, ceiling, new doors and win-
dows). The actual situation is characterized 
by high energy losses and also an uncom-
fortable room climate. 

Interviews: 

Our first step was to find out the potential of the 
region for a biomass heating system. For this pur-
pose we established helpful contacts with the gov-
erning authorities of the monastery, as well as with 
the local authorities of the Municipality of Berkovica 
and the forestry unit in Barzija. The very first inter-
view was conducted with father Anthim who in-
formed us that the monastery has an ownership of 
about 2000 ha of forest. Additional information 
about the biomass resources were gathered in the 
forestry unit of Barzija. We were told about forestry 
management and wood processing companies of the 
region in an overview. In detail, issues like the 
amount of gained wood per year, the amount of 
primary and secondary residues in the forestry and 
wood processing industry and its utilization, the 
market price of wood and its residues and the local 
behavior of people’s way in utilization of this kind of 
biomass resources were discussed. The same issues 
were raised in the interview with governing people 
of the Municipality of Berkovica. 

As a result of the established contacts we could 
confirm that it should be no problem to implement a 
biomass heating system (in regard of local re-
sources and its availability). Especially we found out 
that there is a big potential for wood-chips because 
of the big number of wood processing companies. 
The “waste” of trees like small branches could be 
used in adjusted amounts. (At this place it should 
be mentioned that too much of these parts should 
not be used for heating because of the danger of 
withdrawing all the nutrients from the existing for-
est.) 

Technical Solution 

Heat Insulation 

The demand of Energy can be significantly reduced 
by insulating the buildings. The current losses in 
thermal energy of the two completely non-insulated 
houses (B&C) could be highly reduced. 

Some benefits of a well insulated house are: 

• it is more energy-efficient 
• it provides more uniform temperatures 

throughout the space. There is less tem-
perature gradient both vertically and hori-
zontally from exterior walls, ceilings and 
windows to the interior walls.(  better 
room climate) 

MEASURES: 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Pict.2: Exterior walls 
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We suggest only for the houses B and C three cen-
timetres of insulation on the outside of the walls so 
that the original proportions of the buildings sustain. 
Like it was already made on building A.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Five centimetres insulation on the floors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pict.3: Ceilings 

Very important is the proper insulation of the upper 
floor ceiling to stop the vertical heat losses. (16cm) 

Legend: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Especially in the buildings B&C the heat-losses are 
nearly half of the present situation which can be 
judged by the Transmission-heat-loss-coefficient 
(HT): 

 

 HT [W/m2K] 

 with insulation without insulation 

B 0,60 1,06 

C 0,59 1,20 

 

Heating System 

 After an inventory of the present heating system 
and related circumstances we decided to plan a 
heating system which is based on 2 renewable en-
ergy carriers: wood and solar energy. As the mon-
astery has their own forest and a lot of wood proc-
essing companies are located in the Berkovica dis-
trict, wood chips are the ideal source to provide 
heat energy. They are relatively cheap and allow a 
very comfortable way of heating. The solar energy 
is mainly used to provide the monastery with hot 
water. 

SYSTEM OVERVIEW: 

The heating system is based on 3 separated cycles 
which are connected by heat exchangers with each 
other. The first one is the solar cycle where a mix-
ture of water and glycol which prevents the water 
from freezing is pumped to the solar panel. While 
the water flows through the solar panel it is heated 
and flows back to the heat exchanger where the 
energy is transferred to the heat storage. The sec-
ond cycle is the wood-chip heating cycle. By burning 
the wood chips heat energy is produced which is 
transferred to a heat exchanger. During the summer 
period the complete energy demand for heating the 
service water is covered by the solar panels. During 
winter period, most of the energy is provided by the 
wood-chip boilers and the solar panel is only able to 
support the system with a small amount. The third 
cycle is responsible for providing the radiators for 
room heating and the boilers for service water with 
heat energy. These boilers are positioned locally in 
each building and are responsible for several rooms. 
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Pict.4: System overview 

 

The heating system functions completely automatic. 
A controller unit which is connected to thermome-
ters in the heat storage activates the wood-chip 
boiler if a category temperature is under ran and 
the solar system is not able to deliver enough en-
ergy. 

The heat storage, the wood-chip heating and a 
storage for the wood-chips are installed in the cellar 
of Building B. 

 

 

    Wood-chip storage         Heatstorage 

     Wood-Chip Heating 

Pict.5: Storage system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WOOD-CHIP HEATING: 

After developing a concept for the heating system 
the next step was to calculate the necessary capac-
ity for the wood-chip boilers. The capacity consists 
of 2 parts. The first part is the heating load which is 
the output that is needed for room heating. It was 
calculated according to DIN EN 12381 where trans-
mission losses and the ventilation losses where 
accumulated. To the result of 103 kW the output 
which is needed to heat the service water which was 
calculated according to DIN 4708 is added, which 
leads to a final result of 158 kW. 

To cover this capacity we decided to use 2 wood-
chip boilers, one with 100kW and one with 60kW. 
Using 2 boilers of different size allows adjusting the 
production of energy to the need of energy. The big 
boiler is used during the winter period. The small 
boiler is used during autumn and spring and also 
during the winter to cover peak demands. This 
operation mode in combination with the heat stor-
ages ensures that the boilers run only under full 
load what is the most efficient way and produces 
the least emissions. The size of the heat storage 
could be estimated because of the heating load. 

Wood-chip boilers are a very environment-friendly 
way of heating because only carbon dioxide is re-
leased that is bounded before during the growth of 
the plant what can be seen as a biological cycle. 
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Another big advantage is that wood-chip boilers are 
as comfortable as gas or oil boilers because they are 
loaded automatically. In the case of the monastery 
the boilers are loaded with a conveyer from the 
wood-chip storage which is situated directly beside 
the heating room. 

Solar Energy System 

AIM: 

Our aim concerning solar energy is to supply the 
annual energy amount needed for service water 
(shower, dish washer,...) to 60% from the solar 
system. It is obvious that a energy system that is 
based on the amount of solar radiation is much 
more efficient during the summer (5-6 times as 
much radiation as in the winter), which thus is the 
aimed period of the year. 

PROBLEMS: 

The vast usage of solar energy systems for private 
buildings (homes, hotels,...) is quite a new devel-
opment and still standardized calculation procedures 
for the dimensioning are few and influenced by a 
complex and individual (place and building) data-
base (radiation, thermal losses, combined sys-
tems,…). 

ENERGY NEED AND PLACE: 

The monastery should accommodate ten permanent 
inhabitants and probably up to 80 guests, so the 
total energy needed to heat the service water is 
high (146MWh/a) and thus also a huge area appro-
priate (no shadowing, southwards, low visibility for 
guests/monks) for the installation of the system is 
necessary. 

We found this place on the roof of building A, even 
though the orientation is not optimal. The installa-
tion angle of 45° can be seen as a compromise 
between the high summer sun and the low winter 
sun. 

 

 

Pict.6: Location, Orientation and Angle 

SIZE OF THE COLLECTOR FIELD: 

Based on the calculated energy demand (and the 
decision on how much of it should be covered by 
solar energy) and the given efficiency factor the size 
of the collector field can be determined (105m²). 

 

CHOICE OF COLLECTOR: 

Usual in the trade is mainly one type of thermal 
collector, because of its simple and lasting construc-
tion and its advantage in costs: 

The flat collector, which is insulated by “common” 
insulation materials and which has an annual effi-
ciency factor of 30-35% (heat income/total radia-
tion that hits the collector-front). 

The general design and operation can be shown by 
means of a self-made solar collector, that was suc-
cessfully built by our group: 

THE SELF-MADE SOLAR COLLECTOR 

As indicated, the construction style imitates the 
design of a standard flat collector, even though only 
“waste materials” were used. A wooden frame en-
closes the transparent glass cover, the dark ab-
sorber (a cooling coil taken from the back of an old 
fridge) and the heat insulation layer (some rubber 
doormats) on the backside. The heat insulation 
layer is covered by aluminium foil to optimise the 
“greenhouse effect” inside the collector. Finally, 
duct tape was used to minimize heat losses by seal-
ing the openings. 

The water flows through the absorber simply by the 
difference in altitude of the cool water reservoir and 
the hot water end.  

All of us were surprised by the effectiveness of our 
work: after a couple of minutes in the sun the water 
that came out was to hot to touch by hand. 

At this place it is necessary to say thanks to every-
body who made the construction possible. 

 

 

Pict.7: The Panel 

BUFFER RESERVOIR (HEAT STORAGE): 

The energy is discontinuously provided by the sun 
(bad weather) which leads to the necessity to bal-
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ance the ups and downs. This aim is reached by the 
implementation of huge water reservoirs (buffer 
reservoirs), that are heated. 

What is especially necessary is that the reservoirs 
are good isolated and that the water inside is lay-
ered by temperature without turbulence (hot water 
is filled in the according layer). For the solar energy 
system a reservoir volume of 4.6 m³ is appropriate, 
but as the volume needed for the conventional firing 
is 12m³ and as both systems use the same reser-
voirs no additional volume must be provided. 

FURTHER PARTS AND CHARACTERISTICS: 

Heat transfer fluid: As this system has a closed 
circulation the fluid inside the collectors and pipe-
lines is advantageously a mixture of water and 
antifreeze (60:40), which protects the facility from 
frost damages until -28°C. 

Pipelines: It has to be assured, that the pipelines 
are good insulated (every part) and that the flow 
resistance is low, especially with vast facilities. 

The diameter of the pipelines should be a good 
compromise between heat losses (higher with large 
diameter) and the pumping power needed (higher 
with low diameter). 

Hydraulic circuit of collector field: It is necessary 
that every single collector is flown through in the 
same way as the others and also, that the total flow 
resistance is kept low (which is very high, when the 
collectors are just connected one after the other).  

Stagnation temperature: If the circulation stops 
(max. temperature in reservoir, failure of pump), 
the temperature in the collector increases until a 
certain point where the losses and wins of energy 
are balanced (up to 210°C). A collector has to be 
able to withstand this temperature and the pressure 
of the vaporizing fluid: 

Security: To avoid the stress of too high pressures 
the system must have a safety valve to drain the 
fluid. As this would lead to a breakdown of the facil-
ity, a pressure compensation tank is implemented, 
which reacts earlier and transports the fluid back in 
when there is no danger anymore. 

Note: It is not reasonable to dimension the system 
too big, because the produced energy has to be 
used, otherwise the problems mentioned in the 
previous points could appear (regardless of the 
economics). 
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Pict.8: Presenting the solar panel [Source: Roman 
Grünner] 

 
Pict.9: Presenting the solar panel [Source: Roman 
Grünner] 
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Final report of a workshop for the realisation of a 
Socrates Erasmus Intensive Program VITA NOVA 
II Klisura in Bulgaria       
 
 
The ACADEMIA DANUBIANA focuses on a scientific and educational network within 

various disciplines and paradigms in planning and system design. The aim of this program is about the working 
out of visionary concepts and projects, offering postgraduate study programs and seminars to promote mutual 
learning. Together with students from the Danube states and representatives from science, administration and 
the church, solutions for a future development of the monastery ´Stift Zwettl´ in Austria was elaborated last 
year from 2005 to 2006. Within this year in 2007, the University of Natural Resources and Applied Life Sciences 
in Vienna (BOKU) in cooperation with the University of Forestry in Sofia will continue this project in the 
monastery of Klisura, Bulgaria. 

 
1. Introduction 
 
For starting the second phase of the VITA NOVA project for 2006 till 2007 we were organizing a joint meeting 
between the University of Natural Resources and Applied Life Sciences in Vienna (BOKU) in cooperation with the 
Lesotechnical University in Sofia for preparing the second phase (2006 till 2007) within the Socrates Erasmus 
Intensive Program (IP) called VITA NOVA. (see chap. 1.2)  
 
The participants of this Kick off meeting from January 11th to January 17th 2007 were: Juraj Berdis, Roman 
Grünner, Elena Dragozova_Ivanova, Ivan Paligorov, Werner Kvarda, Katinka Mihova, Georgy Pouhalev. 
 
The second phase of the VITA NOVA project from 2006 to 2007 will take place in the monastery of Klisura in 
Bulgaria. We were already informing Dec. 18th 2006 the office “Education, Audiovisual and Cultural Executive 
Agency” in Brussels. 1 
 
Within the first phase from 2005 to 2006 the VITA NOVA project took place in Stift Zwettl in Austria with five 
universities from Sofia, Belgrade, Bratislava, Linz and Vienna. 
 
The very idea about these international workshops was to develop sustainable projects over unlimited growth, 
fostering new economic concepts for the future and also to preserve nature cultural heritage. During the 
Intensive program the students were working on projects like regional development, making proposals for 
restoration of buildings for new functions and also elaborating dates for future economic activities and concepts 
for the monastery in Stift Zwettl.2 
 
Our common goal is a vision, based on the group’s hopes and finally specifying measures what can be done on 
different problems with priorities on short and long time actions. Therefore we will invite experts and students 
from various disciplines to enable for all the participants a transdisciplinary understanding of the site of the 
monastery itself and the surrounding region. 
 
The management of the monastery in Klisura has discussed the launch of tourist services for the guests and the 
visitors. The vision of the abbot is for something including accommodation relaxation and recreation and the 
development of sport areas.3 
 
In addition to this final report of the preparatory meeting in January 2007 we were already preparing an 
Agreement for organizational and financial aspects about the realization of the VITA NOVA project.4 
 

1.1 Minutes from the Meeting with the Abbot of Klisura Monastery 
Father Antim 
Date: 13.01.2006, 13:00 pm 
Report done by Dobri Borislavov 
 
Father Antim wants the Monastery to be an example for stability and believe. He appeals for the wise usage of 
the material goods. He is on a position to invest not as much in innovations but in renovation of the appearance 
of the buildings at the monastery.  
The management of the monastery has discussed the launch of tourist services for the guests and the visitors. 
The vision of the Abbot is for something including accommodation, relaxation and recreation. The monastery 
needs hot water and central heating for sure. The development in this direction is pretty necessary for the 
institution.   
The Abbot was talking with very wise sayings concerning the topics and proposals we were discussing. He 
pointed out very interesting issues and he was trying to explain the current situation using very attractive 

                                                 
1 Mrs. Maria-Luisa Garcia-Minguez (Avenue du Bourget, 1 Bour 2/61) 1140 Brussels 
http://eacea.ec.europe.eu email : maria-luisa.garcia-minguez@ec.europa.eu 
2  See our publication “VITA NOVA Sustainable development concept in the monastery Zwettl” – download on 
our website              
3 see paper Nr. 7 
4 Doc ´C´ - Vereinbarung über die Durchführung des VITA NOVA Projektes (deu+bulgarisch) in Vorbereitung  
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comparisons. He mentioned his positive attitude for the development of sports areas for the closest to the 
monastery buildings land properties (at present lawns for the cattle).  
In consideration were the issues for international communication and collaboration. He said he is open for such 
activities. He was warmly accepting our proposal after the concise description we made to him. He showed his 
impression for the situation and being presented with the outcomes of VITA NOVA project conducted the 
previous year in Zwettl was an very modest with his saying ‘we don’t have so much to show’. Describing this 
situation he just said that ‘God makes this difference because he wants to challenge us, to test us while we 
become stronger’. Concerning the possibilities for communication and international cooperation he was really 
precise “Those who are trying to escape the communication are trying to escape of the legacy of love, the 
chance to love each other. God is LOVE.” 
Father Antim showed his believes to invest in the young generation. He said that our mission is to turn our new 
vision to the growing new generation presented by the children and youth. He was again wisely descriptive “The 
children and the youth are the flowers of a mission. If we don’t care for them they don’t grow and don’t 
blossom”. He made a conclusion for the children in Bulgaria as saying they are growing in time of ‘fire and 
water’. But genetically inherited for the Bulgarians is the humbleness consisted of patience and stoicism. It is 
also the genetic frame of mind and spirit. For the children he made the following comparison “As much you try 
to smash the flower as stronger is its fragrance”. He said that all the institutions in Bulgaria are criticized a lot 
at the moment. The reason is that they invest in something that is not going to come back. That is why he said 
the best way to avoid this is to invest in children and youth.  
“Even if you get the shine of all stars is not the same like to get the shine of Sun”.  
“The christening is one big moment in the life of people”. 
“As the wreath consists of leaves and flowers nevertheless being the leaves we will be part of it together with 
the flowers” – this was mentioned concerning the joining of Klisura Monastery to the VITA NOVA II Project. 
Thus he compared Zwettl with the flowers concerning the wealth and big history of the monastery. This was 
supported with the saying:” God has created the nightingales and the crowns to listen to both their songs”.  
 
Conclusion:  
 

“Nevertheless the differences of status and possibilities we are both of Earth because  
the bless of God and we have to fulfill our mission.” 
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1.2  DAILY PROGRAM – Kick Off WORKSHOP  January 10th – 17th 2007  
 
Date Hour  Action  Responding people Remarks 
09.01  20:03 Departure-Vienna- by train  Kvarda  
10.01 19:00 

20:00 
Arrival Sofia  
Lodging dormitories, Forestry 
Faculty, Student town in Sofia  

Prof. Pouhalev, Dobromir 
Borislavov 

 

11.01 10:00 Meeting in the rectors office Nino Ninov,  
Katinka Mihova, Kvarda  

Rector Ninov will 
invite rector 
Duerstein  

 11:00 – 
13:00 

Lecture: Sokrates Erasmus IP 
VITA NOVA and IPSOIL  

Kv, Students from the 
Forestry Faculty  4th and 5th 
year  

Big interest for 
European 
programmes   

 15:00  Meeting – Deans office Ivan Paligorov 
Vladislav Todorov  
Katinka Mihova 

+ Bologna process 
+ IP – contact 
stud+profs  

 16:00  Meeting coordinator Erasmus Regina Raicheva Experience with IP 
projects  

 17:00 Meeting G.I.S. institute Emil Galev  Cooperation during 
the IP 

 17:30 Visit Computer center  Katinka Mihova,  students 5th 
year  

Contact with the 
students 

12.01 11:00-
13:00  

Lecture: Permaculture design and 
transdisciplinary management 

Kv, Students from the 
Forestry Faculty  4th and 5th 
year 

 

 14:00-
16:00 

Presentation of the VITA NOVA 
project, organisational aspects 

Prof. Pouhalev, Mihova, 
E.Dragozova  

Discussion about 
the communication  

 19:00 Arriving by plane, STU participants Juraj Berdis and Roman 
Grünner  

Assisting the 
project  

 20:00 Dinner in the Student town  Profs and students  Meeting ELASA 
students  

13.01 9:00-
11:00 

Going by car northwest, to the 
Experimental Station Petrohan in 
Burzia village, from the Lesotechnical 
University (ca. 80 km from Sofia)  

Ivan Paligorov, Katinka 
Mihova, Prof. Pouhalev, Elena 
Dragozova, Juraj Berdis, 
Roman Grünner, Dobromir 
Borislavov 

Beech tree (Fagus) 
forests next to the 
Serbian border  

 11:00 Visiting the place and the arboretrum 
in Petrohan 

The group   

 13:00-
17:00  

Going by car to Klisura monastery 
(ca. 6km) 

Invitation by father Antim, 
The group  

Explaining the VITA 
NOVA project 

 17:00-
19:00 

Lecture about the VITA NOVA project The group  Project manage-
ment and financial 
aspects 

14.01 10:00 Continuing the discussion  The group   
 11:00-

13:00 
Going by car to Berkovica and 
visiting the town  

The group was meeting 
major Milcho Dotsov and 
discussing regional problems 

Future concepts of 
a ski resort in Stara 
Planina, 
development of hot 
springs  

 16:00 Going by car to Sofia  The group   
15.01 10:00-

11:00 
Discussion about the project 
management VITA NOVA 

Mihova; Grünner, Berdis, 
Dragozova, Kv 

Starting the final 
report  

 11:00-
12:00 

Meeting students in the Computer 
lab 

Students from the 2th and 5th 
year  

Explaining the IP 
idea  

 14:00-
18:00 

Working on the final report Berdis, Grünner, Kv Description, fin-
ancial, activities of 
the project 

16.01 10.00-
12:00 

Final report continuing Mihova, Pouhalev, Berdis, 
Grünner, Kv 

 

 14:00-
18:00 

Continuing final report Berdis, Grünner, Kv  

 20:00 International evening Prof. Pouhalev, Svetlana 
Anisimova and members 
from the ELASA group  

Invitation by Ana 
and Daniel 
Yordanov,  

17.01 10:00-
11:30 

Meeting the rector Prof. Nino Ninov, Katinka 
Mihova, Berdis, Grünner, Kv  

+ Reflexion  
+ Invitation rector 
Dürrstein  

 14:00- Downtown Sofia Kv  
 22:30 Departure by train from Sofia Kv  
18.01 20:00 Arriving in Vienna    
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Responding people:    
 
NINO Nino, Rector  Prof.Dsc.  
 University of Forestry – Sofia 
 10, Kliment Ohridsky Bld.  BG-1756 Sofia Tel. ++359 (2) 962 5997 
 e-mail: ninoninov@abv.bg  
POUHALEV Georgy,  Prof. 
MIHOVA Katinka, Ass. Prof. Dr. e-mail   katinkabg@yahoo.com  
DRAGOZOVA Elena,   e-mail  elena_dragozova@yahoo.com  
PALIGOROV Ivan, Assoc.Prof. PhD Dean Faculty of Business Management 
 e-mail   ivpalig@ltu.bg  
TODOROV Vladislav,   Assoc. Prof. PhD  Deputy Dean  e-mail  vtodorov@ltu.bg  
RAICHEVA Regina arch PhD Department of Interior&Furniture Design 
 regina@ltu.bg  
GALEV Emil,  Dr.Land. Arch   e-mail   emil.galev@mail.bg  
DOTSOV Milcho,  Major of Berkovitza   Y.Radichkov 4,square  BG-3500 Berkovitza 
 e-mail   ob@berk-bg.com    Tel +359 953/88404,  or 400,  FAX 405 
BERDIS Juraj,  STU Bratislava   berdis@fa.stuba.sk  
GRÜNNER Roman, STU Bratislava  roman@grunner.sk    
KVARDA Werner,  Univ. Prof. Arch. Dr.  werner.kvarda@boku.ac.at  
 
 
 
2. Description of the project 
2.1 Objectives  

 
 

OVERVIEW  ABOUT  THE  PROJECT  VITA NOVA II in Klisura  
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Objectives – Monastery Klisura  
-aims and objectives – what are they? 
 - elaborating concepts for the future (forestry, tourism, architecture) of the monastery  
 - conceptualizing economic perspectives of the various activities of the monastery 
 - Fostering the Integration of pastoral activities for young people in the region  
-Integration of the IP into existing teaching programs  
 - Landscape and Regional Planning towards a strategy to protect soil and land 
 - Ecological Design and solar architecture in relation to the climate convention  
 - Project management and business plan for medium enterprises  
-what do you consider to be innovative about the project in relation to defining or building an European 
dimension 
 - The International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) for land use and forestry is  
   combining in an emphatic way all issues of land use, climate protection and  
    economic development of the regions.  
 
2.2 Organisational Aspects 
 
The project application VITA NOVA 2 (study year 2006 to 2007) was submitted to Brussels March 1st 2006, 
project Nr. 29312-IC-2-2005-1-AT-ERASMUS-IPUC-4 
The final report of VITA NOVA 1 (study year 2005 to 2006) was sent to Brussels Oct. 30th 2006. 
The Grant Agreement for an Action Agreement and handbook contains information that is designed to help the 
participants to run our project efficiently. 
These general guidelines will be sent with copies to all official project partners (Grant Agreement, related 
Annexes). We ask all the participants to read the GRANT AGREEMENT in full, including the related annexes and 
in particular Annex V (Administrative and Financial Handbook for Beneficiaries) available at:   
http://eacea.ec.europa.eu/static/eu/erasmus/IP/IP06-07_new.htm   
 
Partnership: Our IP project must involve at least 3 participating partner institutions (i.e. those contained 
within our Grant Agreement, or related contract modification) of which one must be from EU member State. 
 
Period of the IP project 
The action and the period of eligibility of costs shall begin on 01-10-2006 ad shall end on 30-09-2007. Duration 
of the IP. The IP must last for a minimum of full and continuous subject-related working days. The IP lasts from 
July 9th-21th 2007 in Klisura. The Kick off meeting was taking place in Klisura/Petrohan from Jan 10th to 17th 
2007. 
 
Contract Modifications: Certain changes require formal and written approval from the Executive Agency. 
These modifications include the following: change of Project Coordinator, change in the Partnership 
(withdrawal, addition or replacement of one or more partners), change in the Workplan and change of Bank 
Details. In these cases we must send a written request for an amendment (using the forms provided in Annex A 
of the Administrative and Financial Handbook), signed and dated by your legal representative, to the Executive 
Agency. This has to be done by the coordinator. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
Students: The Intensive Programme (IP) must involve a minimum of 10 students sent by participating partner 
institution and traveling from abroad (this minimum requirement does not include students attending from 
same country as that in which the IP takes place). 

 
Duration of the IP: The IP project must last for a minimum of 10 full ad continuous subject-related working 
days (separated only by a weekend) and a maximum of 3 months. Note that the period of the IP is not the 
same as the project period (the project period always lasts one year from 1 October to 30 September). 
When continuing the 10 working days make sure that you don’t include travel time, arrival and departure days, 
where no subject-related activity takes place (e.g. a one-hour welcome session cannot be considered as a full 
working day); similarly cultural trips or excursion unrelated to the IP topic are not considered as working days. 

 
Location/Date of the IP: The IP project should normally take place in the location and on the dates originally 
planned and outlined in your application. A change of location or date is permissible as long as the rules of the 
Erasmus program are respected (e.g. within a participating country); however, you must clearly explain the 
reasons for any change of location or date within your final report. 
 
Specific task of the participating institutions 
The organizational approach and structure of the VITA NOVA project in Klisura has to describe the roles of the 
individual partners (including any non-participation). 
 
BOKU  Wien  
Prof. Treberspurg (IKI) is the coordinator of the project.  
He will be assisted by Prof. Kvarda.(IBF) -   Project management 
 
SOFIA   Lesotechnical university   
Ass. Prof. Mihova will support the project with specific tasks in cooperation with PhD. students of the university. 

- Coordination of the activities 
- Invitation of the participating institutions 
- preparing and realization of the Kickoff meeting and IP 
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STU – Bratislava      Faculty of Architecture and Civil Engineering   
Ass. Grünner and Ass. Berdis are supporting the project management of the project. 
 
UNIVERSITY OF BELGRADE – Faculty of Forestry  

- contact Prof. Jasminka Cvejic 
 
UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES WEIHENSTEPHAN  

- contact Prof. Birgit Schmidt 
 
Transnational cooperation 
We need urgently special forms of communication in order to convey our preliminary task as mentioned in the 
application, and also techniques from organizational learning such as team learning and systemic thinking.     
There are cultural phenomena concerning the relationship between the teacher and the student, the mode of 
learning within a project, or certain assumptions regarding self-organizational processes.  
 
2.3 Outputs 
Final Report: Our Final Report must be submitted in two copies to the Executive Agency by the 1st November 
at the latest (this deadline is specified in your Grant Agreement). All eligible rules must be respected (minimum 
number of students. minimum number of working days, etc.) and information on this must be provided in the 
Final Report for our project. The ECTS Credits awarded to the participating IP students must also be fully 
detailed in our Final Report. 
The Final Report must always be accompanied by: 

o a detailed program for the Intensive Program (IP); 

o a copy of all products/materials developed in relation to your IP (electronic or printed); and, 

o a detailed list of number of participating students & their respective institutions. 

ECTS 
We also have to arrange the academic recognition for the students. The students will achieve  their ECTS 
credits for presenting a case study – 2 points, attending the IP 2 points, and finally writing a report 2 points)  
 
3. Additional Benefits and Spin-offs of the project 
We also should think about the contribution of non-higher education institutions (city of Berkovica – tourism, 
spa’s, etc.) to the expertise and also outputs developed in the project.       
4. Activities of the project – VITA NOVA II  
4.1 WORK PLAN –  
duration of the project – 12 working days July 9th – 21st 2007  
period of the project – Oct. 06 – Aug. 07  
 

PHASEN ACTIVITIES PARTNER RESULT 
1. PREPARATORY 
WORK 
Oct. 06 – Dec. 06 

+ Project management  
 

+ Coordination team: 
Mihova, Treberspurg,  
Grünner, Berdis, 
Kvarda  

+ Introduction of coord. 
team to all project 
partners 
+ The role of the 
individual partners 

2. KICK-OFF 
10.-17.Jan. 2007  
Sofia and Klisura  

+ Preparatory meeting in Sofia from 
Jan. 11th to Jan. 17th 2007 
+ Coordination  of the activities  
 

+ Grünner, Berdis, 
Kvarda and 
participating 
representatives of 
the Lesotechnical 
university 

+ Action plan 
+ Organisational 
approach and structure 

3.a INVENTORY 
Feb.- April 2007    

+ The legal department of the BOKU is 
elaborating an agreement between 
Sofia and Vienna  - (Mrs. Hopmeier) 

+ BOKU in co-
operation with the 
Lesotechnical 
University  

Doc´C´ “Vereinbar-ung 
über die Ab-wicklung 
des Vita Nova 
Projektes” 

3.b INVENTORY  
May. – June 07 

+ Selection of students and teachers  
+ Concepts, lectures and case studies 
to be prepared for the Intensive 
program 

+ all participants + Comparable data set 
and preliminary info. on 
the IP 

4. VITA NOVA KLISURA 
8.-22. July 2007 

1. Introduction  
+Case studies and Lectures (students 
and professors) 
2. Future search conference 
+Finding common ground 
3. Student work 
+Projects in different groups: 
Forestry, Energy systems, Open 
spaces, Economy of the monastery, 
Architecture    

+ all participants + Future develop-ment 
in Klisura  
+Action plan as a result 
from the Future search 
workshop 
+ Strategy model 
For the economic and 
pastoral work in the 
monastery of Klisura 

5. FOLLOW UP 
Aug. 07 

+ set up of future network project 
outlook 
+ Completion of a final report 

+ all participants + Final Report 
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4.2.  TRAVEL & PROGRAM  IP VITA NOVA KLISURA  July 9th – July 21st 2007 

Sustainable development concept in the monastery of Klisura 
Days Time schedule 8:00 – 12:00 Time schedule 14:00 – 18:00 
Friday July 6th 
2007 

 Fetching the cars at BOKU 5 – Fiat Scudo W-
67286U (9 persons) – Mercedes Vito W-
46582K (8 persons) 6 

Saturday July 
7th 2007  

DEPARTURE VIENNA by car. 8:007   
Trip to Bratislava 8  10:00  
Budapest  14:00  9 

Budapest – Belgrade  14:00 – 20:00   
Overnight staying in Belgrade 10 

Sunday 
July 8th   2007 

Belgrade – Sofia  8:00 – 14:00  
Arrival of the participants to Sofia 
Bus, Train, Car, Plane 

Transport to the Experimental station from 
Sofia to Petrohan     

(1) Monday 
July 9th 2007  
 

INTRODUCTION  Goals, objectives and 
aims of the Intensive program VITA NOVA 
II  

VISITING THE VILLAGE AND KLISURA 
MONASTERY   
Knowing the place,  

(2) Tuesday 
July 10th 2007  

LECTURES History, Architecture, Open 
spaces, forestry, energy, economy    

CASE STUDIES  Students are presenting 
their ideas and concepts 

(3)Wednesday 
July 11th 2007  

PROJECT WORK Presenting the topics and 
discussion about various topics 
(Architecture, energy, etc.) 

EXCURSION   Berkovica (Tourism, Sport and 
Leisure time development) 

(4)Thursday 
July 12th2007 
 

STARTING PROJECT WORK 
Analysis and building-survey of the 
monastery  

PROJECT WORK   Analysis and diagnosing of 
open spaces  

(5) Friday 
July 13th2007  

PROJECT WORK Continuing of the project 
work   

PROJECT WORK Continuing of the project 
work 

(6) Saturday 
July 14th2007 

PROJECT WORK  Collecting datas and 
making interviews  

PROJECT WORK  Presenting first results of 
the building survey and analysis of open 
spaces  

Sunday 
July 15th2007     

Day off – Cultural activity  

(7) Monday 
July 16th2007 

LECTURES  Solar Architecture , Prof. 
Treberspurg  

PROJECT WORK  Starting design work  

(8) Tuesday 
July 17th2007 

PROJECT WORK PROJECT WORK 

(9)Wednesday 
July 18th2007 

PROJECT WORK EXCURSION Visiting another monastery in 
the region  

(10) Thursday 
July 19th2007 

PROJECT WORK PROJECT WORK 
International Evening  

(11) Friday 
July 20th2007 

Preparation for the presentation PRESENTATION  Representatives from the 
region and the rectors from Lesotechnical 
University and BOKU  

(12) Saturday 
July 21st 2007  

Reflections FOLLOW UP FOLLOW UP 
Final evening      

Sunday 
July22nd2007 

DEPARTURE  Petrohan – Sofia  Sofia - Belgrade  
Overnight staying in Belgrade   

Monday 23rd  Trip from Belgrade to Vienna  Arrival in Vienna 
Tuesday 24th  Return of the car    
 
4.3 Lessons during the IP  - concept  
 
Lesotechnical Univesity Sofia 
   Landscape Planning  Prof. Kovacev History of Orthodox Monasteries in Bulgaria 
 Doz. Tzolova Landscape Planning in Bulgaria 
 Construction  Doz. Pipkov 
 Ecology Prof. Pavlova Enviromental Strategy Concepts and Monitoring 
  Business Management Prof. Pouhalev - 
  Doz. Mihova - 
  Elena Dragozova  - 
  Mrs. Yordanov - 
  Faculty of Forestry Doz. Kostov Afforestation in Stara Lesna Mountains  
  Doz. Stipzov Silviculture Management in the Klisure region 

                                                 
5 fuhrpark@boku.ac.at   tel. 0043 1 47654  1134  
6  Travel costs: 0,32€ per km (approximately 2000km) ; per day 10,0€ (18 days) – 640€ + 180€ = 820€ per car 
7 Departure: A-1190 Wien – Peter Jordanstrasse 82 (in front of the Exner Haus)  
8 Meeting point: in front of the Stavebna Faculty of STU. Radlinskeho 11   
9 Meeting point: Villanyi ut 36    
10 Contact:  Prof. Jasminka Cvejic  
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  Doz. Paligorov Forest Policy and Land Use Management 
  Faculty of Agronomy Doz. Bulgarenski - 
  Benkova  - 
Univ. of  Architecture N.N  History of Orthodox Monastery in Bulgaria  
Klisura Monarch  Orthodox Church 
Berkovica Major  Milcho Dotsov 
STU Bratislava Grünner  The Use of Colour in Architecture 
  Polomova  Monasteries in the Slovak Republic 
  Kubo  + Morality, guilt, sustainability, their political and  
     medial reflection 
     + Regional marketing and destination marketing, 
Belgrade Skocajic  The Serbian monastery on Mount Athos 
Wien Treberspurg "Sustainable Constructions" 
   Kvarda  Ecological awareness and Transdisciplinary   

    Management 
  Ertl  "Passive house technology" 
 
5. Participants  
 
Full name of the Institution  UNIVERSITY OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND APPLIED LIFE 

SCIENCES VIENNA 
Department/Unit Institut für konstruktiven Ingenieurbau - IKI 

Representative of the institution Univ.-Prof. Arch. DI Dr. Martin Treberspurg 

Address of the institution Peter Jordanstrasse 82 
AT-1190 Wien    

E-mail address martin.treberspurg@boku.ac.at  
Website http://www.boku.ac.at 
 
Full name of the Institution  UNIVERSITY OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND APPLIED LIFE 

SCIENCES VIENNA 
Department/Unit Institut für Bodenforschung (IBF)  

Representative of the institution Univ.-Prof. Arch. DI Dr. Werner Kvarda 

Address of the institution Gregor Mendelstr. 33 
AT-1180 Wien 

E-mail address werner.kvarda@boku.ac.at   
Website http://www.boku.ac.at 
Full name of the Institution  UNIVERSITY OF FORESTRY (LESOTECHNICAL UNIVERSITY) 
Department/Unit Dept. of Management and Natural Resources 

Katinka Mihova, Ass. Prof. Dr. 
Representative of the institution Nino Ninov, Prof. Dr. Sc. Rector 
Address of the institution 
 

10 Kliment Ohridski Blvd. 
BG – 1756 Sofia 

E-mail address katinkabg@yahoo.com 
Website http://www.boku.ac.at 
 
Full name of the Institution  SLOVAK UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY BRATISLAVA 
Department/Unit Faculty of Civil Engineering, Dep. of Architecture 
Representative of the institution Roman Grünner, Ing. 

Address of the institution 
 

Radlinskeho 11 
SK – 813 68 Bratislava 

E-mail address rgrunner@svf.stuba.sk  
Website http://www.svf.stuba/kat/ARC   
 
Full name of the Institution  SLOVAK UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY  
Department/Unit Faculty of Architecture, Department of City Planning 

Representative of the institution Ing: arch Beata Polomova  
Berdis Juraj, Ing. Arch. 

Address of the institution 
 

Nám Slobody 19 
SK – 812 45 Bratislava 

E-mail address 
berdis@fa.stuba.sk  
beata.polomova@stuba.sk   

Website http://www.fa.stu.stuba.sk/  
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Evaluation of our experiences in the Erasmus- Intensive 
Programme – VITA NOVA II project 
“Sustainable development concept in the monastery of Klisura” 
 

Questions 
 
1. Who informed you about the VITA NOVA II project and where did you get information about it? 
(please write into the text field below) 
Prof.Kvarda – 2;  Roman Grunner 4;  Ass.professor Dejan Skokajic - 2 
Web site of Faculty of architecture,  STU; BLIS; Through one of organizers 
Information paper of IKI (BOKU);  From my classmate 
Zuzana (Beata Polomova);  Prof. Beata Polomova  
 By my professors in the University;  A person in the University 
Ulla Ertl; Lecture “Hochbau”;  IP SOIL 
Prof. Katinka Mihova 
 
2. What were your main reasons for taking part in the VITA NOVA II Project?  
Multiple answer is possible – please tick in the most appropriate box(es)! 
13   Getting informed about the actual situation in other countries concerning architecture, regional 
development, and renewable energy supply, etc. 
5    Getting experience about virtual communication and collaboration (team workspace) 
18  Communication with other students and professors 
3    other reasons (please specify):       
 
3. What kind of new medias did you use while working on VITA NOVA II? 
 
12  e-mail     10  internet research 
6    online chat (ICQ, MSN, Skype chat,…)  5    discussion board (Vita Nova Cáfe) 
3    internet telephony (Skype,…)  5    file sharing (team workspace) 

0

2

4

6

8

10

12
E-MAIL
ONLINE CHAT
SKYPE
INTERNET
SOIL CAFÉ
FILE SHARING

 
4. How do you judge the support of the virtual communication of VITA NOVA II? 
 
  5  very valuable 12  quite valuable    indifferent   rather valueless   totally valueless 
 
5. Do you have any recommendations for working with new medias in VITA NOVA II? 
NO 1,1,11,1,1, 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1 (15) 
Connected computers in a network 
Not special ones, only collaboration between the Universities 
Not really 
Structure is good. People have to use it. 
I prefer e-mail, ISQ for communication more then VITA NOVA Cafe   
 
6. Please indicate to what degree the VITA NOVA II has had the following effects: 

          very high    high       low     very low  
- strengthened pre-existing scientific contacts  5  8  4  0   
- established new scientific contacts    6     12  2  0  
- established collaboration with guest university  
 in future scientific projects    2     11   5  1  
- established new private contacts             10       9          1  0  
- valuable input for my scientific work    5     10   3  1                   
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0

2

4

6

8

10

12

very high high low very low

Strenghten contacts
New scientific contacts
Future projects
New private contacts
Input for scientific work

 
7. How do you assess the support from your institute for taking part in VITA NOVA II? 
 
6  very high  9  high  4  low  0  very low 
 
8. Does the VITA NOVA II tie in with the existing teaching programmes of your institution?           
13  yes      6  no        (if no, please specify)       
 
 
9. What kind of specific and generic skills do you need in the future, as a young researcher (PhD.) to 
realize the needs and the tasks related to EU programs ? 
 
International, scientific contacts to other universities, getting informed about the actual situation in other 
countries concerning different specific fields,…. 

Language skill, expert knowledge in interesting field, multidisciplinarity view to problematic 

Managerial skills, organization and systematical thinking, computer skills 

Language, social, team working skills  

Knowledge background, contacts, language knowledge 

A much better English 

 Managing people, managing myself  

Computer skills, oratory skills 

Research skills 

Working in other international projects, studies and specialization in other Universities in EU 

Improving my spoken English 

Know how work program lake this 

Better language skills; know how work programs like this 

Making contacts; language; abilities to get informed 

Expert knowledge in interest field, multidisciplinary view to problematic 

More practical experiences that enroll like this one. Internships or student exchange programs are useful too. 

Organizational skills, administrative skills 
     
10. What personal and individual competencies are required for realizing such projects getting more 
self confident and self organised ?  

Always having the general survey of the project aims , time flow, task sharing,…. 

Arrange skills, indipendance in work, social feeling; 

Enthusiasm interest in topics, being hardworker, to be ready to make compromise in team work, not to be 
conceited (in team work, esp.) 

In my opinion the most important thing is being open minded for new approaches how problems can be solved 
. Listening and understanding different backgrounds is also very important. 

Will to communicate and solving problems with new people. 

? 

Team working, open cooperation. 

Communicativeness (ability to communicate and understand) not only language , but also cultural background; 
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Knowledge of behaving, experience in the field of such projects, self organisation  

Not very much 

Reliability, language and computer skills 

Engagement, Open mind, communicative skills; 

Willigness 

Arrange  skills, independent  in work, social feelings 

My personal point of view is that you should be open-minded and prepeared to  do your job in a professional 
way under preasurre?? 

Awareness of goals, integration within own country – feedback  

11. Do you think, that our project VITA NOVA II is relevant for such kind of new experiences 
(Please write some comments) 

Yes intend. I am deeply convinced that this programme is quite appropriate  

Definitely YES!. One of the best ways to acquire knowledge in theory and practise and to improve your soft 
skills; 

Yes – to see problematic from different views – multidisciplinarity; 

It is extremely valuable cause provides improvement in many (personal and professinal) skills; 

Yes, corporation, experience, skills ; 

Yes. I’ve learn a lot of team work, presenting and shearing the ideas, speak and public … It’s good for boosting 
self-confidence  

It’s important. The project like this one gave us much; 

Yes. I’ve learn a lot about team work, presenting and sharing ideas, speak in public… It is good for boosring 
self-confidence. 

Although this workshop was sometimes really confusingin eves a really great experience being in a group of 
people from different countries and profession. One of the most important thing for me is that this workshop 
motivated me and  gave me hope for the future.  

Yes. The structure of the programme leaded to improvement in all mentioned parts    

Yes, I new that I have to learn. Yes, I learned much. 

Yes, It helped me to better understand the importance of organizing the structure / outline for what needs to 
be done  and the order of steps that needs to be discussed. I understand the importance of searching for the 
common ground and how it is important for the final solution that we all supported the same goal. I will 
definitely try to apply it in my own work. 

It helps because of the collaboration between universities and different specialist. 

Yes. 

Yes, because I improve my skills in various fields 

Yes, that’s what I strongly believe 

Of course- it’s about common ground 

Yes, indeed. I am deeply convinced that this programm is quite appropriate. 

Definitely YES- it covers the task intergrity of contents and methodology . 

 
12. How is the academic recognition arranged for the students? Do you get ECTS credits awarded? 
(if no, please comment) 
13  yes     6  no 
 
 
13. How do you assess the organisational approach of Vita Nova II concerning the transnational 
cooperation? (please write into the text field below) 

Good idea. Well done. Perhaps only better proportion of number of students from different countries (better 
balance). 

Relatively good. 

After all difficulties was very well done 

There weren’t any problems between the students – very good. 
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Everything OK. Instead of getting information on our school 

It is professionally done    

It was excellent 

I think that it is really well done. Thanks to prof. Kvarda, prof. Treberspurg and prof. Mihova 

 I think that cooperation was good. We have different at ……. some problems, but I think that we are able to 
work on common projects 

Very good. I think the cooperation worked well 

Very high level 

Very good. 

 I think there was good cooperation between students from different countries. 

I think that cooperation was good; we have different attitude on some problems but I think that we are able to 
work on common projects!!! 

OK – heterogeneous groups. 

My personal opinion is that this type of program demands more ligistic support. 

Very high level. 

Very high. 

Ambitious one with high potential. 

 
14. How do you judge the scientific quality of the VITA NOVA II project? 
 
10  excellent  10  good  1  average   below average   poor 
 
15. What did you like least about the VITA NOVA II? 
(please write into the text field below) 
The bureaucratic things 

The food. 

The food, sincerely  

Everything was very good, also problems leaded to very good solutions, maybe food during the first week 
wasn’t of very good quality. 

There were many ups and downs, but  now I think … 

It’s very helpful for young students, to get new contacts and new skills. The atmosphere is very friendly ☺ 

Healthy and inspiring combination of intensive work and new friendships in free time. 

Time organization, not following the time schedule, I would appreciate exactly set breaks 

The short time of two weeks. It should be more. 

I do not know 

Problems with the timetable 

Travelling by bus for two days each way 

Everything was just perfect. VITA NOVA surprised me – in good way – in great way. 

VITA NOVA surprised me in good way, in great way  

Some organizational shortage at the beginning, not enough materials in the beginning – but it was only a small 
problem. 

Involving political issues in program 

Was too hot in temperature 

Not regarding some organizational drawbacks, I was satisfied with everything. 

 
16. Do you have any suggestions for improving the VITA NOVA II Project, if we want to continue? 
(please write into the text field below) 

Fixing of one contact person for each institutions 

Currently operation is great 
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A better timetable  

Some other country but only for getting closer to one more culture and customs atmosphere  

Just reorganising the time schedule  

I think that you know how to do it 

NO 1,1 

More participating countries (They can bring new point of view). 

Perhaps, the accessibility to information (Internet) should be better  

Having regard the gain of new experiences and working techniques, I thruly believe that this kind of programs 
should be held in developing countries throuout European continent if we want to achieve sustainability. 

If possible to get the awareness of political representant and local authorities and their credit. 

 
17. Do you intend taking part within the Follow up of the VITA NOVA II program, if we succeed in 
deliberating a new application ? 
 
17  yes         1  no 
 
18. Personal information: 
 
7  undergraduate student (bachelor)  8  graduate student (master) 
 
3   PhD student   2  teacher 

 
Please take additional papers to answer the questions ! 

 
Many thanks for your help!      
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PROJECT PARTICIPANTS 
 
Project coordinator 
 
UNIVERSITY OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND APPLIED LIFE SCIENCES VIENNA 
DEPARTMENT OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING AND NATURAL HAZARDS 
INSTITUTE FOR STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING, SUSTAINABLE CONSTRUCTIONS, VIENNA, AUSTRIA 
Werner Kvarda 
Martin Treberspurg 
Ulla Ertl 
Roman Grünner 
Jost Gadermaier 
Christoph Schönher 
Reinhard Stundner 
 
 
Project partners 
 
BELGRADE UNIVERSITY 
FACULTY OF FORESTRY 
DEPARTMENT FOR LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE AND HORTICULTURE, BELGRADE, SERBIA AND 
MONTENEGRO 
Marijana Pantic 
Slavica Čepić 
Danka Grbac 
 
 
SLOVAK UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 
FACULTY OF CIVIL ENGINEERING, 
FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE 
DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE, BRATISLAVA, SLOVAK REPUBLIC 
Beáta Polomová 
Ladislav Kubo 
Daniela Gúčiková 
Anna Cukorová 
Ján Krížek 
Eva Dvončová 
Zuzana Gladičová 
Juraj Švancár 
Ivan Tužinský 
 
 
UNIVERSITY OF FORESTRY 
FACULTY OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT AND UTILIZATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES, SOFIA, BULGARIA 
Katinka Mihova 
Zlatka Kabatliyska 
Dobromir Borislavov 
Elena Dragozova Ivanova 
Daniel Yordanov 
Albena Sekiranova 
Zlatko Simjanoski 
 
 
MASARYK UNIVERSITY 
FACULTY OF SCIENCE 
DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY 
Sandra Keyzlarová 
 
 
FATIH UNIVERSITY 
BUYUK CEKMECE 
Istanbul, Turkey 
Alexi Danchev 
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CURRICULUM VITAE OF PARTICIPANTS  
 
 
 

Dobromir Borislavov 

Academic titel:  
Master of Landscape Architecture (Lesotechnical University - Sofia) 
 
Current status: 
Employed in the NGO sector and student in MBA in New Bulgarian University 
(Sofia) 
 
Contact: 
Phone (Telefon): Mobile: 00359 88 8 26 85 36, Home: 00359 2 847 94 01 
Email: dlitchev@abv.bg, dobry@bapa-bg.org  

Short Biography  
Date of birth: 15.02.1979 

Education:  

1997 - Vocational school of building and architecture “Hristo Botev” - Sofia 

2004 - University of Forestry (UF) - Sofia 

2008 - New Bulgarian University – Sofia(expected graduation) 

2007 – Awarded “Dr. Karl Schleinzer-Stiftung” by BOKU Vienna  

 
 
 

Slavica Čepić 

Current status: student                                        
Contact: 
Institute with address  
Phone: 00318642415351 
Email: slavicacepic@yahoo.com 

 
Short Biography  

Date of birth 17.12.1983                                                                    

- 2002. enrolled on the Faculty of Forestry, University of Belgrade,  Department of Landscape 
Architecture and Horticulture 

- 2004/05. participating in workshops organised by Association of Landscape Architects of Serbia 

- 2005. konkurs AUPA 2005 (Architecture and Urbanism of Pancevo) on the subject `Evolution and 
Sustainable Development of University Town of Pancevo` 

 
- October 2006. Landscape Management Practical in Tara National Park (Serbia)  

- April 2007. international seminar – workshop `Ecological Urban Models – Vlasina 2007` 

-  2007. working as a student – assistant on the course of Urbanism and Spatial Planning 
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Anna Cukorová 

Academic title: Bc.   
Current status: student 
Faculty of architecture, Slovak University of Technology 
Námestie slobody 19 
812 45 Bratislava 
SLOVAKIA 

Phone: 00420 908 938835 
Email: anna_cukor@yahoo.co.uk  
 

 

Short Biography  

Date of birth 02. 12. 1984  

1991-1995: Attendance of Primary school J.D.Matejovie, Liptovský Hrádok  

1995-2003: Attendance of Secondary Grammar School in Liptovský Hrádok - based on programming 

2002: graduated from Primary school of Arts in Liptovský Hrádok 

2003: graduated from Secondary Grammar school in Liptovský Hrádok – Slovak Language and 
Literature, Mathematics, English language, Programming and Informatics  

2006: reward of Prof. A. Piffl prize for project of renovation of the New Mill, Zwettl 

2003-now: Attendance of Faculty of Architecture, Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava  

2007: graduated in architecture – bachelor’s degree - Faculty of Architecture, STU in Bratislava 

 

 

Alexi Danchev 

Current status: professor 
Fatih University, Buyuk Cekmece, 34500, Hadimkoy yolu, Istanbul, Turkey. 
Phone (Telefon) 00902128643007 
Email adanchev@fatih.edu.tr  
http://www.fatih.edu.tr/~adanchev 
Department: Economics Department 
Office: FA-302 
E-mail: adanchev@fatih.edu.tr 
Phone: 00902128890810/ext.5029 
Fax: 00902128891162 
Website: http://www.fatih.edu.tr/~adanchev 

 

Short Biography  
Date of birth  12 January 1944 
 
Education 
 

• PhD, Institute of Economics, Regional Economics and Environment-1979, Sofia- Bulgaria  
• BA, Institute of Technology, -1967, St. Petersburg, Russia  

Experience 

• Professor, Dr. in Economics, Fatih University, Department of Economics, Faculty of Economics 
and Administrative Sciences, 01/03/2000  

• Professor in Economics, International University College, University of Portsmouth - UK, Sofia, 
Bulgaria, 01/01/1997-01/03/2000  

• Deputy-Director for Research and Education of the Institute of Economics, , Bulgarian Academy 
of Sciences, 01/01/1993-01/12/1994  

• Deputy-Director, Institute of Economics, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, , 01/02/1992-
01/01/1993  

• Senior Research Fellow, Institute of Economics, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences,, 01/01/1984-
01/01/2001  

• Research Fellow, Institute of Economics, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, , 01/06/1972-
01/01/1984 
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Eva Dvončová 

Academic title: Bc.   
Current status: student 
Contact: 
Slovak University of Technology, Faculty of architecture,  
Námestie Slobody 19, Bratislava 
Phone: +421 905 585 218 
Email: eva.dvoncova@gmail.com 

 
Short Biography  

Date of birth: 5. December 1982 

1991 – 1997           Elementary school, Pionierska 2 st., Brezno /langauge specialized/ 

1997 – 2002           Lutheran High school, Tisovec /bilingual grammar school, major: English/ 

2002 – present        Faculty of architecture, STU Bratislava  

1992 – 1997           Art school, Brezno /art techniques/ 

2001 – 2002           Art school, Brezno /drawing, painting/ 

Workshops 

 2007– workshop Vita Nova II – Klisura  monastery, Bulgaria /sustainable planning/ Skills 

 English language – active knowledge, First state exam 

 German language – passive knowledge 

 Computer skills: AutoCAD, Corel Draw, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe InDesign,  
  MS Windows, MS Office, Mac OS 

 

 

Ulla Ertl 

Academic title: Dipl. Ing. 
Current status: Ph.D. Student 
 
Contact: 
University of Natural Ressources and Applied Life Sciences - BOKU, Vienna 
Department of Structural Engineering + Natural Hazards 
Institute for Structural Engineering; Sustainable Constructions 
 
Peter Jordan Straße 82, 
A-1190 Vienna, Austria 
Phone: +43-(0)1-47654-5267 
email: ulla.ertl@boku.ac.at 
Website: www.boku.ac.at 
 

Short Biography 

Date of birth: 20.04.1979  

Place of Birth: Vienna, Austria 

Nationality: Austrian 

 

Education 

1989 – 1997 Grammer School „Konrad Lorenz“, Gänserndorf, Austria 

1997 – 2004 Studies of Architecture, Technical University of Vienna, Austria 

10.2004  Diploma in Architecture; thesis: Energetical and structural refurbishment exemplified 
by a modernization of a Gründerzeit building of the University of Natural Ressources 
and Applied Life Sciences in Vienna. 

since 2005 Ph. D. Student, University of Natural Ressources and Applied Life Sciences, Vienna, 
Austria; Research area: Interaction between architectural design and energy 
efficiency from low energy houses and passivhouses of residential buildings in Austria 
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Jost Gadermaier  

 
Current status: student of environmental engineering (Bak.) at the University of   

applied life science and natural resources Vienna 
 
 
Contact: 
Phone:+43650/9920006 
Email: Jost.Gadermaier@gmx.at 

 
Short Biography 

Date of birth: November 24th 1984  

1991-1995 Primary School in Ried im Innkreis 

1995-2003 Grammar School in Ried im Innkreis 

2003-2004 civilian service 

since 2005 environmental engineering (Bak.) at Boku Vienna 

 
 

Name: Zuzana Gladičová 

Academic title: Bc. 
Current status: student 
Contact: 
Slovak technical university, Faculty of arcchitecture,  
Námestie Slobody 19, Bratislava 
Phone: 00421 915331504 
Email: zuzlag@yahoo.com 

 
Short Biography 

 1990 – 1998           Elementary school, Školská st. Veľký Šariš 

 1998 – 2002           High school, Konštantínova st. Prešov 

 2002 – present        Faculty of architecture, STU Bratislava 

 2005 – 2007           Complementary pedagogue education STU, Bratislava 

 2006 – present        Faculty of architecture VUT Brno, Czech republic  

 1990 – 1998           Art school, Veľký Šariš –/grafika, painting/ 

 1998 – 2002           Art school, Prešov –/painting, sculpture/ 

Workshops 

 2004 - workshop in Firenze /restoration/                                    

 2006- workshop in Firenze /sustainable planning/ 

 2006- workshop in Budapest /EASA/ 

 2006- workshop in Treglio, Italy /affrescata/ 

 2007- workshop in Firenze /sustainable planning/  

 2007– workshop in Klisura – Bulgary /sustainable planning/  

 

Skills:   AutoCAD – excelent 

 Adobe Photoshop – advanced 

 Corel Draw - advanced 

 Rhinoceros – advanced 

 3D Max – intermediate 

 MS office, Powerpoint  

Interests: art, painting, music, books and modern architecture  
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Danka Grbac 

Current status: student 
Contact: 
Institute with address:  
     Department for Landscape Architecture and Horticulture 
     Faculty of Forestry, Belgrade Univercity 
     Kneza Viseslava 1, 11 000 Belgrade, Serbia 
Phone: + 381 62 1961916 
Email: danka.sklj@gmail.com  
 

 

Short Biography  

Date of birth: 15.02.1983. Belgrade, Serbia 

2002. till today     studies of Landscape architecture and horticulture  

2004. spring         colaborated in a paper presented and published in Ekological Truth '04 

2006. summer      IAESTE trainership at Greenmount College, Antrim, Northern Ireland, UK  

2007. spring         assisted in demonstration of laboratory work of the cours Plant Physiology 

 

 

Roman Grünner 

Academic title: Dipl. Ing. 
Current status: Ph.D. student 
Contact: 
University of Natural Ressources and Applied Life Sciences - BOKU, Vienna 
Department of Structural Engineering + Natural Hazards 
Institute for Structural Engineering; Sustainable Constructions 
 
Peter Jordan Straße 82, 
A-1190 Vienna, Austria; Phone: +43-(0)1-47654-5299 
Email: roman.gruenner@boku.ac.at 
 

 

Short Biography  

Date of birth: 15.03.1981  

1995 – 1999 High school „Ladislava Novomesky“, Bratislava, Slovak Republic  

1999 -  Slovak University of Technology Bratislava, Slovak Republic, Faculty of Civil 

Engineering, Department of Architecture  

6.2001 State exam in German language  

6.2002 Bachelor Diploma in the field of Building Structures  

10.2002 TU Dresden, Faculty of Architecture, Germany  

1.2004 – 3.2004 Practice in Architekturbüro Zimmermann, Dresden, Germany  

8.2004 Syria, Reconstruction of Krak des Chevaliers  

8.2005 Diploma (Dipl.-Ing) at TU-Dresden, Faculty of Architecture, Germany  

10.1005 European PhD. Study at the TU-Dresden, Faculty of Architecture, Germany and 

University of Technology, Dep. of Architecture, Bratislava, Slovak republic  

1.2006 Diploma (Dipl.-Ing) at STU-Bratislava, Faculty of Architecture, Slovak Republic  

2.2006 Workshop in Zwettl, Cloister of Zwettl, Austria 

3.2006 Workshop in Attersee, Village Attersee, Austria 

3/4.2006 Workshop in Neusiedl, Austria  
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Daniela Gúčiková 

Academic title: Dipl. Ing. 
Current status: PhD. student  
Contact: 
Institute with address: Radlinského 11, 811 07, Bratislava, Slovakia 
Phone: 00421 904 940 727 
Email: danielagucikova@gmail.com  

Short Biography  

Date of birth: 10.07.1981 

1994-1998: High school, Nové Mesto nad Váhom  

1999-2002: Slovak University of Technology, Faculty of Civil Engineering  

2002: Bachelor degree in Building engineering 

2002-2004: Slovak University of Technology, Faculty of Civil Engineering Study field: Architecture and 
Building Structures 

2004: Master degree in Building engineering 

Since October 2004: Slovak University of Technology, Inceptor of Faculty of Civil engineering, 
Department of Architecture  

2005, 2006: Participant of Sokrates Erasmus Intensive Programme „Responsive Use of Soil and Land 
and Regional Development“ 

 

 

Zlatka Kabatliyska 

Current status: Landscape architect 
Assoc. Prof. PhD, Dept. „Park and Landscape Construction and Maintenance“ –
University of Forestry, Sofia  
 
Contact:  
University of Forestry, Dept. „PLCM“, N 10 „Kliment Ochridski“ Str., Sofia 1756, 
Bulgaria 
Phone +359 886442607; +3592 91907/391 
Email: zlatka.kabatliyska@mail.bg 

 
Date of birth: 01.11.1967 
Place of Birth: Sofia, Bulgaria 
 
Short biography: 
Since 2006  Assoc. Prof. in Floriculture; Lecturer in Floriculture, Planting Design and Phytodesign in the 

interior. 

2000-2005 Assistant professor in chief, Floriculture 

1996-2000 Senior assistant in Floriculture 

1995-1996 г. part time assistant in Floriculture, technical assistant in the department of Landscape 

architecture (University of Forestry) 

1991-1995 г. Post graduate in Floriculture and  part time assistant in Botany (Department of Dendrology, 

University of Forestry) 

1995 г.  PhD degree PhD Thesis : A survey of some morphological and biological traits of Bromeliaceae 

Juss species concerning their utilization in the interior plant design” 
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Sandra Keyzlarova 

Mgr. 
Current status: Ph.D. student 
Department of Geography, Faculty of Science, Masaryk University 
Kotlarska 2, 611 37 Brno, Czech Republic  
keyzlar@geogr.muni.cz  

 
Short Biography (Kurzbiographie) 
* 25th May 1982  
 

2005 – present: PhD in Physical geography 
Subject of the dissertation: Importance and development analysis of environmentally stabilizing aspects 
of the contemporary exploited landscape and their profitability illustrated by the example of Brno city 

2000 – 2005: Master’s program for teacher training: Geography and mathematics 
Subject of the thesis: Garden colonies in Brno as specific land use of suburban landscape 
 
2007 – participation in IP SOIL III, IP Vita Nova 
2005/2006 – participation in IP SOIL II  

 
 

Jan Krizek  

 
Current status: Student 
Contact: 
SvF STU, Radlinskeho 11, Bratislava, Slovakia 
+421 903 171 313 
jan.krizek@yahoo.com 

 
Short Biography 

Date of birth (Geburtsdatum)= 25th January 1985 in Cadca, Slovakia 

Education: 

1991-2000 Elementary school. First two years in Cadca and another seven years in Rakova- 
Zakladna skola, Slovakia. 

2000-2004 Industrial high school of building, Department of structural engineering, Liptovsky 
Mikulas, Slovakia. The graduation with leaving examination of structural engineering, 
mathematics and Slovak language. 

since 2004 The Slovak University of Technology, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Department of 
structural engineering and architecture, Bratislava, Slovakia. The component of 
learning was art studios creation till now on the Department of architecture of STU 
Bratislava. 

Interests:            Sport, Travelling, Music 
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Ladislav Kubo 

Academic title:,Akademický sochár (Master of Arts) 
Current status Senior Lecturer  
Contact: Institute of Garden and Landscape Architecture,  
Faculty of Architecture, Slovak University of Technology 
Námestie Slobody 19, Bratislava 812 45, Slovak Republic  
Institute with address (Institut mit genauer Anschrift) 
Phone +421 572 76 115  
Email kubo@fa.stuba.sk 

 
Short Biography 

Born on July 2nd 1959 

1987 - Graduation on the Secondary School of Applied Arts, Kremnica (SR) 

           Industrial design 

1984 - Graduation on the University of Applied Arts Prague, Detached Dept. of Industrial design,  

           Zlin (CZ)   

1984 – 89  In-house designer in Chirana Piestany, (medical equipment and devices)  

1989 - Freelancing designer at the field of Industrial and Graphic design 

1996 - 97 Erin, Ltd. Design of furniture and interiors, graphic and advertisement design 

1997 - Slovak University of Agriculture, Nitra, Faculty of Horticulture and Landscape Ingeneering,  

         Dept of Garden and Landscape Architecture. Lecturer of art disciplines.  

         Pedagogical work in the field of visual arts skills, history of art, garden design. 

2000 - Slovak University of Technology, Faculty of Architecture,  

          Institute of Spatial Planning and Urban Design 

          Pedagogical work in the subjects: Studios of park and landscape architecture;                              

          Spatialistic for    Designers; Design in the park and landscape architecture;  

         Composition for Architects; Composition for Designers; City Marketing and Management.  

         Theory and Methodology of Design 

 

Werner Kvarda 

Academic title: o. Univ. Prof. DI. Arch. Dr. rer. Nat.  
Current status: professor emeritus 
 
Contact: 
University of Natural Resources and Applied Life Sciences – BOKU  
Institute of Soil Science  - IBF  
A.-  1180 Wien, Gregor Mendelstrasse 33  
Phone: +43 – 1 – 47654 – 3100 
Email: werner.kvarda@boku.ac.at  
Website: http://www.academia-danubiana.net  

 
Short Biography  

Date of birth: 15. December 1940    

1961 – 1968           Architect student    Technical University, Vienna and Illinois Tech, Chicago  

1968 – 1970           Official expert         Austrian Institute of Regional Planning 

1971 – 1974           Technical assistant  Austrian Inst. of Building Research and Architectural offices  

1975 – 1977           Assistant professor  Department of Spatial Planning, Technical University Vienna  

1978 – 1992           Professor                Federal Horticultural School in Schönbrunn and Pedagogical 

                                                           Academy for Agriculture and Forestry, Ober St.Veith, Vienna  

1993 – 2002           Professor                University of Natural Resources and Applied Life Sciences,  

                                                           Department of Landscape Planning, Vienna     

2003 -                    Professor                Visiting Professor, Slovak Technical University, Bratislava 
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Katinka Mihova 

Academic title: Associate Professor, Ph.D. 
Current status: University Lecturer, Assoc.Professor 
 
Contact: 
Dep.Management of Natural Resources 
University of Forestry 
10, Kl.Ohridski str.  
1756 Sofia, Bulgaria 
Phone: (+359-2)91907*288 
Email: katinkabg@yahoo.com  
 

 

Short Biography 

Date of birth: 27 May 1952 

1975 – Graduated Engineer Park and Landscape Planning (Landscape Architecture now), Sofia 

1976 -1994 – Research Assistant at University of Forestry (incl. period of Ph.D. work) 

Since 1994 – University Lecturer in Ecomanagement, Environmental Policy, Sustainable tourism. 

Scientific interests: Environmental Policy; Sustainable development; European Environmental Policy; 

Ecomanagement; Environmental Management; Environmental Economics; Urban Ecology and 

Management; Recreation and Tourism Capacity; Environmental Management Standards; Environmental 

Education; 

About 45 scientific publications in te fields.  

Participation in a lot of specislizations and international projects: IMG TEMPUS, CRE COPERNICUS, ETP 

Program, CRC Central European University Budapest, Regional Environmental Centre REC, COST E30, 

ERASMUS Program IP SOIL and VITANOVA, INTERREG III Cadses GreenKeys project, etc. 

Environmental NGO engagement. 

 

Marijana Pantić  

Academic title: B.Sc. Spatial Planner 
Ministry of Science Scholar-researcher in Institute of Architecture and Urban and 
Spatial Planning of Serbia 
Contact: 
Institute of Architecture and Urban and Spatial Planning of Serbia, Bulevar kralja 
Aleksandra 73/II, 11000 Belgrade  
Phone: + 381 11 3370 109; + 381 11 3370 204  
Email: mp33@beotel.net 

 
Short Biography  

Date of birth: 18. January 1983.  

2002: enrolling studies of Spatial Planning at the Faculty of Geography, Belgrade University 

2005: participating IP Soil II regarding multifunctionality of the soil, Neusiedl am See, Austria  

2005: published article ,,Sopot Municipality” in magazine ’’Space’’ 

2006: engaged as a secretary and coordinator in Spatial Plan of Subotica Municipality project 

2006: participating in scientific congress First Congress of Serbian Geographers in Soko Banja, with 
article Spatial Planning and Issues on Soil in cooperation with prof. Stojkov 

2006: graduating on topic of Comparative analyses of Tourism Spatial Development of Regions Palić 
and Neusiedl am See 

2006: participating IP Soil III regarding multifunctionality of the soil, Neusiedl am See, Austria 

2006: enrolling Master Studies of Spatial Planning on Faculty of Geography, Belgrade University 

2007: getting scholarship from Ministry of Science and working as a scholar-researcher in the Institute 
of Architecture and Urban and Spatial Planning of Serbia 

2007: participating IP Vita Nova II, Bulgaria 
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Beata Polomová 

Academic title: Ing.arch. , PhD. 
Current status: professor 
Contact: 
Faculty of Architecture  
Slovak University of Technology 
Námestie slobody 19,  
812 45 Bratislava 
Phone: 00421 2 57276 35-6, -0 
Email:  beata.polomova@stuba.sk 

 
Short Biography  

Date of birth: 04.04. 1959 

1974 – 1978: Attendance of Technical College of Civil Engineering in Bratislava 

1978 – 1983: Attendance of Slovak Univesity of Technology, Faculty of Architecture in Bratislava 

1983 – 1990: architectural practice in Stavoprojekt Bratislava, designing of new buildings in historical 
centre and urban planing 

1991 – 1992: architectural practice in Wien by prof. V. Hufnagel 

2003: authorized architect , a member of Slovak Architects Chamber 

2004: obtained PhD degree: (Developement of Lithurgical Space in the 20th century – Funktion of Light 

in its Atrchitecture 

1998 – 2007: pedagogue and lecturer at Slovak University of Technology, Faculty of Architecture, 

Department of Architectural Heritage Restoration, specialisation in restoration of sacral architecture and 

the night scenery of public spaces in historical town cores.  

 

 

 

Christoph Schönher  

 
Current status: Student 
Contact: 
University of Natural Ressources and Applied Life Sciences – BOKU, Vienna 
Peter Jordan Straße 82 
A-1190 Vienna, Austria 
Phone: 0043650 9114484 
Email: christusdeluxe@hotmail.com 

Short Biography  

Date of birth: 19.06.1985 

1991 – 1995: Elementary school, Schruns 

1995 – 2003: Grammar school, Bludenz 

2003 – 2005: University of Vienna, Study of History 

since 2005: BOKU, Vienna, Study of Environmental Engineering 
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Zlatko Simjanoski 

Current status:   Student   
Contact: Kozara 13a/25 1000 Skopje, R.Macedonia  
Institute with address (Institut mit genauer Anschrift) The University of Forestry, 
10 Kliment Ohridski , 1756 Sofia , R.Bulgaria 
Phone (Telefon)+38975899765 
Email zlatko_simjanoski@yahoo.com 
 

 
Short Biography 

Date of birth  O5.12.1979 Skopje, R.Macedonia    

Gender: Male 

Education 

1994-1998 High School “Orce Nikolov”, Skopje  
                 - Electronics Technician  
1998-2005 University of St“ Cyril and Methodius“, Faculty of Machine Engineering, Skopje 

                  Diploma in Environmental Engineering 

             Multidisciplinary studies, BA equivalent 
 
             Dissertation title: ‘Environmental Impact Assessment. Case Study of the Landfill Drisla’  

2006- University of Forestry, Ecology and Environmental Protection-Master Studies 

SKILLS 

Languages:  Macedonian (native); English (excellent); Serbian and Croatian (excellent); Bulgarian 
(conversational); French (beginner) 

Computer Skills: MS Office, AutoCAD,GIS( basics) 

MEMBERSHIPS AND OTHER ACTIVITIES 

Member of the Macedonian League of Ecologists 

Reading professional literature, trekking, basketball, cinema 

 
 

Albena Sekiranova  

 
Current status: Student  
Contact: 
Lesotechnicheski University (University of Forestry), 
 10 „Kliment Ochridski“ str., 1756 Sofia  
Phone:  +359 888 166 166 
E-mail: sekiranova.albena@mail.bg;  
 

 
Short Biography  

Date of birth (Geburtsdatum) – 23.04.1985 

- 2004 - Enrolled on the Faculty of Ecology and Landscape architecture, University of Forestry 
Sofia, Department of Landscape Architecture. 

- 2006 – organising and participating in SERM 2006 – South European Regional Meeting of 
forestry students, co-organised with International Forestry Students’ Association – IFSA, Sofia, 
Bulgaria 

- 2007 – participating in  IPSOIL III – Neusiedl am See – 9.-21.3.2007 , Austria 

- 2007 – July -  participating in IP VITA NOVA - Klisura, Bulgaria 
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Reinhard Stundner 

Current status: Student of Environmental Engineering (Boku Vienna ) 
 
Short Biography (Kurzbiographie) 
Date of birth: 21 / 04 / 1982 
1982 : born in Vienna 
1988-1992: primary school 
1992-2001: Gymnasium 
2002-2003: civil service at the Red Cross Vienna 
2003-2004: student of Medicine ( Medical University of Vienna ) 
2004-2007: student of environmental engineering ( BOKU Vienna )  

 
Juraj Švancár 

Current status: Student  
Contact: 
SvF STU, Radlinskeho 11, Bratislava, Slovakia 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Short Biography  
 
Date of Birth: 30 Oktober, 1984 
Sex: Male 
Address: Ul.1.Mája, Bl. 1435, 023 02 Krásno nad Kysucou, Slovakia 
Telephone:  + 421 905 893 859 
E-mail: juraj1984svancar@yahoo.com 
Marital Status: single 
 
Education 
2004                Slovak University of Technology, Faculty of Civil Engineering 
2000 - 2004    Grammar School, Komenského 1357, Kysucké Nové Mesto 
1991 - 2000     Primary School in Krásno nad Kysucou 
 
Professional Experience 
Summer 2007  Workshop in Klisura Monastery, Bulgaria 
 
Skills 
Computer Programs important for Civil Engineering = AutoCAD, ArchiCAD 
Driver’s License 
 
Foreign Languages 
Active Knowledge:  English, German 
Passive Knowledge: Russian, Polish 

 
Ivan Tužinský 

Academic title:  Bc. 
Current status: student 
Contact: 
 
Phone 0918 481 283 
Email: ivan.tuzinsky@gmail.com 

Short Biography  
Date of birth 4. 4. 1985 
1991-2000 – Primary school in Bratislava 
2000/01 – High school in Wiena im Strebersdorf 
2001-2004 – High school in Bratislava 
2004 – 2007 – Slovak univerzit of technology, Fakulty of architecture 
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Martin Treberspurg 

Academic title: Univ. Prof. Arch. DI Dr.  
Current status: Professor 
 
Contact: 
University of Natural Ressources and Applied Life Sciences - BOKU, Vienna 
Department of Structural Engineering + Natural Hazards 
Institute for Structural Engineering; Sustainable Constructions 
 
Peter Jordan Straße 82, 
A-1190 Vienna, Austria; Phone: +43-(0)1-47654-5260 
Email: martin.treberspurg@boku.ac.at; Website: www.boku.ac.at 
 

 

Short Biography 
Date of birth: 23.01.1953 
 
1971 – 1977:studied architecture and construction engineering at the Technical University of Vienna, 
worked at the studios of Prof. Anton Schweighofer, and Prof. Johann Georg Gsteu; project manager at Arch. 
Silberkuhl in Essen, Industrial construction and architecture 
since 1982: Freelance architect 
1982 – 1996: Assistant professor for architecture at the Technical University of Vienna 
1985 – 1990: ARGE Architekten Reinberg-Treberspurg 
1992: Granting of the Doctorade at the Technical University of Vienna 
since 1992: Head of the Environment Committee of the Austrian Chamber for Architects, Austrian delegate 
to the ACE (Architect’s Council of Europe) 
since 1993: Lecturer at the Technical University of Vienna on “solar architecture” 
1996: Foundation of the „Treberspurg & Partner Ziviltechniker GesmbH“ (Architecture and construction 
engineering) 
1996: 1st print run of the book ”Neues Bauen mit der Sonne“ (publisher Springer) 
1997: Eurosolar Award for the housing project “Naturnahes Wohnen” in Vienna 
1998: 2nd print run of the book ”Neues Bauen mit der Sonne“ (publisher Springer) 
1999: Sir Robert Matthew- Prize “For the Improvement of the Quality of Human Settlements”, awarded by 
the UIA (“Union Internationale d’ Architectes”) 
2001: Postdoctoral qualification and state Doctorade at Technical University of Vienna („Thermische 
Aspekte der Bauphysik im Hochbau“) 
since 2004: Professor at the University of Natural Resources and Applied Life Sciences, Vienna – 
Department of Structural Engineering + Natural Hazards – Institute of Structural Engineering, Sustainable 
Constructions. 
Main focus of the work: Energy saving construction and solar energy use, domestic architecture and 
ecology (passiv houses).  
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I S S N    1 8 1 7 - 3 3 4 9 ACADEMIA DANUBIANA 5/2007

INTENSIVE PROGRAM VITA NOVA II
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT IN THE MONASTERY OF 
KLISURA

The very idea about this international student-workshop was generating 
new concepts for the monastery in Klisura - to develop sustainable 
programs in architecture, landscape and regional planning.

The main aim of the VITA NOVA II project is to exchange ideas and struc-
tural management concepts between western and eastern monasteries in 
the Danube space.  The various projects of the groups – architecture, 
gardening, tourism, renewable energy systems –  rely on knowledge 
integration within an ecological design process.

ACADEMIA DANUBIANA

A network of excellence called ACADEMIA DANUBIANA has been estab-
lished to promote a higher degree of territorial integration with the 
accession countries
within the Danube region. The ACADEMIA DANUBIANA focuses on a 
scientific and educational network within various disciplines and para-
digms in planning and systems design.  It is addressed to all members of 
the socio-economic, ecological and administrative community in the 
broad sense – local authorities,  students, teachers and non-government 
organisations.

The aim of this program is about the working out of visionary concepts 
and projects, offering postgraduate study programs and seminars to 
promote mutual learning within a dialogue between municipalities, 
universities, concerned industries, business, non governmental organisa-
tions and the society. The results should be communicated to the 
political-administrative system and the universities in the Danube region.
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